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,, .... The prospect of undertaking a reusable launch vehicle development led the NASA
.... ,'_ Office of Manned Space Flight (OMSF) to requ..st the (Y..fice of Advanced Research and
,,:_,._._ Technology (OART) to organize and direct a program to develop the technology that
...... would aid in selecting the best system alternatives and that would support the ultimate
_ _-,, development of an earth-to-orbit shuttle. Such a Space Transportation System Tech-
_i_"i'_," nologyProgram has.been initiated.OART, OMSF, and NASA Flightand Research
I_',_ o Centers with the considerable inputs of Department of Defense personnel have genera.,
i :i._:;. ted the program through the efforts of several Technology Working Groups and a Tech-
i _' nologySteeringGroup. Funding and management of therecommended effortsisbeing
.,_,_ accomplishedthroughthe normal OART and OMSF linemanagement channels. The
'_-?
_ o work is being done in government laboratories and under contract wRh industry and
universities. Foreign nations have been invited to participate in this work as well.
Substantial funding, from both OART and OMSF, was applied during the second half of
fiscal year 1970.
The Space Transportation System Technology Symposium held at the NASA Lewis
P.esearch Center, Cleveland, Ohio, July 15-17, 1970, was the first public report on
that program. The Symposium goals were to consider the technology problems, their
status, and the prospective program outlook :_or the benefit of the industry, govern-
ment, university, and foreign participants considered to be contributors _.othe pro-
gram: In addition, it offered an opportunity to identify the responsible-individuals al-
ready engaged in the program. The Symposium sessions were intended to confront
each presenter with his technical peers as listeners, and this, I believe, was substan-
tiaUy accomplished.
Because of the high interest in the material presented, and also because the people
who could edit the output are already deeply involved in other important tasks, we have
elected to publish the material essentially as it was presented, utilizing mainly the il-
lustrations used by the presenters along with brief words of explanation. Those who
heard the presentations, and those who are technically astute in specialty areas, can
probably put _his story together again. We hope that more will be gained by compil-
ing the information in this form now thun by spending the time and effort to publish
a more finished compendium later.
A.O. Tischler
Chairman,
Space TransportationSystem
Technolog)-SteeringGroup
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Dl,,namics and AeroelasticitY
Introductory Statement
by Harry L. Runyan
The Space Shuttle, bein_ an hybrid - an airplane and a launch vehicle °
represeats the greatest challenge that the dynamicist and the aeroelasti-
ctan _sve £ac.ed. Some speci£ic problem areas related to the Space Shuttle
are list_.,d on _igure 1.
Dynamics and aeroelasticity envelop many disciplines, including aero-
dynamics, vibration, random processes, structures, fluid £1ow, mechanics,
.... : etc., but, of more importance, they involve the interaction and coupling
of many of these various disciplines. Fundamentally, we are concerned
with structural integrity and safe flight, i.e., trying to ensure that
: the vehicle will remain structucally intact as well as function properly
in t_e presence of the many faceted dynamic envlxorunent.i'
A new ,_reavlxichmay have an impact on our task is th_ effect of the
high temperature environment. In the past, we have been able to success-
fully decouple the temperature effects from our problem formulation. For
the Space Shtttle, this problem must be closely reexamined.
As has b_.enpointed out in the openin_ remarks of the Conference, the
Dynamics and ._eroelasticityTechnology Gro.,pcomprLqes one of several tech-
nology groups which are attempting to provide the necessary research to
_upport a successful and safe vehicle. The group has members from _tostof the
_5
, I%_SACenters as well as from the Air Force grou_s. We. meet periodically
,o review ongoing work, sear.'eh for new problem areas; and we are conztantly
updating and re,tlslng our program. The group i._ organized into three
panels as shown on figure 2" a panel on Dynamic Loads and Response, one
on Aeroelasticity, and one on Plight Dynamics and Environment. The
Conference p_pers accordingly have been grouped in these same three areas,
with each Panel Chairman acting as moderator for h£s pa=tleular _esslon.
/
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APPLICATION OF DYNAMIC MODELS
by
H. Wayne Leonard and Homer G. Morgan
NASA-Langley Research Center
SU_M_RY
Structural dynamic models have been widely used to obtain vibration
data required in launch vehicle development. A generalized model is now
being used to obtain lateral response data on space shuttle configurations
to account for new factors such as parallel staging, lifting surfaces, and
..' interface stiffness. A _eeond generation generalized model that would
have representative longitudinal responses is also believed to be necessary.
Finally, a detailed nearly-replica dynamic model of the final space shuttle
configuration is proposed as the most cost-effective technique for obtain-
ing tiraely vibration data to establish con£idence in the design. Such a
• model w._Id be an integral part of the development program, and would be
closely coordinated with analysis and limited full-scale vibration tests.
29
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INTRODUCTION
Many kinds of dynamic models have been used to solve special problems
in the development of airplanes and spacecraft. This paper is concerned
with one particular type of dynamic model - the subscale model for predict-
ing vibration properties and structural dynamic response of a complete
vehicle. Slide i shows models of this type that have been "Jsed in recent
launch veb.icle development programs. These models of Saturn I, Titan 111,
and Saturn V have demonstrated their versatility, usefulness, and cost
effectiveness for obtaining the modal vibration dat_ that are required to
verify analytical methods used in response and stability studies. -Each
of these models employed different degrees of sophistication in their
• design and construction, and each was related to thedevelopment program
in a different way, as discussed i_treferences I through 6.
This background of structural dynamic models technology can be
utilized in the space shuttle program to develop both new technology and
• the vehicle itself. However, such models can only be utilized effectively
_-_ when closely ccordinated with analysis. In this paper, a series of
structural dynamic models is described _hich will complement the develop-
ment of analytical methods for the space shuttle program. The series o£
models _ould culminate [n a near-replica model that would provide most
of the experimental data that have usually been obtained on full-scale
test vehlc les.
30
LAUNCH VEHICLE DYNAMIC MODELS
Illi
i/40-SCALE SATURN_ I/IO-SCALE SATURN
31
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FIRST GENERATION M3DEL
The complexity of dynaulc models in use at a given time must reflect
the definition of the space shuttle system at tha "_. time. The accompanying
analysis will generally be no more complex than the model to which it is
applied. At the present time, very few definitive details are known about
the final space shuttle configuration. Thus, any model at this time must
be a generalized structure for studying classes of problems rather than
for generating quantitative data fat specific application.
A first generation generalized model has been built, and is shown in
Slide 2. Now being prepared for testing at Langh_y Research Center, it
will be used in conjunction with analysis to study the coupled dynamic
response of winged parallel-staged bodies. The interface connection spring
rate will be varied parametrically over a wide range. The model is approxi-
mately 1/15-scale, based on 6-mofith old moss and stiffness data from a
Manned Spacecraft Center 12,500-pound payload vehicle. However, it is
p.eneralized in that the orbiter can be mounted forward or aft on the
booster, as illustrated here, and both orbiter and booster can have either
straiKht win_s (as'shown) or delta wings. The model contains no liquids,
but propellant mass and Irertla are simulated by ballast masses to obtain
liftoff, maximum dynamic pressure, and booster burnout weight eundltlons.
Since the parallel bodies are scaled as beams, this model will exhibit repre-
sentative coupled lateral vibrations of importance in flight loads and
control system analyses. However, its longitudinal response will not be
representative of an actual vehicle.
32
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SECOND GENERATION MDDEL
As the space shuttle configuration becomes better defined, sn advanced
second generation structural dynamics model, such as shown schematically
in Slide 3, will be used to study co_p1.ed behavior of a more representative
vehicle. Such a model will be of I/IO- to I/5-scale in size, and can be
built very early in Phase C of space shuttle development. Stiffness and
mass distributions will be refined, and liquld-carrying tankage w£11 be
included to obtain the first meaningful experimental data on coupled
1ongitudlnal responses. Thus, early data on the structural part of the
Pogo problem for the space shuttle configuration could be obtained. To
be us=ful for this purpose, the model should have representative liquld-
shell interactions, propellant feedline characteristics, and thrust struc-
ture detaiZs. Other configuration features such as the interface connec-
tion, lifting surface _eometry, and relative position of the orbiter and
booster _)uld be incorporated in this model.
34
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ADVANCEDDYNAMICS MODELFORSPACESHUTT-L-E
!
_-STIFFNESS DISTRIBUTION /
LONGITUDINALDYNAMICS
'4POGO
LIQUID-SHELLINTERACTIONS !i
PROPELLANT-FEEDLINEDYNAMICS ,_I
'wI
THRUSTSTRUCTUREDETAILS I'
INTERFACECONNECTION
I.IFTINGSURFACEGEOMETRY
_',,I
_t
BOOSTER-ORBITERPOSITIONING
i- :4
THIRD GENERATION MDDEL
First and second generation models will be used essentially to develop
structural dynamics technology for space shuttle configurations. However,
the primary purpose of the final or third generation model would be to
directly support development and testing of the selected vehicle. Design
and fabrication of this model should parallel final design, should lead
fabrication of the prototype, and could be most efficiently performed by
the prototype contractor. It wpuld be a subscale replica of the prototype
.-, structure within practical limits. Final scale selection would depend on
tradeoffs involving available facilities, ease of construction, testing
convenience, and cost, but would probably De in the range o7 )/3- to I/5-
scale. Some advancements _,_modeling technology may be required to pro-
perly account for the thermal protective system.
•- The role of such a model in the development of the space shuttle is
illustrate4 in Slide /4. Model tests, full-scale tests, and flight opera-
tions are shown to be unified by a constantly refined analytical model of
£he vehicle. The time sequence of tests is roughly indicated from ]eft
to right. Early test and anal/sis of the model, sitting .-irplan_-fashion
on its wheels, followed by test and analysis of the mated vehi_.le would
lead to a verified analytical model prior to the availability of _ull-
scale hard_lare. Some full-scale airplane-type ground vibration tests
on flight hardware would then be c_nducted as chec_s and to develop more
confidence in the enalysls,
The complexity and importance in dynami, response of the structural
Interface between the orbit,.,rar_ the booster will require some _Imited
testin_ on full-scale hnrdware to check both th_ mode] _Jt|dana]ysls.
38
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_ ,7:77]!_'_ These tests could be static deflectioI_ measurements or vibration tests on
° . .
,:"_ the mated vehicles. Such tests could be done in the empty weight c:ondition
_:t'; _ with the vehicle horizontal, if tile cozffigurntion permits, or cantilevered
= :_"_I_ from the launch tower.
.... "_"> The primary data source for supporting fl J_ht opercltions would be
'7.: analysis. However, the model, beinp, aiore inexpensive to maintain on
'_>" standby than a full-scale dynamic test vehicle, would become the primary
o:, tool for evaluation of structural modifications and payload chan_es, and
'_J.... for investigation of operational problems.
, ._:.o,_
_:,:'_ RECOMMENDED DYNAbllC MDDEL PROf.RAM
_, _ Slide 5 presents recommendations for the utilization of a detailed
%'_ structural dynamic model to achieve the most cost-effectlve and reliable
space shuttle. First, the model must be an integral part of the develop-
ment program. Then, it must be closely coordinated with analysis and
full-scale tests. If these factors are achieved, then only limited full-
scale testing is required. Analysis, thoroughly verified by model tests
and further checked by some full-scale testing, would provide the final
data for all fl Jght decisions. However, since confi&-Jrations change and
maintaining a model on standby i_ relatively inexpensive, the model should
be kept current so that it c_n be used throughout the program for evaluat-
ing configuration or payload changes, and for operational problem solving.
,_: 38
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,;:;- RECOMMENDATIONS
!! REPLICAMODELTOBEINTEGRALPARTOFDEVELOPMENTPROGRAM
COORDINATEDMODEL--ANALYSIS--FULL-SCALEPROGRAM
LIMITEDFULL-SCALETESTSREQUIRED
VERIFIEDANALYSISPROVIDESFINALDATAFORFLIGHTDECISIONS
MODELCONFIGURATIONKEPTCURRENTANDUSEDFOREVALUATIONOF
CONFIGURATIONORPAYLOADCHANGESANDFOROPERATIONAL
PROBLEMSOLVING
3g
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IALTERNATIVE TO DYNAMIC MODELS
The alternative to an intagrated dynamic model program in space shuttle
development leads to the situation described in Slide 6. A more extensive
full-scale test program would be required. Th_.s would probably require a
spec_ial dynamic test vehicle and a new test facility. An order-of-magnltude
increase in laanpower is required. Test operations and loglsties also
become more complex so that the overalt cost-effectlveness of this approach
is ouestionable.
A significant factor :n this approach is that data generated would be
available late in the development cycle. Any changes to design resulting
from the tests could only be implemented with considerable delay to the
total program.
",' The scope and complexity of an extensive full-scale test program
necessitates detailed long-range planning with a resultant loss of flexi-
"[
: bility. The rate of data generation is also slower than in a model program
due tc the time required to effect configuration or test condition changes.
4O
ALTERNATIVE TO MODEL APPROACH
EXTENSIVEFULL-SCALETESTPROGRAMREQUIRED
SPECIALTESTVEHICLE
LARGETESTFACILITY
INCREASEDMANPOWER .,
COMPLEXTESTOPERATIONS
- INCREASEDCOST
LOSSOFTIMELINESS
DATAAVAILABLELATEIN PROGRAM
LESSIMPACTON DESIGN
LESSFLEXIBILITYIN TESTPROGRAM
COMPLEXITYOFOPERATION
w NUMBEROFPEOPLEINVOLVED
DIFFICULTYOFMODIFICATIONS
LONGLEADTIMEPLANNING
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Structural dynamic models have been successfully applied in previous
launch vehicle development programs to obtain vibration data. Models can
also be used early in space shuttle development to quickly and inexpensive-
]y obtain the data required for verifying anslytical methods for treating
new configurations.
A detailed structural dynamic model of the final space shuttle vehicle
can also be used effectively and inexpensively to provide most of the
experimental data for verifying analytical design methods. Only limited
testing of full-scale flight hardware would be needed to supplement mode]
data. The alternative to a dynamic model approach, without sacrifice of
• confidence in the design, is extensive, expensive, az,_ less timely full-
scale testing.
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PANEL VIBRATIONAND P_ LOAD_
by William Co We_ton, Jr. N7 0 --3 6 5 9 8and
Ett_ene C. Ns._unn
_^_-Laugley Research Center
Hampton, V_r_nia
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES FOR TPS PANEI_
We are working to establish procedures to predict basic vibratiou
characteristics and random response of TPS panels. The purpose of this
talk is to tell you what we are doing and why. Ple,Ase consider my
remarks as an £nvltation to constructive criticism on our efTorts.
I emphasize that the work on vibration characteristics ls general
and not restricted to providing inputs to our own random response
studies. For example, we az, m-_tted to provide structural inputs to
support the panel flutter wore which will later be disc_t6sed by Dr.
Dixon of the Structures Re_eaz+ch Division.
RESEARCHOBJECTIVESFORTPSPANELS
CAPh-BtUTYTOPREDICTBASIC-VIBRATIOI_
CHARACTERISTICS
CAPABILITYTOPREDICTRESPONSETO
FLUCTUATINGPRESSURELOADS
SINGLE PANEL SYS.T_
This slide shows two things. It shows our delineation of the panel
vibration problem which is necessarily somewhat arbitrary althoughp we
thlrLk,logical. It shows also what we presently see as the possibly
significant effects to be considered in characterizing the TPS skin for
vibrations. We have decided to concentrate for the time being on what
we cal_ a single panel system- defined as a portion of elastic skin
bcunded by thermal expansion Joints and resting on elastic standoff
fixtures which in turn rest on a rigid underlying structure. What are
our reasons for defining the problem within these particular limits?
First, like anyone else, we are _otivated by the desire to work-with as
simple and reasonably sized piece of structure as we can, consistent
with retaining essential engineering information. Second, since the
purpose of thermal expansion Joints is to statically isolate a portion of
skin from surrounding _kinp it is plausible that such Joints will de--
couple vibrations as well. Thirdly, the TPS skin and standoff fixtures
carry only local pressure loads and, therefore, should be relatively light
s_ruetures. The primary stracture which carries integrated loads should
generally be relatively stiff _aking the a_sumption of a rigid bas_
reasonable. Finally, even if It should turn out that vibrations of the
single panel syst_-_a do couple significantly to surrounding skin or under-
lying structure, an understunding of the _in_l_ panel system will still
be necessary before the behavior of the coupled system ca)lbe intelli-
gently assessed.
Now I will go over all the effects which we believe _hould be
considered. We know we will be dealing with very thin _kins - down
around .01 inch. 'Fni_means that random local shape imperfections may
be larger than the _kin thickness, substantially affecting loc_l stiff-
ness and stresses. This has nlready cau_.cdus problems in _ttempts to
measure vlbratlon modes of very thin _lat plates an a subsequent slide
will show. Next, we are _olng to have to deal with akin configurations
and _upport flxturen which have complicated geometries. Typical candi-
date configurations feature corrugated skins. We have s_en proposed
standoff flxtur_s ranging from simple posts to truss arrangements and
w_)bawith cutouts. 'l_edifferen_ types of standoff flxtu/es attach at
variously located points on the skin, sometimes on the edge and sometimos
in the interior. Proposed methods for _ecuring skin to standoff fixtures
have Included flxed attachments, such as Sl_)t_ids, and sliding attach-
ments, which allow.more fre_-thermal exp_n01on. Some designs involve
toln walled stiffeners running Perl_.ndleularto the corrugations. Major
effects_ which it will strain our capacltie_ to understand and represent,
stem from the fact that these p_ulelswill get hot, oom,_'.p_ih__well in
excess of _O00°F. We shall have to deal, therefore, with the material
changes, such aa lower.-dmodulus of elasticity which occur at elevated
tempera_ure_ and perhaps with permanent m_terial changes caused by
therraalcycling. Also, there will be so_e _hernlalprestress which would
affect vibrations. It is true that every effort will be made to design
44
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o,o ,: panels which can expand so as to relieve thermal stress but we cannot
assume that such designs will be completely effective. We know these
• ,,. panels will also be affected by the presence of a static pressure
:_,. differential. It has been proposed to reduce pressure differentials
•": during atnx_spheric flight by introducing a _as flow in the apace between
.... _ the TPS skin and the primar_ structure - and in fact some such pressure
_o equalizing system may be necessary in order to allo_ a TPS skin of
_ sufficiently light weight which can still endure the atead_ aerodynamic
'_ , loads in the atmospheric portio_s of the Shuttle traJectorM. However,
complete equalization will cerise,sly not be realized and the prestress
,, !>!i_, from the re_ining pres_Are differential could profoundly affect vibra-
o o tion response.
_ ._, APPROACH FOR BASIC VI_TION CHARACTERISTICS
o%
This slide states the t_o _in ideas in our approach as present_y
• _.- conceived. As is frequently donej _,e propose to determine n_tural
vibration modes_of the system and pas_ these modes along as _he basic
_tructural description of the I_nel Jar any subuequent respon6e analysis.
o: _ We will me,cure _ucee_ in term_ of _he confidence which can be attached
.... to these _ode_ which we determine, I emphasize that I me-n the modes of ,:
_'": ' vibration while the _y_tem i_ in a general prestre_;sed state. Thus, to
_ r._ accomplish our o_Jective% we require supporting capability to predict
i static stress due to _uer_l thermal and present': loadlngs. We have
.... ' .... ' placed a requirement ,m our output mo_es which .i W_t to be. partlcula_-l- T-
i clear about since thls requlrer_nt is probably the deten_lning factor as
tn the level of effort requir_d. We will require for s_y mode that the
' ''.... modal _tre_ dlstribu_io_ be predicted with good ac_cura;_yst all pnlnts
: - within a panel. We want to feel that. _f several mode_ are responding,
; :,,/ the response analyst can add up the individual stre,_s histories and fiad
: all points of _i_nlflc_n_ sLre_,. Among other thlngn "_-" hope to provide
_,' ": In this way a more rational basis for fatil_e life prediction.
: " Wepropose to predict modes by ana_ysi% supporting the snal_.ic_
result_ by the best tests fea,ible. _ere is _'ealAy no alternative 1,o
_ ultimately relying on anal.y'sls for, in the upper temperature range% w--
:!,_.' will be very llmlted as to what we can mea_v.re, Even for cold pa,els,
an_lysls is necessary to get the _da_ stress definition we require.
i %: With regard to structural damping, we recognize that in addition
_ :, to reliable definition of vibration modes there may be a need for
characterization of the energy dl_sipation processes in a panel. W_ have
_ a desire and a responsibility to res_nd ,in this ares, and in our test
program., we are providL_ capability to measure vibrs_ion decays as a
_ possible ba_Is for specifying modal d_.plng coefficients, {{owevcr_ we
::j are dissatisfied about dampln E on a n_ber of counts. The m_An reason
_ is that _or l_nel flutter and response to rando_ pressure loads - two
ma_or concerns - w_ arc nnt really clear on the :role which _tructural
dampingpls_.
APPROACHFORBASICVIBRATION
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P_OJECTS FOR VIBRA'I_ONT_-,TCAPABILITY
'l_isslide lists the proJect_ cu_-ren_lyunder way to de_lop needed
test ,_ap_bility. As you know, th_ big problem _n testing is Instruments-
tion for the higher temperatures. Our understandlng of the calx_b_lities
- of currently available instrume:ztationis as follows: (i) There are
proximity probes for measuring displacements which should work at temper-
atur_s up to 1.200°F. (2) There are strain gauges which should work up to
1000°. (3) There are uccelero_eters which shoula work up to i_00°.
(4) There are thermocouple_ which should work throughout temperature
ranges of interest for t_e _huttle.
LRC has u,r._erwa_ an ln-hous_ program to develop a traveling probe
which will si_lts_eously sense local vibration amplitude and local
temperature. Displacement is measured by a state-of-the-4rt non-
contacting capacitance proximity probe. Temperature is ,_enf_dby
. state-of--thai.oft non-contactin 8 thermistor. It is recognized that it
i_ questionable whether very accurate absolute temperature values can
be determined with a non-cont_ctln_ and moving thermistor, l[owever,
_x_icnc_haJ_ indicated the shape of the temperature profile can be
obtained with reasonable accuracy by this method and _uch profiles, when
supplemented by s_x_t temperature meauuremonts from fixed thermucouplo,_
81re a very detailed de_cription of the temperature _tate.
With reKard to _train ganges_ ther_ i_ a _ub_t,anti_ effort underway
at LHC to perfe_t _train gau_e technoloay for the te_perat_re range from
I000° to Ib00% _. |{owev_r,we_ the author_ of thi_ paper_ _e not at
this time in a position to assess the _tatus of thl_ research.
IJ_Chas a contract with TI(Wto demon_trate fe_Ibillty of a hol_-
RTaphlc system to measure the vlbratto_ mode sbap_,'_of h_t _m_l_. T),_
_ultabll_ty o_ continuous la_er, strobed-contln_ous laser, and prOsed-
)ostlersystems are beln_ iuve_tlgated. ):hiswork, which will take place
over the next thirteen month_, is bel_8 viewed with _,_eatInterest
_eause holo_aph¥ appears to offer the beat chance for vlbratlun
measurements above IL_30_.
We have a high priority In-house project nearlnK operational statue
to develop and aase_le the equipment necessary tc excite and measure
vlbrat;_n_ of panela _t hi_ temper_ttur_ _d with varlou_ boundary
supports. Tale te_t setup utilizes the dual _ensur _robe _d the _tat_- !
of-thai-artstrai_ gatq_e_ a_eleroa_ter_, _nd _henmocouples mentioned
prev'iouel_ I_ i_ i11umtrated schematically in the n_t slide.
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SCRD4ATIC REPRES_TATION OF TEST SETUP
Let me emphasize that this representation is schematic and for the
purposes of illustration. Some item_ of equipment, particularly heat
shields are not shown. This is a half section view with the cut along
the shaded portions. Shown at the top is a quartz tube radiant heater
capable of sustaining temperatures at the panel specimen here of up to
IL_DO°F. This frame here represents a hydraulically actuated cleJnping
system vhich will accommodate panels up to two feet square. The unheated
panel is placed in this support system with the clamps not actuated.
Heat is applied and the panel brought to steady temperature. Clamps may
then be applied along any combination of edges. It is felt that with
this system we can simulate conditions for TPS non-_blative panels which
will get hot but which according to present,thiI_ing will be free to
expand. This is a 1-1/,° Ib force electrodynamic shaker mounted through
soft springs upon a pneumatic lift for po_ititning. _'nereis a vacuum
cup attachment connecting the force rod to the panel and there is a
force gauge in the force rod. The vacuum attachment and pneumatic lift
allow quick dlsen_agement of the shaker for damping decay measurements.
The shaking point can be located anywhere in the middle 7_ percent of the
panel. This is the dual sensor probe which la serve-controlled to maintain
a constant distance of the tip from the mean position of the vibrating
panel. This box contains a remotely controlled motor which moves the pro_
along this track. The track upon which the probe ru_ta in turn movo_ in
the perpendicular direction along this track beneath. The second track
rests on a turntable allowing th_ entire system to be rotated. These
movements allow scanning of over 90 percent of the p_nel uurface.
Actually there is a second dual sensor probe on a second track no_ shown.
The two movir&gprobes are. operated simultaneously for t'uvt. _eanning. it,
is believed t_ it will be possible to make a complete s_an in about flve
mir, utes. In anticipation of eventual higher temperature requirement_ the
support system, probe tracking system8 and shaker system are designed for
modal temperatures of _O0°F.
BO
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NASTRAN ANALYSIS
For the analytical side of the Job, we expect to use the IiASTRAN
computer program- supporting it with other progrsm_ if necessary. '_hls
slide illustrates an a_plication of NASTRA_ which we are attempting in
order to ascertain the capabilities of the program to predict vibration
modes and give aeeuyate and detailed descriptions of the modal stress
distributions. The panel is corr%_ated and has two channel stiffeners.......
Our initloA goal is to compute the free_ody modes_,assuming no prestress.
We take advantage of the four qut_iran%sof symmetry so that %_.,only have
to deal with a quarter of the panel. We m_ke a very fine _ubdivialon of
the panel into elements, from the element library of the NASTRAN proEram.
Note that even the floor of the channel stiffener is subdivided.
With a six-d_gree-of-freedom mass at each node, the quarter p_nel
system ha_ about 5(_)OdcErees of freedom. Utilizing the capabilities of
the NASTRAN proEram to provide advance estimates of coml_utingtime, we
have determined that a direct attack on the 3600 × 2600 eigenvalue problem
would require from about iO to _O hours on our CDC 6600 computer to get the
first mode. The time would very probably be closer to iO hours than to
20. This amount of required time we consider to be prohibitive, but for
two reasons we do not consider it discouraging. First, the time .-eflects
the fact that the present version of N._Tlt/kN uses double preeision
arithmetic. Double precision is probably not necessary on the CDC.
,';ingleprecision on this machine is almost the equivalent of double
precision on most machines, steps are beinE taken to provide a single
pr_:clslonversion of NASTRAN _nd this alone should reduce the time by a
factor of tour or more. Secondly, we feel _here is a t_ood chance we can
r_,ducethe time substantially by Guyaa reduction techniques and we are
positive we can reduce it drastically by _ubatructurinE. We have a hish
priority In-house progr_, underway ezplorln_ both these avenues.
..... ,.... ,;/I,_,,_ -.... ,............_.,,,........... _._.,,.,. .. ,",_.,._._,. ,. ,.._._..
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RESPONSETO FLUC_dATING PRESSURE LOAI_
I 'm going to switch now from basic vibrations to response to fluctu-
ating pressure loadg_ Charles Coe of Ames is going to speak on the
aerodynamic aspects of fluctuating pressure loads. My purpose is to _tate
our needs, as we presently see them, with regard to load description for
predicting vibration stress response. I think it is fair to say that
engineering techniques for predicting panel response to flight fluctuating
pressure loads have been profoundly influenced by the assumption that
there is always extremely limited information about the actual load
environment and nearly always limited information about the structure. We
favor an attempt to break out of this pattern. As I have indicated,at LRC
we are laying the groundwork for a structural description of the TPS
surface w_ich which should allow prediction of the details of vibration
response. It would be most gratifying to see a wind tunne_ test program
aimed at predicting with comparable detail the fluctuating l_ress_Lrefields
which will occur throughout the flight trajectory. Assuming adequate
scaling laws, we think we could make effective use of wind tunnel pressure
measurements in which a dense array of pressure gauges is packed within
a scaled panel dimension giving details of the distribution of pressure
in space as well as time. Utilizing such measured pressures and the
computed panel modes, we would compute directly the 8eneralized forces
and from them the panel time history of response. From such response
time histories corresponding to a number of points in the traJectory_ we
should be able to count stress cycles and from them make ration_l estimates
of fatigue life.
O000000]-TSG] 3
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VIBRATIO;!OF A SQUARE CLAMPED PLATE
As indicated in the discussion of a previous slide, we have some
data which illustrate the effe,' of shape imperfections on vibrations of
square panels. P._tted here are ratios of experimentally and analytically
,_" determined natural frequencies for 24-inch by 2_-inch flat aluminum alloy
plates with several values of plate thickness. The plates were clamped
on all four edges. The horizontal axis gives the plate thickness as a
multiple of the thickness )f tho thinnest plate. Here beneath is noted
the corresponding approximate ratios of thickness to edge length. The
analytical results were obtained using the NASTRAN computer program.
Comparisons were made for the first six modes of each plate. The moderate
errors for the thickest panel are attributed to observed boundary motions
due to the fact that the plate was quite heavy. Neglecting the thickest
_ plate, the agreement passss from very good to unacceptable as the plates
are made thinner and thinner. This same trend was observed for free-
.... body vibration tests of the same panels. For each plate measurements
were made of the deviations from flatness. The maximum deviations
increased from 20 percent of the thickness for the 2ridthickest plate to
approximately 2.5 times the thickness for the thim:est plate. It is
noted that for the two thinnest plates_which had the largest percentage
.. deviations from flatness_the first mode exhibits the greatest error.
• This is consistent with th_ observed long-wave-length character of the
.'i. imperfections.
.L
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VIBRATION OF A SQUARE CLAMPED PLATE
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PROPELLANT DYNAMICS PROBLEMS IN SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLES
H. Norman Abramson, Franklin T. Dodge, and Daniel D. Kana
Southwest Research Institute
San Antonio, Texas
ABSTRACT
The dynamic behavior of liquid propellants in launch vehicles and spacecraft
has been of great design importance for past and current generations of
vehicles, and will be o£ equal or even greater importance for future space
shuttle vehicles. Large masses of propellants, possibly contained in
nonaxisyrnmetric tanks and subjected to many varying forms and levels of
acceleration, may lead to slosh forces of such magnitude as to require
extensive baffling or may lead directly to other important dynamic loads
by interaction or coupling with the elastic structure. This paper will out-
line some of these problems and indicate the directions in which preliminary
efforts are being made to delineate the problems in more detail or to effect
their solution.
INTP.ODUCTION
Seventy to eighty percent of the llft-off mass of proposed space
shuttle vehicles consists of cryogenic liquids; the "orbiter" vehicle itself
will caJ' ry a larger amount of liqui_ into orbit than has any previous vehicle.
It is therefore evident that the dynamic loads exerted by the contained liquids,
which were of much importance in the design of present-generation vehicles,
will be even more important in the design of the space shuttle. In fact, the
nonsyrnmetric configuration of most proposed shuttle vehicle structures, the
requirement o[ airplane-like maneuverability, and the stringent requirements
imposed on structures and materials by a planned 100 re-use cycle all
emphasiz_ the need to understand and design for the influence of liquid
; 59
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prop._llant dynamics on shuttle performance. Southwest Research Institute,
under contract to NASA-Langley Research CenterS, is preeently attempting
to delineate and evaluate some of these liquid dynamics loads and liquid-
structure interactlm_s that may be important in the design of the shuttle
vehicle. These problems are discussed briel'Iy in this paper.
We will first review some of the liquid dynamics problems that
appear to be of consequence with respect to loads, mention some of the
: means of controlling those loads, and then discuss some preliminary plans
: for studying liquid-structure interaction problems peculiar to shuttle
vehicles. We will speci£ically omit discussing pogo phenomena and prob-
• 'r lems comprising what has come to be known as "propellant management in
orbit. " Pogo problems applicable to space shuttles have been outlined by
Runyan [ I ] who pointed out that pogo oscillatlons cannot be tolerated because
of the magnitude of the dynamic loads exerted on the vehicles as a result
of the large offset masses. _:ertain pump and feed line phenomena, such
as water hammer and bubble collection in the impellers and inducers, are
known to couple with pogo instabilities. Propellant management in orbit
encompasses such problems as (l) S_recapturlng" the liquid propellant
after an extended period of zero-g coasting and repositioning at least some
minimum amount of propellant over the feed line intakes prior to engine
restarting, and (Z) ensuring that only vapor is released during venting
opt.rations mean_: to relieve excessive buildup of pressure in the tanks
*Contract NAS1-9890.
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' _.,' through boil-off, Needless to say, all these problems must be recognized
._ and accounted for in the design and operation of the shuttle; in some cases,
o , substantial developments in technology will be required.
,r,!_,_ LOADS ASSOCIATED WITH LIQUID PROPELLANT M¢,TIONS
' ..._: In the present part of this paper, we will describe a number of
L ..... general problems associated with liquid motions, as,._ning that the struc-
.- ., ":.?
tures and tankage containing the liquid are rigid. The arrangement, of the
.....:' discussion follows the general sequence of events during a mission.
_ Propellant Slosh Durin_ Ascent
Although liquid propellant sloshing has been studied extensively
! °i'" " "
___ _:_:._ .:: in the past [_--5], the nonsymmetric geometry of the space shuttle intro-
_'_ _i-2:"o_ :_: , duces several new facets to the problem.
_ _i_" .:i. First of all, a slde-by-side arrangemen_ o£ the booster and orbiter
: i _ causes the roll mode of the vehicle and the propellant slosh to be coupled;
_.... ,_o._.._ :: that i.s, the slosh can induce roll rnotions of the vehicle, and vice versa.
"....:" _ Thus, large, resonant slosh torques should be expected at several excita-
° :' '_:' tion frequencies that depend upon the propellant tank diameters and the
! '_:J_ thrust acceleration. Large, rigid-body-like torques, because of the offset
o of the liquidmasses from the roll axis, also should be expected. This
effect was cnly of minor importance with respect to the outboard tanks of
_-_ 'i _, the Saturn I vehicle and was handled quite readily;however, in the space
: • / ,
" shuttle, such torques will be very large and difficultto control.
.,f
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rIn some designs, the tanks themselves are not symmetric, and an
: .... orbiter-tanker probably will have compartmented payload tanks, thus
,f,
,_ creating _urther asymmetr F. Nonaxisymmetric tanks will have slosh c,_u-
_-'_ _ piing to roll excitation about their own axes in addition to that caused by
q
offsetting the _.ank from the vehicle roll axis. Consequently, shuttle vehicle
propellant sloshing will be susceptable to roU, yaw, and pitch excitations,
which is a further complication in booster design over past experience [6 ].
Equivalent mechanical models (mathematical) of the slosh characteristics,
.... . _ as commonly employed in guidance and control analyses, will be complicated
by the _lact that several slosh modes (having different resonant frequencies)
can be excited, depending Itpon the orientation of the excitation to the tank.
Figure I shows a typical-slosh model for a tank chosen to fit the structural
envelope of the shuttle; this mechanical model contains two Itslosh masses"
(i. e., two slosh modes are important), a rigldly attached mass m o which
simulates the rigid body inertia of the liquid to lateral excitations, and two
_. mass moment-of-inertias Io and Jo which simulate the rigid body reactions
• to pitch, roll, and yaw.
Another problem caused by asymmetrical conditions, &nd one which
can occur even with an axisymrnetrical tank and an in-line booster and
orbiter, arises during maneuvering whenever the thrust axis is not aligned
with the tank axis. For this condition, the steady-state free surface of
the liquid is not perpendicular to ti,e tank axis; this, in effect, creates
asymmetry and therefore will bring additional slosh modes into being.
62
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Many of these problems are being investigated at SwRI under sponsor-
ship of NASA-Langley Research Center and NASA-Marshall Space Flight
Center*. In addition to analytical studies, slosh force-frequency response
characteristics will be measured in the laboratory for several typical non-
axisymmetrlc tank geometries in order to provide information comparable
to what has been made available previously for s_'mmet,'ic tank slosh.
Lic_uid Motions Induced at Separation
Rather large, transverse, impulsive forces will be required to
separate the booster and the orbiter in the side-by-side configuration.
Assuming that the thrust level for the orbiter is small during and just
• ii after separation, transverse impulses will cause gross liquidmotions
....
and large disturbing forces and torques at a criticalperiod in the control
of the orbiter. It is probable that some of the propellants will impact on
tank bulkheads. In auy event, significant residual liquid motions will
remain when thrusting begins and it important that these not be amplified.
•. LicluidBehavior in Orbit and Durin_ Dock.in_
• .i Besides those propellant management problems mentioned in the
Introduction, other fluidmotions during orbital operations can cause large
loads on the vehicle structure and exert disturbing effects on the guidance
and control system. There may be a large mass of liquid onboard at this
time, especially when the orbiter is used as a tanker so thatit contains
liquids other than its own propellants.
_Contract NAS8- _-5920.
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It is likely that the orbiter will '_stop" several times, each time
docking with some other vehicle. When the payload or propellant tanks are
par_ially empty, the docking deceleration has the potential to move the
liquid bodily from one end of a tank to the other, and the impact loads that
result might cause "de-latching" (i. e., an aborted docking) or perhaps
even damage the tank bulkheads. On the other hand, the impact loads might
e
be used to advantage to eliminate the rocket thrust requirement for com-
pletion of a "hard" docking. But tP.e fluid mechanics of docking have so far
been almost entirely neglected, especially as regards analysis, and conse-
• quently our knowledge of 1_quid motions during docking is meager.* It is
believed that the motions that can occur are similar to those shown in
Figure 2. The n,nsym_._etrical type of motion shown in Figure 2c is the
• most probable, for free-surface stability re_.sons, unless ext1"eme care is
' taken to insure that the docking is aligned perfectly with the tank axes;
•?/
: these nonsymmetric fluid motions obviously impose the largest delatching
_ .i torques. It is known, also, that a certain minimum deceleration is required
'i to disrupt the steady £ree surface before the liquid can move bodily. Thus,
if the docking deceleration could be maintained below this value then only
small disturbances would occur; unfortunately, the destabilizing accelera-
tion is very small. For example, th_ acceleration that will destabilize
a zero-g interface with a zero degree contact angle in a cylindrical tank is
*A study of this problem is being sponsored by NASA-MSFC (Contract
NAS8-25712).
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0.84_/pr20 (_ = surface tension, p = density, rO -_ tank radius) which, for a
lox tank of say Z50 cm diarrLeter, is less than 10 "3 cm/sec Z.
During the periods when an orbiter-tanker is thrusting and in the
process of changing orbits and sp,_eds, both the propellants and the pay-
load can slosh, similarly as experienced during the vehicle boost pha_._ _,
z.nd thereby impose significant disturbing forces and torques on the orbiter.
F1yback of Orbiter or Booster
During the normal "flyback" of an orbiter or booster, residual pro-
: pellants in the amount of five to ten percent of capacity may remain in the
. tanks even after venting. Although this a relatively small mass, it can
cause large disturbances because of the way in which the liquids are oriented
during both the high angle-of-attack return and maneuvering just prior to
-_' landing. In both cases, the effectivegravity is directed more or less
perpendicularly to the sides of the tanks rather than along the tank axis,
and hcnce the liquids, during flyback, are contained in what are effectively
long, shallow tanks, as shown in Figure 3. Tests have shown that liquids
in partiallyfilled,long shallow tanks are very susceptible to small excita-
tions and responseln violent, large amplitude nonlinear motions [7]. The
response can take the form of normat sloshing but, more commonly,
traveling waves occur"which reflec*,back and forth along the tank, impacting
on the bulkheads each time; these possible reponses are shown in Figure 4.
Such liquidresponses can impose severe disturbances on vehicle guidance
and control.
_ 68
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In some designs, water impact l;_nding is contemplated. Large load-
ings on the tank structure due to the gross motions of the rapidly decelerated
pt-opellants will occur during such landings, and may be of equal importance
in the event of any "hard" landing.
Aborted Fly backs
I£ a mission is aborted, it is likely that at least a briel period of
maneuvering and _rplane-like flying will be necessary before the propellant
tanks can be dumped or vented. Because o£ the large mass of liqu_d still
onboard during this period, various propellant motions could be extremely
deleterious to vehicle stability.
If the main engines are shut down while the vehicle is flying thr_ ugh
the sensible atmosphere, the liquids may impact on the upper bulkheads
of the tanks because of the sudden deceleration resulting from air drag.
This "dome impact" can rupture the bulkheads, and a /ireball may result
if hypergolic propellants are employed [8, 9 ].
During the flying phase of abort, the large shifts in liquid cg and the
fluctuating forces and torques caused b_ propellant motions such as shown
in Figures 3 and 4 would be difficult to compensate for by the pilots. Obviously,
then, the possible propellant motions occurring during an aborted flyback
need to be carefully investigated, and preventive measures provided for "n
the design of the space shuttle.
CONTROL OF LIQUID PROPELLANT MOTIONS
Because of the 100 re-use cycle requirement, the flyback capability,
and the need to maxin_ize the payload, the space shuttle is a weight-critical
7O
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vehicle. Therefore, the devices used to control or dampen the propellant
motions must be kept as light as possible. Flexible baffles, which effectively
control sloshing and other forms of motion, are attractive in this respect.
Altl.,. ugh they have been shown to be feasible in tests with model tanks
and conventional liq' _ds [ 10-12], flexib]_ baffles need to be investigated
with regard to (1) fatigue life, _2) compatibility with cryogenic liquids,
(3) £astening techniques, (4) manufacturing techniques, and (5) in-place
cleaning, ewRI, _nder contract to NASA-Langley Research Center_, is
conducting such an engineering design analysis for space shuttle applications,
which will attempt to answer these questions. This study is oriented toward
.. eventually conducting a large-scale, proof-of-concept test program.
Other specific measure.q to control liquid motions will undoubtedly
rely upon adaptations of baffle and deflector configurations successfully
employed in present vehicles [5]. Tank compartmentation may be par-
ticularly effective in shifting liquid frequencies and in reducing the magnitudes
of sloshing masses.
INTERACTION OF LIQUID PROPELLANTS
WITH ELASTIC STRUCTURE
Experience to date has indicated that the overall dynamic response
of e._s_ntially axlsymmetrlc launch vehicle structures can be separated
into basically (I) longitudinalaccordion-like motions (pogo) and (2) lateral
bending motions. Both kinds of response are highly influenced by the presence
*Contract NASI -10074.
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of liquidpropellants in the system; hc.wever, because of symmetry, these
responses have, in the past, been essentially decoupled from one another
{except for possible localized motions). On the other hand, the radically
different and nonaxisymmetric design_ for s_uttle vehicles will no longer
permit this simplification. Therefore, studies have already been initiated
with the objective of making a relatf_'elysimplified parametric analysis of
coupling between lateral and longitudinalstructural motions for a typical
shuttledesign and, further, to determine the influence of the liquidpro-
pellant dynamics on the coupled response.
One study is being performed in-house at 7;ASA-Langley Research
Ce_,terand is described in detailelsewhere. Ifs objective, however, is to
investigatethe effects of joint stiffnessbetween the booster a;_dorbiter
vehicles on the coupled vehicle vibration response, emphasizing rigid
body and lateral bending modes and considering only solid mass representa-
tions of the contained propellants.
Complement_Lry efforts are in progress at SwRI* to determine the
influence of the liquidpropellants on the coupled system of elastic shells.
For this latter stud)c,a sketch of the design o£ a simplified shuttle vehicle
model is shown in Figure 5 and the model booster is shown in Figure 6.
The two-tank booster is joined to a smaller two-tank orbiter by means of a
common spar, and intermediate skirts and various rigid masses are utilized
to simulate various components. This arrangement is an extension of some
•Contract NAS1-9890.
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recent research on purely axisymmetric longitudinal dynamics of a simplified
)aunch vehicle dynamic model sponsored by NASA-Marshall Space Flight
Center [13]. Since the principal objective of this study is to determine the
influence of liquid propellants on coupled longitudinal-lateral bending modes,
natural frequencies will be measured on the model suspended in a simulated
free-free condition (Fig. 6) for a variety of parameters such as propellant
depths, ullage pressures, and orbiter attachment spring rates and position.
Initial tests will be conducted with the tanks containing a simulated frozen
' liquid (using materials such as a mixture of sand and flou_', or plastic
: beads); subsequent tests will be performed with liquidshaving the same
density. Forced responses will also be determined by excitationat various
• : simulated gimbal angles, required by the antisymmetric design. The gimbal
angle changes with the va:'yinglateralposition of th_ center of gravity as a
result of propellant depletion during the boost phase. Also, both longitudinal
and lateral components are required. Itis anticipated that two preferential
axes of motion will exist;one in the plane of, and the other normal to the
plane of the drawing in Figure 5. A comparison of results using both
simulated frozen and free liquidswill permit an overall determination
of the significance of the liquidcoupling as well as provide some perspective
regarding the increased complexity which will be required for pogo analyses
of shuttle vehicle designs. To aid in these analyses, a complementary ana-
lyticalmodel is -_!sobeing developed consisting of a series of linear and
torsional springs, flex_blobeams, and rigid masses. Each mass is to be
capable of two degrees of translational and one degree of rotationalmotion,
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except for those representing the lateral sloshing and longitudinal liquid
contr_butious. Mechanical models for lateral sloshing are those previously
given in [Z ], while those for longitudinal liquid motion were recently given
in [ 14]. Initlal plans are to study motion in the plane of the mo_,el only.
CONCLUDING REMARK
We have pointed out in the foregoing discussion some of the areas
in which developmental efforts are required in order to insure that problems
of propellant dynamics in shuttle vehicles can be satisfactorily analyzed
and solved. Many of these are already being studied, either to deilneate
them in more detail or to effect their solution. Some of the more significant
problems include: (1)propellant slosh characteristics in nonsyrnmetric tank
configurations; (Z) propellant impact on tank bulkheads, either at high-g as
a consequence nf abort, hard landing, etc., or at low-g as a consequence of
docking, maneuvering, etc, ; (3) flexible baffle technology; and {4) influence
of propellant dynamics on elastic shell and vehicle vibrations. The coupling
of the latter with other elements of the system, thereby leading to overall
vehicle instability (pogo), is of primary importance in shuttle vehicle design.
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Introduction
This paper will review eom_ of the transient-response problems of th_ space
shuttle vehicle, and also introduce a combined test and _tnalytie technique that could
be a valuable supplement to the _tandard methods for calculating transient response.
The technique relies on using (,xperimentaliy determined impulse trans[er functions to
predict structural responses to longer-duration inputs. Before going into this tech-
nique, the transient loadings the shuttle will encounter from llftoff to landing will be
summarized.
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-"_I Fig. 1 lists the, more important trar, sient loadings due to launch, separation,
.iI docking, and landing. Sinee other papers will discuss so:r_, of these conditions in
',' detail, such as launch and separation, comments on the_e items will he limited.
Pyrotechnics have been omitted since these will probably not be important l,o over-
_, all structural response.
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Fig. 2 lists recommendations for limiting transient response during ignition and
release at liftoff. Reference 1 will cover this sabjec*, in some detail, so only some of
the more important considerations w_,ll be mentioned. These include flexibility of the
launch pad structure, including the operation of the release mechanism, control sys-
tem interactions, and lateral excitation due to wind effects and thrust build-up differ-
ences among the valious engines.
Since these are principally ground conditions, it has been suggested that research
._nthis area be directed primarily toward the design of ground-load alleviation devices.
These studies, including dye.amic-model and wind-tunnel tests, should focus on e,ich
items as shielding systems to protect against wind loads, and holddown and release
systems which would limit the response of the vehicle elastic modes during engine
start and at liftoff.
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Booster engine shutdown transients should be mentioned briefly. On the Apollo
Saturn V, the largest lateral accelerations on the LM during the launch phase occur
aftt'r engine shutdown as a result of the longitudinal-lateral coupling (X-Z) between
booster and spacecraft.
Ill the shuttle, the r<,l:ttiv_,ly larg_. _:g offset betweon booster and orbitor is ex-
pected to result h_ ftuld'm_cntal motk's which oxhibit considerable couplhlg. A rela-
tively refinod elastic analysis and model program is, therefore, recommended to
,_,valuate this transicnt condition. The large sizes of the matrices required can make
this analysis expensive, so improved matrix reduction techniques will become highly
desirable. In addition, analytical and experimental studies should be performed to
determine an optimum interstage arrangement and stiffness to minimize the adverse
transient loads due to X-Z coupling.
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The next problem to be reviewed, separating the orbiter and booster, is one of
the most critical in the shv.ttle mission.
One concept for accomplishing separation is sho_n in Fig. 4. The prime objec-
tives of the schemr arc to provide rcliable operation for both normal and abort situa-
tions; to avoidt where possiblej the harmful plume impingement of the rocket exhaust
of one vehicle on the other; and to give positive assurance of no recontaet of the ve-
hicles under wi'Jcly varying aerodynamic conditions.
The dynamics of separation involve a number of complex problems: transients
due to mechanism operation, engine shutdown and startup, and aerodynamic interac-
tions of the two vehicles in proximity to each other. A combination of wind-tunnel
testing and analytic backup is recommended to gain a fundamental understanding of
the aerodynamic problems. Reference 2 will cover this topic in more detail.
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Another problem h_the shuttlemission isdocking,as shown in Fig.5. While
docking-impactloadswillprobably notdesignmajor portionsofthe orbiterstructure,
theywillbe importantindevelopingdockingmechanism hardware and designinglocal
structure,and willinfluencepayloadhandlingand orbitercontrolsystem design.
Propellantbehavior,as affectedby __cking loads,is anotherimportantconsideration
thatwillrequirestudy.
Two basic schemes for dockingtheorbiterto a space stationare shown, togeth-
er with sonm of file advantages of each.
There arc many other schemes for docking and payload deployment that range
from using the payload structure as the docking interface to designing for free-flying
payload modules. Tradeoff studies involving the interaction of control-system dynam-
ics, docking impact, and post-latching loads must be performed to establish a practi-
cal system. Manned simulations of the approach phase of docking should be consider-
ed, as well as model testing again backed by an analytic program.
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The final step in the shuttle miscion is landing. In the early stagesD shuttle
gear _esign will probably follow transport-aircraft pr_ctices. Studies of the weight
penalties associated with landing gear design criteria, as illuutrated in Fig. 6, should
bc performed to learn where significant savings can be made. The sensitivity of strut
weight to sink speed is show'n here. Since the landing gear itself is ol sizable weight
aud since landing imposes dcsi_n-levcl loads on local structure and is of lmportauc_,
to overall vehicle responsc, advanced landing systems should be investigated. These.
should range from replacing wheels with brushes or skids to studies of air-cushion-
type landing schemes.
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• '_ In addition go analyses, conventional aerospace practice makes extensive use of
"':_':_;_ testing, This would include mode surveys, vihraticn testing, and dynamic simulations.
' '_" Modal information obtained fron- test is stiil difficult to use to predict internal load
, , tj
? ;t
•., ,, _ distributions, stress levels, or compost, at accelerations. Dynamic simulations may
;:.-,i:":._'"" ve_ lfy the h_tegri.ty of the structure, but may not yield basic information which can he
,,i;.. appllc,l _o conditions that were not *,ested or which arise after the testing is completed.
',[ r. TO ovt.rcome these limitations, Grumman has been developing, under MSC sponsorship,
..... a combined analyticaland testingtechniquethatiscalled"impulse testing."This Is
' ,'_ e;.peeted to become a valuable supplement to the standard tests and analyses platmed
0
"i_:!_, for the shuttle.
• _,._,:.._ The techniqueisbased on experimentallydeterminingthe responses, such as
'-_,_...,, strains,forces,or accelerations,to short-durationpulsesthatapproximate an ira-
• o__._
_ pulse. These responses or transfer functions may then be used to predict the res-
ponses to long-duration loadings. Fig. 7 and 8 give a quick review of the principles
involved in the method.
Suppose we are concerned with determining an internal response at 1R due to a
transientloadingatI. The loadingof interestcouldarisefrom landingor separation
dynamics or dock_ngimpact. The structure,which may be a portionofthe SSV hard-
ware or a detailedmodel ofthe entirevehicle,is mounted so as to simulatethede-
siredsupportcondition,and a short-durationpulse,inthe desireddirection,is ap-
pliedatI, As inmodal analysis,thestructureis assumed linear,and thusthe res-
ponse atR is directly-proportionaltothe area under the impulse. When the response
is normalized to a unitimpulse, an "impulse transferfunction"isobtained.
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The next step in the proce,.ure, shown in Fig. 8, consists of approximating a
given time history of load application by a series of impulses. The response to this
long-duration forcing function is then determined by performing a Duhamel integration.
While the approach is _traightforward, the problems of experimentally generating
an approximation to an impulse, accurately measuring the area under it, and measur-
ing the resulting low-level responses required a demonstration test to prove the feasi-
bility of the method.
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A typical test setup with a I,M structural test article is shown in Fig. 9. The
LM is supported from the apex of its outrigger trusses through a set of air springs to
simulate a 1'f,'ee-freet_ condition. An eleetrodynamic shaker, programmed using an
exact-waveform synthesizer, was used to apply impulses as large as 10,000 ll: with a
time base of about 1 millisecond to one landing gear ,.ttachment point, A force trans-
ducer mounted to the shaker head was used to measure the impulse time history. In-
strumentation to measure both strain and acceleration response was located at various
points on the vehicle. A few gages were located on the outrigger truss menibers them-
selves_ very close to the impact point, while others were placed about 15 ft away, on
the ascent stage aft equipment bay.
.... --- .......... -i |
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A typical impulse and several l.ormalized responBe time histories are shown in
I"lg. 10. The actual responses_ as well as the pulse itself, were recorded o,_ magne-
tic tape, digitized, and then normalized to obtain the impulse transfer functions. The
dugrce of varit_bility in the technique, and in the test article, was .'tssessed by com-
paring impulse tr_msfer functions derived from various short-duration pulses. In
spite of suspected nonlinearities in the vehicle, repeatability was good for both strain
and accelerometer measurements over a wide range of input forces and for ]_mny
transducer locations.
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Oo Application uf tho impulse transfer functions to obtain LM responses to u Iong-
'_ duration tlansient loading is illustrated in Fig. 11. It is seen that excellent eorreia-
tion is obtained between the response calculated using the impulse transfer function and)L• /':i the aetua.', measured response to the long-duration loading. The results shown are for
;_: +: a response location that is tar irom the input force location, and involve a complex
" load path from impact point to response point. Similar agreement between experimen-
._ tal and predicted responses ha_ been shown at other locations, for both st_,ain-gage
,,:,.... and aecelerometer measurements° What has been demonstrated then is a technique
which consists of measuring and cataloging structural dynamic characteristics In the
form of impulse transfer functions, storing these iatermedia_ results in a memory
./+i',; bank, and then recallin_ them to predict responses to arbitrary transient load_. Ap-
, plying this technique to the _huttle or detailed replica models will permit the predic-
_ tlon of loads due to a variety of transients.
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Summary
Prompt adv',mces in seversl areas of technology will be required to handle the
transient loading problems that will bc encountered by the shutth',
The large amotmt of complex structure which has to be ;malytieally repre_,:nted
to obtain reliable results will require extensions of current computing ezqmbllity.
Tht,refore, methods such as modal synthesis, which will relieve the sizt" of the rt,-
quirt;el programs associated with comprehensive idealizations, will have to be utilized
more extensively.
Studiesof launchholddown devicesand aerodynamic model studiesof ground-
wind alleviationsystems shouldbe pursued to reduce shuttleweightpenaltiesfor
ground-loadingeouditions.
Analyticaland experimentalstudiesto determine an optimum Interstagearrange-
meat and stiffnesshouldbe performed tominimize the adverse transientleadsdue to
X-Z coupling,and the effectsof aerodynamic interactionsduringseparation.
Since the sizeand complexityof thevehiclewllllimitthetypeoftestingwhich
can be performed to verifystructuralintegrity,an impulse-transferfunctiontechnique
shouldbc consideredfor determiningthe loads and accelerationsassociatedwith many
ofthetrmmient conditionswhich can not be testeddirectly.
Sound judgment willbe requiredtodecidethe depthof analysis,the extentof
model testing,and the necessityfor full-scaletesting.
The challenge,even when one consider_onlythetransient-loadingproblems, is
indeed formidable.
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SPACE SHUTTLE LIFTOFF DYNAMICS
Donald C. Wade
NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
Houston, Texas _ 7 0 " 3 6 G 0 1
SUMMARY
Becauseof the potentialimpacton structuralweiqhtsand on crew and
payloadenvironments,space shuttleliftoffdynamicsconstitutean im-
portantdesignconsideration.The analyticalsimulationof space shuttle
liftoffdynamicsposes both an interestingand complexproblem. This
presentationdiscussesmany factorsassociatedwith liftoffdynamicsand
the p,,tentialareas affectedby then. The meritsof discreteversus
statisticalanalysesof the conditionare discussedand recommendations
are made to assistin findihgan optimumblendof criteria,analysis,and
operationswhichwill result in an efficientand adequatedesign.
I01
INTRODUCTION
Probablyno other space vehicleoperationis characterizedby a busier
scheduleof electrical,propulsion,and mechanicalsystemsoperations
that excite the dynamicsof the structurethan liftoff. For example,the
SaturnV ignitionsequencebegins9 secondsprior to release. During this
g-secondperiod,ignitionsignalsare sent to enginesin exactingorder,
valvesopen and close,enginethrustsbuild up, chamberpressuresand
scoresof other parametersare sensed for an internalgo-nogo decision,
and holddownand accessarm_ are retracted_.tofree.the_y_ehiclefor liftoff.
Variationsin these parameters,coupledwith a loadingenvironmentcompli-
cated by wind, gusts,vortexshedding,and engine gimbaling,result in a
D
very complexstructuraldesign loadingcondition. A realisticstructural
simulationof shuttleliftoffis importantbecausethe resu1&ingloads
can affectthe design of portionsof the structure,as well as sensitive
systemsand payloads. An accuratesimulationof liftoffis also important
in establishingoperationalwind restrictionsand for studyingthe effects
on the crew and passengers. The uniqueconfigurationof a piggyback,
winged shuttleorbiterconfigurationwith a winged twelve-enginebooster
adds more complexityto the problem.
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t N 0-33 -SPACE SHUTTLE STAGING DYNAMICS
R. H. Schuett, M.C. Clark, and M. J. Hurley
General Dynamics Convair Division
Stage separation is recognized as a. major Space Shuttle problem area. The
piggTback arrangement precludes utilization of separation techniques developed for
tandem vehicle stages. Also, since most shuttle confignrati_'n_ are not symmetrical,
thereby complicating interactions, experience gained from Tifan IH C solid motor
separation and Atlas-Centaur fairing jettison is not directly applicable. Unlike present
day launch vehicle stage separation, the depleted space shuttle booster is as massive
as the orbiter clement so that large intervehicular interaction is probable. Abort
suparation is likely to yield the most severe separation condition since aerodynamic
loading is significantly higher during the abort regime. Aerodynamics, including in-
terference effects, will dominate the separation dynamics for all but the lowest dynam-
ic pressures.
The separating booster must clear or withstand the orbiter exhaust plume, as
: well as clear its hard structure under all probabalistic conditions. Following separ-
ation, the booster element must initiate a capture mode and reorient to a trimmed
attitude for subsequent reentry. The orbiter continues on its mission, or, for abort,
prepares for reentry.
i
This paper summarizes separation analyses conducted during the NASA Phase A
Space Shuttle Study, the Air Force (SAMSO) Space Transportation System Study, and
company sponsored research which evaluated separating multiple bodies placed sym-
metrically about a center core. An aft hinge system with separation force supplied by
inertial and aerodynamic reactions was rec,_mmended. With the piggyback arrangement,
other schemes could be required. Concepts using rails, links, thrusters and pistons
are discussed with advantages vnd shortcomings of each system identified. Factors to
" be evaluated for system comparison include sy'atem weight, performance losses,
: separation clearance time history, abort capability, and costs.
Supporting research and technology necessary for selection and definition of a
space shuttle separation system are identified. Covered in brief discussions are the
three topics, interference aerodynamics, plume impingement heating and pressures,
and propellant motions during abort.
PROBLEMS
UNSYMMETRIC, PIGGYBACK ARRANGEMENT
CONTROL & RECOVERY REQUIREMENT
SEPARATION OF BODIES OF EQUAL MASS
SEPARATION IN HIGH DYNAMIC PRESSURE
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_!_' _eparation is a combination of many transient events over a relatively short time
o ,, _ period and the implication of one event on s_ceeedtng events must he considered in any
.... ,j
_ analysis. The sequence is begun based on a pre-estab!tshod staging velocity or time
_:'i or could be triggered by a sensor which indicates some measure of propellant depletion.
':_"i The first transient is then booster engine thrust decay. Associated with thrust decay is
a relaxation of the structure responding to the changing acceleration vector. The com-
bination of structv :al response and propulsion _ystem characteristics have, on existing
systems, resulted in thrust oscillations during engine decay. Gimbaling of the booster
engines during this time period may be required for cot_Lrol in event eL unsymmetric
engine shutdown or to trim the vehicle under additional forces such as orbiter thrust or
separation system forces if those are activated prior to booster engine shutdown. Con-
trol forces after engine shutdown are provided by the, ACPS.
The second series of events is associated with activation of the separation mechan-
ism. Releasing the structural tie between stages by means of retraction pins, explos-
ive bolts, or whatever, introduces two transients; the first is the shock associated with
the mechanism and the second is the redistribution of loads due to breaking the tie point.
These conditions are followed by activating the sepax'ation forces such as thrusters,
pistons, inertial and aerodynamics forces, and the kinematics of linkages, guide ra'_.s,
or hinges as may be necessary to control initial movements
The next major sertes-_ events are associated with orbiter engine ignition. Orbit-
er engine ignition could be commanded at a pre-selected time after separation initiation.
The rigid body and transient motions associated with engine thrust and activation of the
orbiter control system are significant in separation system evaluation. Orbiter exhaust
plume impingement causes a hostile environment to be imposed on the booster and could
be a prime factor in establishing separation required at t_me of orbiter ignition, or es-
tablish design requirements for portions of the boo.,. _ructure.
Present during the separation sequence will be the aerodynamic forces. The inter-
ference effects must be determined and included in simulations of separation dynamics.
Aerodynamics will be of major importance for abort separation and of rrAnor importance
dttring normal separation.
The separation dynamics through the preceeding events must consider the separ-
ation of energy and momentum of one bndy into two bodies and _he shift in points of body
rotation_ .after separation. For abort conditions, the phenomen.'l of propellant motions
in the booster tanks will add to the complexity of the analyses.
Separation dynamics can be divided into two categories - rigid body motions and
elastic response. The discussions in this paper will concentrate on the rigid body mo-
tions and required timing sequences and forces necessary to provide an acceptable,
safe separ_.Uon. Elastic response should not be neglected in overall evaluation and
selection of a separation concept.
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PHASE A & STS STUD_ RESULTS
During the Phase A and STS studies Convair evaluated several separation systems
for separating multiple bodies located symmetrically about the central or core vehicle.
An aft hinge separation of the outer bodies frgm the core element while the core is under
thrust was selected as being the most promising scheme for symmetric vehicles. Other
concepts evaluated included a translational-rotational linkage system, an inclined ramp,
and a system of lateral thrus_ere, The bases for selection of the aft hinge were: exper-
ience on Titan llI C solid motors and Atlas Centaur fairings; the system is passive; read-
ily extendable to abort; and maximum energy was imparted to the payload. Aft hinge sys-
tem separation was initiated by releasing forward attach points. The boosters then are
free to rotate about the aft hinge and will do so under the combined aerodynamic and in-
ertial reaction loads. To determhie aerodynamic interference effects, captive trajectory
wind turmel _esting was conducted.
The captive trajectory system permits the trajectory of a body separating from an-
other (stationary) body to be determined experimentally in a wind tunnel. An analo$ com-
puter uses force and moment data from a balance within the separating body to compute
the resultant trajectory. Trajectory motion is simulated by the six-degree-of-freedom
support shown.
The simulation includes the aerodynamic characteristics of the separating body dur-
ing and just after separation, as influenced by the flow field generated by the stationary
body, together with the mass properties and proplflsion characteristics of the body itselt.
In this way, the effects of body release position and attitude can be studied.
The model support, an electromechanical positioning system with all axes of mo+ion
contained within a single mechanism, is independent of the stationary body. This mechan-
ism has an envelope of motion lying wiflfln a cube about 30 inches on a side. Drive motors,
located in a case below the tunnel floor, are printed-armature electric motors with ex-
tremely lest response characteristics.
After the free-stream flow has been established, the analog computel computes the
trajectory using model strain-gage balance data in conjunction with body mass, moment
of inertia, rocket thrust, altitude, and other data. This trajectory, transformed inLo
velucity components, is then supplied to the support control drive motors, thus position-
ing the separating model in a smooth, accurate simulation of the separation trajectory.
The analog program is time-scaled: thus, what is seen is an apparent slow-motion move-
ment of the separating body through its sepax'ation trajectory. The balance outputs are
converted to aerodynamic coefficients, and the actual position and angle outputs are pro-
cessed into full-scale parameters.
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PHASE A & STS STUDY RESULTS (CONT'D)
In conjunctionwiththe analysisofspace-shuttleseparation,a digitalcomputer
simulationwas developedtoanalyzetheseparationdynamics ofhingedor linked
lifting-entryvehicleclusters. The program computes the kinematicsof separation
of as many as fiveauxiliary(booster)elements attachedaround the peripheryof a
centralcore (orbiter)element insix rigid-bodydegrees offreedom for thecore
plusthreefor each avxiliaryelement, After separation,allelements are computed
inslx-degrees-of-freedom.
Aerodynamic forces provided by the captive trajectory testing were used in the
computer simulation. A typical abort separation display is shown on the opposite
page. The correlation with the captive trajectory results was acceptable.
Most present space shuttle configurations are not suitable for aft hinge separa-
tion because the aft hinge system does require that the aft ends of all stages be
reasonably flush. Also, the hinge reaction on the core, which,for symmetrical veh-
icles was canceled by the body on the opposite side, could cause vehicle control
problems. Therefore, this staging system evaluation must re-examine all concepts
in view of the present shuttle configurations.
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: CONC E PTS
i
LINKS-BOOSTER TIIRUST - Staging is initiated by a sensor which detects near pro-
-__ pellant dep!.etion, required velocity, or time° A signal is sent to release the links.
; " With the links free to rotate, the booster, still under thrust, will move forward rel-
ative to the orbiter and the link rotation will also provide a relative lateral velocity.
....,_,. By the time the booster plume comes in contact with the orbiter, the booster thrust
'- ._, is near zero. The orbiter engines are then ignited. By the time orbiter engines are
:.. at full thrust, the relative lateral velocity will have provided enough lateral separation
..... to minimize plume impingement effects. The depletion sensor could be near the top
..... of the LO 2 line, thus provide about one second of burn time before booster engine
.... shutdown.13 :',)_
i •
i .. o
_.. LINKS-ORBITER THRUST - Stagingis againinitiatedby a sensor which detectsnear
.: ._. propellant depletion. A signal is sent to start the orbiter engines. As the orbiter
i ..... engine comes up to full thrust, the boost_.r engines are gimbaled to reduce vehicle
i ...._ rotation.When boosterthrusthas decayed toabout 10% of fullthrust,the orbiter
i _ ._: T/W is greater than the booster T/W, the links are released and the orbiter moves
__ forward of the booster, with the links also providing relative lateral velocity. Plume
.... pressures will impart lateral velocity to the booster.
:' ° _ RAMP/RAILS - This sequence Is very similar to the preceeding system with initial
...: o_. separation travel being guided by ramps or rails in place of linkages.
,.,_ PISTON - Stagingis initiatedby an accelerometer which indicateszero or very small
,: acceleration. The interstage structural ties are released and the piston provides a
o:4' relative lateral velocity of about 10 feet per second for a 100,000 pound force acting
•'_ for 1 second. TLe orbiter engine is ignited, and by the time it is up to full thrust,
,, ... the vehicles are separated sufficiently to reduce impingement effects. To account
_"" for differential vehicle motions during piston action, it will be desirable to hinge
bothends of the system.
_._ ROCKET - Very similar to the previous concept, with incremental lateral velocity
"_:_"'_' imparted to theboosterby engines locatedinthewing root. Thrust couldbe provided
" 0
by solidrocketmotors or by liquidpropellantengines fedfrom thebooster tanks. In
_ i_,_ thisconcept,as wellas the pistonconcept, the thrustcouldbe orientedto providea
,' differential velocity in directions other than lateral if it is found beneficial to do so.
1
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,- PRELIMINARY CONCEPT EVALUATION
LINKS-BOOSTER THRUST - This system has some potential for normal separation,
however for abort conditions the aerodynamic forces during the coast time could
generate large compressive forces between the vehicles thus preventing link motion.
" The structure supporting the orbiter during normal booster phase would be primarily
:" in compression, leading to high system weights. The coast time for normal staging
is moderate, on the order of 3 or 4 seconds, and compares favorably with other con-
cepts in payload capability.
,,_' LINKS-ORBITER THRUST - Primary advantages of this system are no coast time and
some probability of satisfying abort conditions. Performance is maximized with the
._ elimination of coast time. The impr.,ved probability of satisfying abort conditions
......' is due to having the orbiter under thrust immediately, reducing the time the orbiter
'_ is in the vicinity of the booster which in turn reduces the impact of aerodynamic
_-.,. forces. The support links are in tension during normal ascent flight tending to re-
" duce weights. Plume impingement will be significant, but preliminary calculations
=' have indicated pressures _nd temperatures are not intolerable. Primary disadvant-
' age of thesystem isthe timingand controllabilityrequiredbetween the various
_:_. engine shutdown and startup characteristics. Also, vehicle control during engine
ignition and shutdown may be delicate. The separation dynamics and booster/orbiter
"7
controllability are quite sensitive to booster thrust decay and orbiter thrust rise
time histories.The time phasingbetween boosterenginedecay and orbiterengine
ignitionwillalsoaffectcontrollabilityand separationdynamics.
_ _ RAMP/RAILS - No particular advantage can be cited for this concept over the pre-
• . vious system. Ramps/rails have more simplicity than linkages but also have more
_- weight. Lateral separation would be less, and therefore the plume impingement
effects would be more important.
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PISTON - This concept appears to be. the most straight forward, simple approach.
Sensors and timing requirements are very practical. Angular rates imparted to the
orbiter can be minimized by placing the piston at the orbiter e.g. Assuming booster
piston location between the LO 2 and LH2 tanks, the angular rates imparted to the
booster are not excessive. Negative aspects are: the relatively long coast time of 5
to 8 seconds reduces performance, large force will be required to separate the veh-
icles under abort conditions with additional complications due to booster/orbiter
differential drag forces at ab,,rt which could require guides of some type to react
moments and axial forces; redundancy for fail safe, or fail operational, fail safe re-
quirements will increase the system complexity and weight.
ROCKET - Most of the comments of the piston concept apply to this system; however,
the system does have more complexity and has the added problem of rocket plume
impinging on the orbiter. The concept could use solid rockets or engines fed from the
LOo and LH2 tanks. Replacement or refurbishment would be necessary with solid
rockets. An additional LO2 tank and considerable LO2 plumbing would be required
with the second option. A _reliminary reliability assdssment utilizing solid rockets
indicated a triple redundant system would be necessary. The abort condition would
require much larger thrust than normal separation.
134
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TYPICAL SEPARATION TIME-HIS'tORY
Lateral and axial separation time histories are shown for the Link-Orbiter Thrust
and Piston concepts. Time zero is taken to be the time at which restraining members
are discolmected. For the link concept, this means that the orbiter is up to full thrust
at time zero, when the booster engines have decayed to about 10%of full thrust and the
system is released. The lateral separation velocity is due to the rotating links and the
impingement pressures on the booster. Axial separation is, of course due to T/W of
the orbiter.
For the piston concept, to match the lateral separation of the link system will re-
quire a 200,000 pound force applied for 1 second. A 100,000 pound force "tpl_Ued for 1
second will provide half the lateral separation distance, A piston stroke of approxi-
mately l0 feet would be required with the 200,000 pound force and 5 feet for the 100,000
pound force. The orbiter was assumed to be up to full thrust at 4.0 seconds after
separation is initiated, or 3.0 seconds after the piston has reached the end of its stroke.
The significant separation distance difference between the two concepts is the
axial displacement. At 5 seconds the relative axial movement has been 600 feet for
the link system and about 100 feet for the piston system. The greater sepa_ttion dis-
tance reduces hazardous conditions during abort in event of an explosion.
The pistonsystem, withitslateralseparationatorbiterignitionreduces plume
impingement effects. The timingof the sequence iseasilyestablished.
The link system maximizes performance, has abort potential, but suffers from
the hostile impingement environment and could be sensitive to engine shutdown and
startup characteristics.
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_'_ IMPINGEMENT PRESSURES
Typicalorbiterexhauste)_Itconditionswere expanded usinga vacuum jetecpan-
slonprogram toobtaingas flowconditionsthroughouttheexhaustplume. The boundary
of the flowwas determined by combining theflowconditionsof thefreestream airand
the conditions in the nozzle flow. The plume boundary intersects the booster approxi-
mately 220 Inches downstream of the nozzle exit plane. This is a result of the engi:ae
nozzles high expansion ratio producing pressures which do not cause a highly expanded
plume. From the flow angle and the Ma_.h number, the static pressure was determined
downstream of the oblique shock which exists at the intersection of the flow stream
and the element.
From the geometry of the system, the pressures on either side of the booster are
the same and only one side is shown. The plane of intersection of the flows from the
two engines will result in locally higher pressures on the top surface of the booster
where it intersects the X-Z plane. It is estimated that the 16cal pressure at the inter-
section will be greater than the sum of two engines, but probably less than 2 psia. This
pressure would act over a strip possibly 2 feet wide.
The total force from on_ engine is 14,032 pounds, acting 492 inches from the
orbiter nozzle exit. For two engines the force would be 28,064 pounds plus an allow-
ance of approximately 10,000 pounds for the interference effects for a total of 38,000
pounds.
Pressures on the booster V-taLl were calculated for one orbiter engine. The
tail was described by a series of fiat plate elements. Each section subtends an arc
of approximately 7 degrees. The orbiter nozzle exit was assumed to be 780 inches
forward of the aft end of the booster. The tail surface leading edge was assumed to
be located approximately 420 inches forward of the booster base. The results show
pressures less than 0.15 psta. From the initial orbiter location, forward movement
of the orbiter will result In lower pressures on the surface. If the initial position
of the nozzle exit is further aft, the pressures on the tail surface would be higher,
but probably not exceed 0.3 pals.
Preliminary impingement heating analysis indicate that temperatures will exceed
allowables at several local areas which can be protected with minor weight increase.
Plume impingement analysis, particularly the interference effects of multiple plumes,
is a key technology improvement item requiring further analysis and verification by
testing.
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.: SUPPORTING RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY
_ Several key areas have been identified as requiring definition before selection
of a separation system is possible, or before requirements for the separation system
can be fully described. These items, in order of importance, are described.
'_ 1. Interference Aerodynamics - Assuming the system must operate during portions
of the trajectory when there is significant dynamic pressure, then the aerodynamic
forces will undoubtedly define the separation force necessary for successful oper-
C._:,
ation. Wind tunnel testing is required to provide the necessary aerodynamic force
_c./ information. Force data must be provided for interference effects between the
_ _ vehicles, for all possible relative positions of the booster and orbiter element,
during the separation trajectory. The test program must account for abort at
_;_ sufficient points on the trajectory as well as normal separation. If exhaust plumes
_,_: are in the vicinity of the vehicle, these must also be simulated in the tests. Multi-
.... :'_'.... degree of freedom captive trajectory capability, at least 8 or 9 degrees of freedom
_.:_,_o,, must be developed for final system verification. Buffet response testing will be
,,_, .. necessary if separation is to occur in high dynamic pressure.
j:;_,. 2. Plume Impingement - Several separation concepts will incur considerable plume
o impingement. Tests should be undertaken to define the heating and pressures in-
• o"::. curred from exhaust plume for the relative orbiter/booster positions tn separation
o , trajectories for normal and abort separation. Particular attention should be de-
_ _ :_ voted towards defining the interference effects of exhaust plumes from two engines.
-_ _:!_'•. Analyses techniques, verified by the above tests, should be developed to predict
_C impingement heat input, pressures, total forces, and total moments. The effects
' . "_ of aerodynamic/plume interference at abort conditions must be evaluated by testing.
3, Propellant Motions - Propellant in the booster tanks during abort will respond to
,_ _, changing vehicular linear and angular accelerations resulting in propellant motion
.... _ in the tanks which in turn, will cause the booster to undergo erratic behavior,
...._ These motions, although probably too slow to affect separation clearance, could
"_" place excessivedemands on the vehiclecontrolsystem. Analyses techniques
--_ _ shouldbe developedwhich describethe propellantmotions under abortconditions.
t_
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' SUMMARY
. Investigations should continue on the alternative staging methods such as separ-
_ ° ation rockets, pistons, rails, linkages or aerodynamic separation. Each technique
,. _ has advantages and disadvantages. Fcr example, pistons reduce plume heating effects.
Rockets will require additional attach points and doors. Aerodynamic separation will
, require a higher staging dynamic pressure {i.e., performance reduction) but perhaps
° simplifying separation system hardware. These techniques must be reevaluated con-
.....
_ sidering both nominal separation and abort separat :m. Abort, in addition to large
aerodynamic forces, will introduce unknowns in engine controllability (fer propulsion
_, system failures) and many other additional factors to be _onstdered in separation sys-
,_! tern requirements and design.
Evaluation crite ria must ,_,;,,sider separation distance time history from a clear-
.... ance as well as potential explo_, ,n hazard for the abort conditions. Weight penalties
:_ associated with each concept must be identified, Including systems and structures re-
': quired in the concept and such factors as added thermal protection to accouut for plume
_. effects. AV losses incurred during the coast period or by application of separation
: forces are to be considered. Disturbances to the orbiter and booster should not re-
:i_!:.. quire excessiveadditionalvehiclecontrolcapability.The abilityofthe system to....... perform under abortconditionsfor the totalascentphase or portionsthereofmuratbe
i _,.;, " establishedconsistentwith theabort philosophy.
o ,,,
:; Research must be conducted to establish interfere,_ce effects on aerodynamics
_ ,_., duringseparation. Exhaust plume impingement analysesmust be developedand
-_'' J _ verified by tests for adequate representation of separation. For abort conditions
analysistechniquesdescribingmotions of the unussd propellantin theboostermust
i ,:! be developedand verifiedby tests.
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GROUND-WIND-LOAD CONS IDEI%_TIONS
FOR SPACE SHUTTLE %_'HICLES
by Wilmer H. Reed III
NASA-Langley Research tk_nter
Hampton, Virginia
I:_ZRODUCTIC.N
Four },ears ago a technical meeting ou ground-wind load problems in
relation to launch vehicles was held at Langley Research Center (ref. i).
In the concluding session of that meeting, a panel addressed the question:
"Where do we go from here? - the designer's viewpoint." We probably
shouldn't be too critical of that panel for fail lng to include in their
crystal-ball-look into the future, consideration of vehicle launch opera-
tions such as the following: Take an orbiter vehicle that resemb)es a
Douglas DC-8 jet transport_ strap it piggyback to a boosLer v_iele that
resembles a Boeing 747 super jet transpQrt_ mount the combination vertically
on a launch pad; design the system to withstand a 70-knot wind, and then
be launched vertically in a 35-knot wind. Today, we call the concept
Space Shuttle.
• In the area of ground-wind loads, as in other technical areas, the
space shuttle concept presents a full measure of challenging problems
For example, in addition to the usual ground-wlnd load problems dealt
with on previous launch vehicles, such as steady drag loads, gust loads
and vortex shedding, we also foresee new problems, some with interesting
names such as "stop-sign flutter" and "galloping" stability. In this
paper, we will attempt to identify and focus attention on those are s
which space vehicle designers have heretofore been able to ignore, Lut
which are likely to be of key importance on Space Shuttle configurations.
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SPACE SHUTI'LE GROUND-WIND-LOAD CONS IDERAT IONS
This figure presents a brief list of factors to be cor.sidered in
designing a vehicle to withstand the effects of ground w£nd. First, one
must specify an appropriate ground-wind environment for various phases
of operation. The design wind environment for space shuttle vehicles is
specified in reference 2 in terms of steady wind profiles and turbulence
spectra. A requirement stated in reference 2 is that the space shuttle
shall be capable of withstanding peak ground winds up to 72 knots at the
60-foot level during stay-periods on the launch pad. The ground-wind
environment creates loads on the vehicle which are both steady and dynamic.
The dynamic load components can be associated with fluctuations in the
wind itself, vortices shed from the structure, or some form of aerodyn._mie
instability such as "stop-sign flutter" or "galloping" stability.
These loads and responses create auch problems as the following"
stresses in the vehicle and the associated tie-down structures; clearance
requirements to allow for relative deflections between vehicle and ground
service structure; fatigue due to the accumulation of long wind-exposure
times on reusable vehicles*; ground handling of winged vehicles during
towing and erection operations; and finally, guidance alignment difficul-
ties encountered on a swaying structure.
*Note: If the average time on the launch pad _ere one week per launch,
a shutt}e vehicle _uld accumulate approximately two years of
wlnd exposure time during its design life span c_ I00 m£ssions.
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"PACE SIILrI_LEGROUND-WIND-LOAD MODEL STUDIES
This figure depicts various ground-wind-load model studies which are
planned for Langley wind-tunnel facilities in support of the space shuttle
program. The approach is step-by-step, progressing from simple models in
low-speed wind tunnels i:othe complete aeroclastic modeling at high
Reynolds numbers of the vehicLe-launch pad complex.
First, simple rigid models with interchangeoble lifting surfaces will
be utilized to isolate and study some specific aerodynamic instabilitles.
Galloping instabilities - the tendency of noncircular blunt bodies to
oscillate in the cross-stream direction - are being explored in the Langley
12-Foot Low-Speed Wind Tunnel. More will be said about these studies later
in this paper.
In a second phase, with the same model used il,g_lloplng studies,
stop-sign flutter - a stall-fiutter type phenomenon which invol,es single-
degree-of-freedom oscillations of a lifting surface - will be investigated
in the 7- by iO-Foot High-Speed Tunnel._.2hes.e_.a.t.Lid..ie_swill employ a
special oscillating-sting mount developed for measuring airplane roll
damping derivat ires.
The third phase of ground-wind-load model studies will be conducted
in the Transonic Dynamics Tunnel in freon. In these studies, light-weight
rigid models of coupled booster-orbiter configurations will be attached
to a flexible mount system. The mount has variable stiffness and damping
features in order to simulate the fundamental cantilever bending and
torsion modes of the vehicle. During this phase of the study, in which
Marshall Space Flight Center and Langley Research Center will be joint
participants, it is expected that considerable effort will be devoted to
the evaluation of methods for alleviating excessive wind-lnduced oscillations
of the shuttle vehicle.
It will be recalled (ref. 3) that in similar ground-wind-load studies
o, Saturn V, a requirement for additional structural damping was establlsh-
ed and was subsequently implemented at the launch site in the form of
viscous dampers between the vehicle and launch tower. After the space
shuttle vehicle design has been defined, studies of complete ae_'oelastic
models of the vehicles and launch structures will be conducted in th_
Transonic Dynamics Tunnel. Included as an important aspect of these
final studies wLll be evaluations of wind-load ef£ects during vehicle
erect ion.
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AERODYNAMIC FORCF_SAFFECTING GALLOPING STABILITY OF BLUFF BODIES
• %_' %.
_,, Galloping instability is so-named because it is deacriptive of the
:' low-frequency, high-amplitude oscillations that are sometimes observed
= iii_,_ on ice-loaded transmission conductor lines exposed to wind. For suchinstabllities, an essential feature is that the body cross-section shape
, ,,,:, is such that a steady-state lift force is developed, and that the rate of
change of this force with wind incidence angle (angle of attack) is
negative. With reference to figure 3, it can be seen that when thls con-
dition exists, the change in llft force a_s_eiated with the change in
relative wind direction due to body motion, d/v, acts in the same diree-
, '' tion as the motion, and therefore tends to reinforce, rather than dampen,
•" ',.[ the motion., As a necessary condition for galloping, Den Hartog gave the
,,: following criterion in reference 4: a section is dynamically unstable
.... if the negative slope of th_'t_orceis greater than the drag force,.. .:
,u .
: i.e., Z_L+ D < 0
Although the galloping phenomenon is well-known and has been studied
-o,_ extensively in relation to transmission lines, towers, and bridges (see,
.iii.I for example, references 4 through 8), it has received little attention
=, by launch vehicle designers. This is not surprisiLtgsince most existing
!_= launch vehicles have basically circular cross-sections which cannot pro-
._'. duce the necessary steady-state lift forces required for galloping exclta-
'= tion. On of the other hand, looking at the typical D-shaped body cross-
"_[_ section of some space shuttle configurations, one might conclude that the
_] _ had been Den demonstration modelprototype design Hartog's galloping
'._ (ref. _ page 301) Thus it is expected at the galloping phenomenon
,, ,,o t • ,
,,, will play a prominent role in space shuttle grc:nd-wind-load studies.
,i9.,,
i?:
•_-'::_°" Footnote: In the oral presentation, motion pictures were shown _ich
demonstrated galloping and stop-sign flutter on small wind-
tunnel models. Copies of the film are available for loan
° from NASA-Langley Research Center.
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SPACE SHUTTLE GROUND-WIND-LOAD MDDELS
To explore the galloping characteristics of representative space
shuttle configurations, static aerodynumie forces and moments were measured
on the models shown ir figure g. These st" lies, referred to earlier in
figure 3, were conducted in the Langley 12-Foot Low-Speed Wind Tunnel. The
model corLsi_ted of a basic body onto which various lifting surfae_.s could
be attached. Fiberglas-foam sandwich con_truction resulted in a light-
weight, rigid model structure, The model was mounted on a 5-componeat
turntable balance located beneath a ground board, and could be rotated
about its longitudinal axis so as to cover all 180-degree range o£ wind
azimuth angles. In addition, two accelerometers were mounted near mid-
body to sense horizontal accelerations of the model.
Some pertinent model properties are as follows: The body cross-
section had an 8-I/2 inch wide flat bottom; flat sides slope inward at
7-1/2 degrees coming tangent to a 3-1ncb radius circle which forms the
upper side_ the bottom corners have 3/8-inch radii. Overall dimensions
o£ the body are 62-inch length, 8-1/2 inch width, and 12-inch depth.
The wing of the straight-wing configurations had a 7.36 aspect ratio,
O.Lt2 taper ratio, 7 degree dihedral, angle, and an NACA 0012-6_ airfoil
section. The wing of the delta-wing configuration had a 50 degree swept
leading edge, 2.66 aspect ratio, 0.I_ taper ratio, zero dihedral angle,
and a 3-percent-thick symmetrical air_oil section.
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STATIC AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS FOR A SPACE SHUTTLE CONFIGURATION ON
LAUNCH PAD
This figure shows the variation of static lift and drag coefficients
with wind azimuth angle for the straight wing configuration pictured in
the previous figure. (The reference area is taken to be the total pro-
jected area of the wings, body, and horizontal tail.) Regions of possible
instability, as given by the Den Hartog criterion, are indicated by
shsded sections on the CL curve. (Note that negative C L has been
plotted.) From the slope of the lift-curve, it can be seen that galloping
instability should be ,_ost pronounced when the flat bottom side of the
body faces upstream ( = = O); conversely, the system should be most stable
when the flat side faces dora%stream (a = 180o). (These stability trends
were c:learly displayed in the motion picture demonstrating galloping
stability. )
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C_LLOPING STABILITY AEPODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS FOR SOME SPACE S"UTTLE
CONFIGURATIONS ON LAUNCH PAD
This figure shows lift and drag coefficients plotted against wind
azimuth angle, as in the previous figure, for three configurations:
fuselage alone, straight wing, and delta wing. The reference area in
each case is the total pr jeered area of the planform in question.
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PREDICTED GALLOPING STABILITY BOUNDARIES
in this figure the ;,erodynamic coeffc[ents presented in figure 6 have
been utilized to predict galloping stability boundaries for each of the
three configurations. The ordin._te in the figure is _+ nondimensional
velocity r,_tio V/fD in which V is the wind velocity, D is the body
width, and f is the natural frequency (in Hz) of the vehicle for an
assumed s_ng]e-degree-of-freedom translation mode in the cross-stream
direction. The abscissa is a nondimensional inertia dumping parameter
2 5 m
s
pD 2
in which 5s is the log decrement damping of the structure, m, average
vehicle mass per unit length, and p, air density. These stability
boundaries can be derived by equating the work per cycle done on the body
by aerodynamic forces to the work per cycle dissipated by structural
damping. The stmded area in the figure gives an _pproxlmate ;r.dication
of the region covered by representative cantilevered'mounted space shuttle
boosters exposed to the design peak wind speed. (Structural damping was
assumed to be one percent of critical damping.) The right side of the
shaded area represents the full-fuel condition, and the left side the
empty-fuel condition. Some key points to be made about this figure are:
lifting sL ;faces attached to the body have a strong stabilizing influence
on galloping; at the design peak ground-wind-speed for the space shuttle
(72 knots at 6e-foot height), the figure indicates _:hat a straight wing
shuttle booster cor_iguration will experience gallowing for the empty
fuel condition; and, for the body without wings, galloping would occur
for all weight conditions.
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t,CCELI'_OME,TER '['IME HIS'[t)RIF_g blE/L_URED ON SPACE SHU'I'I'LE(;R(_)iIN[J-W|ND.
L( )^.D MDDELS
Thi._; _ip_ure shows '_:imple acceloration timo. histories me_l._ured on the
three: mcd_fis under identical wind t_nl_l ,,,,nditi,ns (Y = 5¢_ [t/'_lec,
<_.:_ ;)). The: l_undament..sI frequen_'y _,f th_ mendel in ea_:h case w;l.,_apprt_x[-
,.,itt:[y7.O IIz, ;Jnd the currespondin); mode xh_;pe wases,_ent [_|lly.th;_t c._| _;
til'_id m,.del pivoted near its base. It is c;r;.,tifyin[; to note that these
re:::ult_ support the predi_.tions ._ho,.,,,n in figure 7 regarding the effects of
the wing on galloping stability.
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SU,'_I_RY ,A2!I)CONCLUDING REMARKS
The requirement [,_r reusable spgt('e shuttle vehicles to with.';tand tlu'
efle,'ts of grolnd winds poses some formidable problems. Thin p;jpL, r
attempl> t,, identify and focus attenti_m on sotne new probl.cm are:_q whi,,h
desi4,,ne_n of pust launch vehicle systems have been able to igm_re, but
whi¢,h :_)-e vory likely to be sij,ni_{canl on cpnee _;huttlo vehicles. Among,,
mmh pr-blenlr, _,,e: strucl_l;d fatigue d_ t,, the hi}q1 necumulnled _,,ino
eXl_OsLLr_ tim_: on a reusable vehicle; ground handling ducin_ creel ion _[
lnr_le win_,ed vehi_:les exposed to w]._t f-tees; vortex .d_e,]dln,;, ,_top-::ip,t
flutter, pnllopi.nE stnbilit.y, and possibly other wind-induced aer_dynm,_le
instabilities asso_Lqted with the Eeometri.c shape of space shuttle con-
f i;lurat ions.
Wind-tunnel results obtained frum a prel [minurv investigation of
gallopinK stability for models of typical space shutt!e configurations
are presented. Indications from this study are: wind-induced gallopin_
oscillations could occur on shuttle vehlc]es within the design ground
wind speed range; the light-weight vehicle condition is least stable;
and lifting surfaces attached to the body tend to have a strong stabilizing
influence on galloping stabiiity.
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WIND TUNNEL SIMULATION OF GROUND WIND SHEAR AND TURBULENCE SPECTRA
WITH POSSIBLE APPLICATION TO SPACE SHUTTLE LAUNCH PROBLEMS
R. J. Templln, National Research Council, Canada
INTRODUCTION
It seems to be generally agreed that wind tunnel
testing of aeroelastlc models is an essential part of
the investigation of the dynamic effects of ground-level
winds on launch vehicle configurations. However, a
deficiency in practleally all such tests so far carried
cut has been the failure to simulate, in the wind tunnel,
the correct wind mean velocity shear, turbulence intensity
and power spectrum. This deficiency becomes more serious
when vehicle configurations depart from simple cylindrical
shapes, as is the case wlth the space shuttle launah
configuration, because of the increased difficulties in
the analytical prediction of ground wind loads.
Three techniques are briefly described, which have
been developed or put to use in Canada, for the wind
tunnel simulation of iow-altltude, neutrally stable winds,
mostly for non-aerospace structural applications. Each
has its,advantages and disadvantages, but any of them may
be applleable in future launch vehicle wind tunnel tests.
kJUPITER MODFL IN SIMULATED TERRAIN ROUGHNESS
Probably the most reliable method of simulating
the neutrally-stable found wind _ayer in wind tunnels
is that pioneered by Jensen In Denmark, and further developed
in speclally-deslgned wind tunnels at Colorado State
University (Reference i) and at the University of
Western Ontario (Reference 2). In thls technlque, natural
terraiA roughness is simulated along the floor of the
tunnel test section, which may be up to 90 fe-t Jn
length. This permits the growth of a boundary layer
between two and four feet thick near the downstream end.
Measurements of mean velocity profile, turbulence
intensity variation with height_ and the power spectrum
of turbulence within this layer are in Rood agreement
with full-scale measurements over various types of terrain.
As far as is known, only one launch vehicle
configuration has _een tested using this wlnd tunnel
technique. Figure 1 Is a photograph of a 1_30 s_ale
aeroelastlc :,odel of the Jupiter vehicle in the University
of Western Ontario tunnel during 1966. This Investlgatlon
was carried out under a NASA grant, as a part of a research
program to compare dynamic model measurements with full-
scale measurements of vehicle response.
Although thls method appears _o be the most highly
developed technique for ground wind s_mulatlon in wind
tunnels, it is not adaptable to conventional aeronautical
tunnels, since it _.qulres a test section length about
I0 times the section width or height.
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RESPONSE OF AEROELASTIC JUPITER MODEL IN TURBULENT
BOUNDARY LAYER
Figure 2 shows the unsteady response, in
non-dimensional form of the 1:30 scale eeroelastic
Jupiter model in the University of Western Ontario
boundary layer wind tunnel. The curve labelled a X
shows the R,M.S. deflection et the top of the model
in the wind direction and the curve labelled o. is
the transvers, response. H is the total heigh_ of
the model and the mean wind speed U. is that at
heIEht H. The reduced wind veloclt_ has been made
nonedlmenslonal by dlvldlnR by the product of model
natural bendln8 frequency f and the diameter D.
The fiEure illustrates one of the effects of
simulatlnE, as nearly as posslble, the complete wind
turbulence spectrum. In tests of similar models in
smooth wind tunnel flow, the phenomenon of vortex
sheddinE from tall cylindrical structures often re. ults
in a lnrge-amplitude response over a narrow resonant
speed range, with little response ou_slde this range.
Zn turbulent flow, especially with substanclal low-
frequency content, the vortex-sheddlnE resonant response
may be entirely absent or 8reatly reduced. The small
peaks in the curves of Flsure 2 occur at a value of
the reduced velocity (which Is a form of inverse Strouhal
number) where vortex-sheddlnE resonance would be expected.
In thl8 case, however, the amplitude is almost lost In
the overall response which now extends over the whole
velocity ranse.
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_ " CITY OF MONTREAL MODEL IN N,R.C. 6 X 9 FOOT TUNNEL
" Figure 3 is a photograph of a 1:400 scale model
,_. representing about one mile of downtown Montreal in
_i_ the National Research/National Aeronautical Establishment
6 x 9 ft. w_.nd tunnel in Ottawa. The purpose of thls
test was to obtain spectra of unsteady pressures on
the face of the tall building near the cent.re of the
,= ° picture, for comparison with full-scale measurements
_..... that had been made previously.
_;,>
' The photograph also shows an array of 4-foot<,
" plywood "spires" at the upstream end of the test
*_i. section. This technique has been developed as a means
_ of producln 8 thick, turbulent shear layers in the
_ relatively short test sections that are typical of
aeronautical wind tunnels (Reference 3). At a downstream
"o_., distance of about 3 or more spire helghts, the boundary
_- layer characteristics appear to settle down so that
i .=°," the mean velocity profile, turbulence intensity and
= : spectrum are reasonably similar to corresponding full-
_o._-' scale data. The spires are tapered in order to control
i_ _o the mean velocity profile, and their coarse geometry is
_ _ required in order to get,crate turbulence of sufflciazAtly
technique and one developed in the U. K. by Counihan
• at the Central Electricity Research Laboratories (Reference 4).
_:j Techniques of this type appear to ha_re reached
_o i:iill a s_age of development such that they can be used witho, some confidence for aeroelastlc response measurementsi on tall structure_. A possible disadvant ge i that
_ o_ the dra 8 of the _plra array is large, and in some wind
tunnels may cause fan stall.
..
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TALL BUILDING PRESSURE SPECTRA
Using the spire technique, unsteady prensure
spectra have been determined at several locations on
the tall bulldlns model shown in the previous Figure.
A representative result is shown for compertston with
full-scale measurements in Figure 4.
In this graph the spectra are normalized with
respect to the mean squared pressure fluctuation,
and the reduced frequency has been made non-dimensional
by multiplying by the height at the top of the roof
tower (800 ft. full scale) and dividing by the mean
wind speed measured at that height.
The shaded area representing full-scale
measurements is an envelope drawn around a large
number of separate spectra, which have considerable
scatter among themselves. The agreement between model
and full-scale _easuremants is reasonably Bood, although
there are indications that the model spectrum is shifted
toward higher frequencies. The comparision of the
spectra of longitudinal turbulence measured at the
height H (now shcwn here) displays the same trend,
sug8estin8 that the spire technique has not fully
reproduced the largest scale motions in the lower
atmosphere.
The advantage of this technique is its adaptability
to any low speed wind tunnel, with a potential for
producing shear layers of thickness approaching the
tunnel height. A disadvantage in some cases is the larRe
drag of the sp_re array.
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UNIVERfilTY OF TORONTO TURBULENT JET LATTTCE
A method for generating shear flow with
associated large-scale turbulence in wind tunnels
has been under development at the University of
Toronto for about two years (Reference 5). In this
method a lattice of Jet outlets oriented parallel
to the tunnel axls produces the turbulent flow. and
by separate regulation of the Jet pressures can be
made to control the mean velocity gradient. A
photograph of the small-scale experimental Jet array
is shown In Figure 5. In experiments carried out
so far, the Jet array also constitutes the sole
method of propulslon of the wlnd tunnel, which Is
of the open circuit type.
Although this technique has hOe ye* been
applied in large-scale wind tunnels, it offers
several possible advantages. It does not introduce
large drag into the tunnel circuit, and In fact can
be used for propulsive plrposes, It would appear to
be more flexible wlth respect to the control of
mean velocity gradient. A possible disadvantage may
be its cost and complexity when adapted to large
scale, but if coupled to a short, large-scale open-
circuit tunnel this complexity may be offset by the
fact that the Jet system can also act as the tunnel
drive system.
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LONGITUDINAL VELOCITY SPECTRUM WITH JET-INDUCED
SHEAR FLOW
When the array of Jets shown in the previous
Figure are blown with uniform momentum so as to
produce a uniform mean velocity dlstrlbutlon further
downstream, the turbulence characteristics are
somewhat similar to those downstream of a square
lattice of drag elements, except that, for a glv_n
lattice mesh size, the longitudinal integral scale
of turbulence Is about twice as large for the Jets
as for a drag lattice. The R. M. S. turbulence
intensity decreases wlth increasing downstream
distance, and is about i0 percent of the _,ean velocity
. at about 15 mesh widths.
The character of the turbulent flow changes
In certain respects when the Jet_ are controlled
so as to produce an approximately uniform mean shear
across the tunnel. The R. M. S. turbulence, as a
percentage of mean velocity, now varies through the
shear layer In a manner somewhat slmIJar to that In
a boundary layer, and on the tunnel centre-llne it
remains roughly constant with dowstream distance,
Furthermore, the integral scale becomes comparable
with the width of the shear layer itself, and is
much larger than that produced In uniform flows.
Figure 6 sho_s one measurement o£ the longitudinal
power spectrum of turbulence In shear flow. Its
overall shape is in at least qualitative agreement
with that in the natural wind layer.
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CONCLUSIONS
This paper has briefly described three techniques
for the wlud tunnel simulation of the natural wind layer
at low al_Itudees wlth possible application to space
shuttle launch vehicle problems. All happen to have been
recently developed or adopted in Canada, but this choice
is due only to the author's familiarity with them, and
related developments have taken place in other countries
as well, They appear to offer means of rectifying a
deficiency that has characterized almost all previous
wind tunnel tests of _eroelastic launch vehicle models.
In particular:
1. Thick turbulent boundary layers that simulate the
neutrally stable ground wind layer can be generated over
a long fetch of surface roughness in specially-designed
wind tunnels with long test sections. Tunnels of this
type have been in operation for some years at Colorado
State University an_ - at the University of Nestern Ontario,
The latter has been used for exploratory aeroelastic
model tests of a Jupiter launch vehicle.
2. At RRC/NAE in Ottawa, an array of shear layer "spires"
has been developed, which generates thick shoat _ayers
in conventional tunnels, with velocity profiles,
turbulence intensity, scale, and spectral shape similar
to the neutral wind layer. A _imilar technique has been
developed in England.
3, The University of Toronto Institute for AerospaQe
Studies has under development a technique for generating
turbulent shear layers by means of an upstream array
of controllable air Jets. In an open cizcuit tunncl,
the Jet a_ray appears to be capable of providing the
tunnel propulsion system, and of gener_tSng shear layers
with a depth comparable to the tunnel height, and with
appropriate turbulence characteristics.
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_i'_: SU_4ARY
i,,:.",. Employing the space shuttle vehicle as a center of dlscuss_on, sever'_
" .._i:i potential problem areas of lifting and control surface flutte- arP
. surveyed. Topics very briefly discussed include flutter of Fl.a_:ar
....:="_r lifting surfaces, stall flutter, interference flutter, control s_xf_ce
"":"_:" instabilities, and lifting surface - body flutter, Proposed or needed
, ?
_,,,,,, research in those areas where the state of the art is not presently
,_,,_ sufficient to insure a safe and reliable space shuttle mission are
_ °"_:: delineated.
._'i;!7/,
,,_3" O]
_ o _: J,
=-_'"_] The degree of interaction between aerodynaml,-, elastic, and inertial
" "/'¢'" forces - which are the basic ingredients causing lifting and control
• "'"_:I' surface flutter - is very much a function of a vehicle's design ard
_ _._ ,._._ -
,_...., the severity of its operating mission. In the concepts for a
/: ,.,_, recoverable and reusable space shuttle system, one sees emerging a
I,._,,_._L,_o.,'[ new generation of vehicles: the offspring of a marriage between the
=:._ :'_C_ design technologies of airplanes and latmch vehicles. The _ehicle
_:""_'I" mission includes .vertical launch, separation, orbit, winged reentry,
_""" _".-o':"_!!:'I'_ '!: and conventional landing. This broad mission, together with the_ _'_i criticality of the vehicle's payload to weight ratio, highlights manyareas.,of flutter technology that need refinement, and as with any
:_i_..!..-.::. new class of vehicle, new potential problem areas. The space shuttle
.._:_'_" program will thus push the state of the art of a great many disciplines,0,_._ '
: ':C..._ including the field of aeroelasticity as pointed out by G_rrick (ref. I)
. _'• in a recent international talk.
........" In the present talk, several potential problem areas of lifting and
/ _q-_ control surface flutter will be discussed and indications given as
:_:._:._: to their relative importance to the space shuttle program. Proposed
"": or needed research in those areas where the state of the art is not
' .,_ presently sufficient to insure a safe and reliable space shuttle
'_'o,,":._' mission are delineated.
" . .. _,--
i._<,
. , ),
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!-.il,. P_TE_IAL I_LUTTE_ PROBLI_ AREAS
__._:. _ •
Some of the potentia_ flutter problem areas and their relationship
'_/ to the space shuttle operating mission are in_icated in figure i.
_'.; .... Major events such as launch, maximum _Tnamic pressure (max q),
booster descent, _nd orbiter reentry _nd transition are shown along
i,
_ r_. _ the mission profile. The circled numbers immediately below each of
. ,/.,, these events are keys to the five flutter areas listed at the bottom
_ ._? of the figure.
The first area is flutter associated with planar lifting surfaces.
i_il It emcompasses much of the past classical flutter research that has
been conducted over the subsonic, transonic, and super-hypersonic
speed regimes. A survey of some of the important milestones leading
_ o to the current state of the art in this area are given in reference 2.
,_/"_' For the space shuttle mission, this area will have to be refined to
include blunt, thick, li1_ing surfaces operating at high angles of
_ attack over the complete speed spectrum as indicated by the flight
%; events of ascent through the transonic flow region and max q, reentry,
,o,.._ and booster and orbiter descent.
_ The second area listed is stall flutter. This is a special case of
_,_;_,_ lifting surface flutter. In general, it has been found that as the
_\_ angle of maximum lift is approached, the flutter velocity is reducedappreciably from the value obtained at zero lift. In addition, the
mode of flutter at the higher angles of Ittack is usually predominantly
a single-degree-of-freedom flutter occurring in the torsional mode.
This type of flutter is associated with nonpotentlal separated flow
and, hence, extremely difficult to analytically define. A large
background of technology exists concerning the problems of stall flutter
for normal aircraft flight regimes (refs. 3-7). However, the unusual
operating requirements for proposed space shuttle vehicles, i.e.,
booster descent, and orbiter transition surest the need for additional
studies (ref. 8) of thick wings at very high angles of attack and
high subsonic and transonic Mach numbers.
The third area is interference flutter - the interference effects of
one lifting surface on the flutter characteristics of another lifting
surface. Existing technolo_ pertinent to this area is limited to the
interference effects of wings on other surfaces such as horizontal
tails (refs. 9-12_ But in the launch configuration (for some designs
.. : _ of the space shuttle vehicle) these lifting surfaces take on a '_iplane"
= .:,_. appearance - a transonic, super-hypersonic biplane appearance at that.
' _ Very little is known about the flutter of two closely spaced lifting
surfaces, particularly in the transonic and supersonic regimes.
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_e fourth area entitled control surfaces includes such known phenomena
as transonic buzz (ref. 13) and phenomena referred to more recently
in the literature (refs. lh and 15) as hypersonic buzz. This latter
case is an area where the technology learned in more recent hypersonic
lifting-body vehicle programs is still being assessed. Also included
in this area is the field of aercservoelasticity. This field concerns
the interaction of aerodynamic _ elastic, inertial, and automatic
control forces, which can considerably Influence the control surface
limit loads, fatigue load spectra, flutter speed, and the ride/handling/
control qualities of the vehicle.
The fifth and final area is entitled lifting surface - body flutter.
While the individual stages taken separately do not appear to be outside
the realm of the current state of the art, the combined, configuration
is a more fo?_nidable problem. Obvious difficulties will be encountered
in wind-tunnel aeroelastlc testing programs, which in the past have
always been conducted for any new vehicle design to prove flutter
clearance and aeroelastic integrity. From an analytical viewpoint
the problem is even more difficult. It is sufficient to mention h_,e
tha¢ the analyt :al technology at the present time is not adequate.
A more detailed discussion of the status of m_steady aerodynamics
associated with this area will be given by _kytow in a subsequent
talk.
For the remainder of m_ talk, I wish to briefly present some recent
results obtained at Langley Research Center that are applicable to the
space shuttle vehicle in three of these areas: (i) stall flutter,
(2) interference flutter, and (3) control surfaces.
STALL FLUTTER STUDY OF SPACE SHUTTLE WING CONCEPTS
The first results are from an exploratory experimental study of the
stall flutter characteristics of two space shuttle wing concepts (ref. 8).
The two wall mounted semispan wing models are shown in figure 2. The
wing configuration of the left of the figure was a 50° clipped delta.
It had a sy_nnetric airfoil wlth a constant 3-percent maximum thickness-
to-chord ratio. The configuration shown on the right was a straight,
aspect ratio 7 wing which had a 12-percent thick, 6_ series airfoil
shap-,. The investigation was conducted in the Langley transonic dyn_nics
tunnel at Math nun,bets from abou_ 0.2 to 1.2 and Reynolds number per
foot from about 0.15 to 2.5 x I0u. The general testing procedure was,
with the model at zero angle of attack, flow was established at a given
Maeh n_mber and dynamic pressure. The model was then rotated at a
nominal rate of 0.6 degree per second up to an angle of attack of
90 de_rees. This angle of attack sweep rate is approximately i0 times
slower than full-scale rotational rate during transition. Strain
g_es at the model root indicating the relative magnitude of the
strains in the bending and torsion degrees of freedom were continuously
recorded, thus allowing correlation between the model response,
model altitude, and wind-tunnel conditions.
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STALL FLUTTER BOUNDARY FOR AR = 7 STRAIGHT WING
A summary of some of the stall flutter results obtained from this
investigation is presented in figure 3. The stall flutter boundary
shown is for the aspect ratio 7 straight wing. (Stall flutter was not
encountered on the clipped delta wing over the range of the parameters
of the investigation_ this result being consistent with previous
studies.) The stall flutter boundary is pcesented as a function of
Math number and angle of attack. A flutter velocity coefficient scale
is also shown on the ri_ht of the figure. This coefficient is a
function of the flutter velocity, V, wing semichord at the 3/h-semi-
span, b, and the circular f_'equencyassociated with the wing torsion
mode, w .
The boundary in figur_ 3 indicates that the stall flutter region for
this wing model was confined to angles of attack less than about 20 °
and to Mach numbers less then 0.85. For the lower Mach numbers, the
boundary limit for the stall flutSer region is seen to occur near a
value of the flutter velocity coefficient equal to 1. Thus, no new
stall flutter regions were found beyond those which have been studied
and discussed extensively in the literature. However, it should be
noted that this stall flutter boundary is not general but rather
• the boundary found for this particular wing model of the present inves-
.. tigation. It has been found in previous studies (ref. 5) that stall
flutter bcundaries may be altered by configuration aerodynamics as
well as by structural parameter changes. For example, stall boundaries
ere ftmctions of Reynolds number as well as Mach number and flu%',er
velocity coefficient.
Shifting gears now, I would like to turn your attention to another
flutter area: Interference Flutter.
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: i,.i., BIPLANE FLU%_fER PROGRAM
.",..;,! An exp Ioratory program was conducted in the Langley 26-inch transonic
.i)_ _iowdown tunnel to determine the flutter characteristics of an aapeet
" ,,." raulo 8, unswept wing model in proximity to a geometrically similsr
/,_!..}!: model as shown in figure b. Both models had 12-percent thick, 6_ seriesairfoil shapes. Flutter data have be n obtained with the models' l ading
edges Inline and the distance between them varied from about 1/4 to
.:.," _I'i 2-1/h mean aerodynamic chord lengths over the Mach number range from
•."_' 0.4 to 1.3. Additionally the eoplanar separation distance between
....., the models was also v_ried fore and aft one mean aerodynamic chord.
"b "
,:.._,_¢."
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dFLUTTER CHARACTERISTICS OF WINGS IN CLOSE PROXIMITY
Some results of ti:is flutter program of wings in close proximity are
shown in the ne_t figure (5). The effect of biplanar separation
distance between two lifting surfaoes is presented as a function of
equivalent airspeed over the Mash number range from about 0.4 to 1.30.
'i%ere are two predominant effects to be noted as the separation
distance between the two wings is reduced. First, the Mash number at
which the minimum flutter velocity is encountered shifts to progressively
lower vsdues. For example, along the boundary for the single wing,
whleh is _epicted by the solid curve, the _ch number corresponding
to the minimum flutter speed (or bottom of the flutter bucket) occurs at
a value of about 0.75, and for two wines with a separation distance
h/_ " 0.27 the minimum flutter velocity occurs at a Mach number of
about O.LS. The second effect resulting from reducing the separation
distance between the ".-lagsis the reduction in equivalent airspeed
or dynamic pressure at which flutter occurs over most of the Mach
number range. For example, for the lower range of Mach num0ers a
reduction of about 50 percent is seen to result. Perhaps, more
importantly, are the supersonic results since estimates for the space
shuttle mission have the vehicle encountering maximum dyuamic pressures
of about 500-600 psf at a Mach number between 1.2 and 1.3. ._ain,
the more flexible lifting surface is seen to flutter at lowez values of
equivalent airspeed or dynamic pressure as the wines are _paced closer
together. The exact amount of the reduction is not known since no
flutter data was obtained for the single _rlng in this Maeh number range.
IU
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CONTROL SURFACE INSTABILITIES O_ LIFTING-REENTR_ VEHICLES
Another research program was conducted at Langley Research Center
(ref. i_) with the final intent being to determine whether s control
surface instability might exist for lifting-body reentry vehicle
configurations at hypersonic speeds. One of the ccnfigtu-ations studied
was a 1/30-scale model, of the HL-10 vehicle and is sh_wn in figtAre 6.
The photograph at: the left shows the model at _nF_le of attack, with
traillng-edge control surfaces deflected for trim, mounted in the
M = 15 Langley hypersonic aeroelasti,:ity tunnel The program was
conducted to determine the aerod,vnamlc in-phase or stiffness coefficient
_nd the ou_-of-phase cr damping cnefficient for the flaps by the free
oscillation technique. The variables of the program included vehicle
angles ef attack up to 25°, flap deflection angles up to 60°, and flap
reduced frequencies from 0.01 to O.Oh. The schlieren photograph on the
right hand side of figure 6 illustrates the flow field associated with
the model a1_ 25° - 8.agle of attack at a Math number of 15,4 and
Reynolds number per foot of 7.5 x 106. The flaps are deflected 35o.
(Trim 8 with vehicle at s = 25° is about 8 = 25°.) Note the
coalescence of the bow shock, the boundary-l_yer separation wedge
induced shock, and the flap induced shock intersecting below but
in the vlcinity of the flap trailing edge. This intersection point
was observed to move upstream with increasing flap angles, and to be
unsteady for flap angles greater than about 30 ° , and become more
violent for larger flap angles. This would not only affect the
s_ability of the flaps themselves, but also their effectiveness as
control devices.
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AERODYNAMAC DAMPING KESULTS
Some control surface aerodynamic damping results from reference 16
are presented in figure 7. The results are pre_.ented as a function of
an aerodynamic damping coefficient with flap deflection angle. The
experimental data depicted by the solid circular symbols indicate
a destabilizing trend of decreasing values of aerodynamic damDing with
increasing flap deflection angles. Negative aerodynamic damping values
were measured for flap eagles greater than about 37o. In contrast,
modified Newtoniea theory calculations sho_n as the solid line predicted
a stabilizing trend gad positive value_ of aerodynamic damping over
the range of aeroelastic parameters tested. Other similar two-
dimensional results obtained, but not presentea here, showed _ood
agreement between theory and experiment, suggesting that these
destabilizing results are associated with interactions between the
three-dimensional flow and thick trailing-edge flap_. However, the
exact cause of the unstable phenomena was not determined.
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ANTICIPATED FLUTTER RESEARCH
In summsry, figure 8 outlines some of the anticipated areas where
continued effort is needed in order that sufficient flutter technology
will be available in a timely manner to ensure a safe and reliable
space shuttle vehicle.
In the a_'ea of planar lifting surface flutter (1), component model
wind-tunnel studies should continue to be conducted on candidate
space shuttle configuration designs. Flutter data should be obtained
over the entire flight regime to provide _'eliable trends including
the effects of blunt wings operating at high angles of attack. The
transonic and maximum dynamic pressure regions of the flight should
receive priority.
The stall flutter (2) problem may need both an analytical and ex-
perimental effort if the wing torsional stiffness is marginal.
Wind-tunnel simulation of the transition maneuver from high to low
angles of attack should be conducted on aeroelastically scaled wing
models simulating Mach number and, in so far as possible, Reynolds
number is essential. A parallel theoretical effort should be conducted
to gain a better understanding of the effects of oscillation amplitude
and the rate of change of angle of attack on stall flutter. The
final objective being to develop a theory capable of analyzing stall
flutter to the degree needed for prediction of wing amplitude response
and the associated induced wing stresses during transition through the
stall region.
For the interference flutter area, an evaluation is needed of some
of the newer, more sophisticated analytical methods such as the method
of Laschka (ref. 12) as to their applicability to the biplanar unsteady
problem. For the higher speed regimes a quasi-steady theoretical
approach seems both Justifiable ._nd feasible.
For control surfaces (4) a better understanding of the buzz phenomena
is indicated including three-dimensional effects. Some related
problem areas for control systems are found in the field of aero-
servoelasticity.
_le complete vehicle configuration flutter problem (5) warrants
considerable attention. As with any new vehicle design, an aeroelastic
_roof-of-concept testing program is essential. For the 2-stage con-
figuration due to the nature of its size and complexity, new, and perhaps,
novel, wind-tunnel testing techniques wkll have to be developed. Test
programs, as well as testing techniques, shou2d be developed as soon
as possible. Design and construction of co_lete aeroelastic models
should be undertaken by the contractors as soon as design concepts
become fixed. Testing prograas, utilizing NASA and other facilities,
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ANTICIPATED FLUTTER RESEARCH
I PLANAR LIFTING SURFACES
• Component wind-tunnel studies
2 STALL FLUTTER
• Wind-tunnel simulation of transition maneuver
• Develop analysis for prediction cf boundaries,
amplitudes, and induced stresses
3 INTERFERENCEFLUTTER
• Comparison between existing analytical methods
and new experimental results
¢ CONTROLSURFACES
• Better understanding of buzz phenomena
• Aeroservoelasticity
- 5 LIFTING SURFACE - BODY
_ • Development of testing techniques
• Complete aeroelastic model wind-tunneZ studies
• Refine and advance analytical methods
8
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therefore, could he completed and the results tn-hsnd prior to hardware
production. Thts would allow the results, _s they might impact the
design, to be incorporated into the final configuration rather than
after-the-fact as detrimental weight fixes or penalties.
A parallel analytical effort should share the high priority of this
research effort as the current state of the art for lifting surface-
body flutter is the least adequate.
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STATE OF THE ART _R PAh_L FLUTTER
AS APPLIED TO SPACE SHUT?IX HEAT SHIELDS
Sidney C. Dixcr, _d Charles P. Shore
NASA-Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virgil,ia
Heat shields conr.lder_ for the space shuttle generally have
flexible supports and may have orthotroplc stiffness properties. The
state-of-the-err for the supersonic flutter of this type of panel is
briefly summarized. Results for the most _eneral support eon4itlons
are ,;or available, but considerable work has been done for panels
with elastic edu,e restraint on two opposite edces. Results from these
investigations which indicate the effects of elastic edge restraint,
panel stiffness orientation, unequal support stiffness on _pposite
edzes and elastic coupling to an elastic substructure are discussed.
Four analytical methods presently considered for analysis of panels
•-:. with arbitrary support on all four edges and experimental pro@rams
• : required for verification of these techniques are indicate_.
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INTROD_IOH
Heat-shleld designs often involve a lightweight outer skin;
the major design problem is one of sup)_r_ing this outer s_In so that
it will survive in the airstream and_ at the same time, will accommodate
the thermal expansion due to the large temperature di'_Terenees between
2hleld and p_,_y strueture. The design techniques used to solve the
problem ge_ ,.ly lead to relatively stiff panels connected to a primary
structure by flexible supports as indteated in the figure. The outer
skins are oi_cen stiffened, for example corrugated sheets, and thus may
have orthotropic stiffness propertle_. In some design_ the supports are
so closely spaced that they pro_de essentially continuous elastic
supportp whereas in other dest_u_ the spacing is so large that the
attachments must be treated as discrete line or point supports; often
the side edges are unsupported. Virtually no flutter results exist
for panels with such e_e support. However, some of _he flutter eha_ac-
teristies of eorrugetion s_ifTened panels with continuous elastic
support on two opposite edges and simple support, on the other two edges
have been determined, and both theory and expawlment reveal a highly as-
stabilizing etTect of the elastie ed_e support (ref8. 1 to 3._. Thus even
though heat shield panels _y be relatively stiff, the influence of the
elastic support n_y lead to panel flutter problems. Panel flutter
instabilit_es are usually of limited amplitude s however _ rapid
fatSgue-type fa_ lures have occurred in wind tunnel tests (refs. 1 and
4)o Hence, it appears necessary to design heat shieJd panels that will
not flutter.
In the present talk the influence of elastic _e suppor% and
elastic coupling to an elasti_ substructure on the supersonic flutter
of panels will be discussed for panels with simple _upport on two
opposite edges, as most information pertains to this type of panel.
Proposed or needed investigat, ons for panels with arbitrary edge support
on all four edges will be indicated. All theoretical results to be
presented were obtained fro_ the t_w-dimensionel stead_ a_c
approximation which yields accurate results for a wide ran6e of Mach
number and panel geometry for panels with nondeflecting edges. The
ranges for whieh _his approximation yields reliable results for panels
with deflecting edge8, however, has not as yet been ascertained.
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.... I_FI_'TOF ELASTIC Dn_L_TIO_AL EDGE RESTRAINT
.i_:;i; The effects of continuous elastic deflectlonal edge restra/nt on
o _ two opposite edges on the flutter cf corrugation stiffened panels _re
?ii.: shown in the figure, which was taken from reference 16. The abscissa
,:_,:,_. parameter KD is a nondlmensional lefleetional sprinE parameter. In
-.!_;_..: the ordinate flutter parameter b is the panel width, Dl the panel
_ _., stiffness in the direction of air flow, and DI_ is the panel
>_i_ twlstin_ stiffness. For the panel orientation-- _hown, where the
_,,,:,:_.io'_' corrugations are normal to the air flow, the flutter result_ are a
function of the parameter C, which is a ratio of the panel stiffnesses.
i:_.:,:,:" panel orientation shown D_ _D 1 •
"._" The solid Curve was calculated from the normal-mode Galer_n
i.(,_._._,_,,, solution of reference 3 for the leading and trailing edge simply
'_' _"_ supported and C = 7; curves for smaller values of C would be above
i,i!(..i:,._::i the curve show,,
_i"_ The symbols represent experimental data for values of C ran_ing
"J';!'"_'"J from 5,5-to 7, The panels had a wide variety of side edge-support
_'/,_,,: condAtions from very weak supports, with the ends of the corruEatlons
":_:','_:: unsupported, to very stronE support wherethe ends of the corrugations
i};:_i::_o:_:._ were attached to a rigid substructure. The panels were not designed
._°°_O_.o__¶ specifically for verification of theory and in fact most of the tests
_.,.:_:::_., were made before the theory was available. The deflectional stifTnesses
_._......... at the panel edges were not measu_.edand.were difficult to define
,:_ analytically.
::o.:_'.::':_
o.:,_ _
.... The data _J_eseen to verii_rthe trends of the theoretical curve
"_ "_Yi_ a_d illustrate the fact that corr_ation-stilTened panels tested to
o_.. date have fluttered at dynamic pressures far less than the value provided
by the conditions of all edges simply supported, Note that the largest
experimental value of the flutter parameter is nearl_ an order of
ma_itu4e less than the theoretical value for si: _ly supported edges,
- _".#:_ ::4
o.: _-04
-- > '::'-_±: =:.... '4' "" • ' _: ' ::....... " .......... '_ • _:fL..:'.. '._ . ,, ..... 0 _; _' ' ° '!_'?_::'"":' :"' U •
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, EFFECT OF STIFFNESS ORI_ATION
ON FLUTT_ BOUNDARY
The effect of stiffness orientation on the flutter boundary for
"_ a square corm_ation-stiffened panel i_ shown in the figure, which was
taken from reference 16. The abscissa parameter is the ratio of the
panel t%-Lsting stiffness D]9 to the lar6er of the panel bendlnc stiff-
nesses D2 . The flutter parameter also contains Do . Results are
i presente_ for KD = oo, which corresponds to simply s_ppo_ed edges,
_, and KD = iO. The solid curves are for the corrugations oriented
normal to the air flow and were obtained from the normal-mode Galerkin
Solution of reference 3 for C = 7. The dashed c_trves are for the
_ corrugations oriented parallel to the airflow and were obtained from the
_,o"_ exact solution of reference 3. An exact solution is possible for this
orientation since the cross stream variation of the flutter mode shape
is the sine function and the governing partial differer:tial equation thus
reduces to an _r_inary differential equation with constant coefficients.
The exact solution is independent of the stiffness parameter C.
The salient fact revealed by the results shown is that a panel with
'_II'I'_t_°7 corrugations parallel to the air flow is much less susceptible toflutter than when the corrugations are normal to the air flow. In fact,
i flutter has not occurred in the few tests that have been made on ortho-
tropic panels oriented with the direction of ma_mum flexural stiffness
parallel to the direction of airflow. It should be noted that this
orientation corresponds to the o_lentation of most proposed orthotropic
heat shield designs.
Another significant fact revealed by the results is t.%at the effect
of elastic deflectional edge support is much less pronounced when the
corrugations are parallel to the air flow, as compared to the effect
when the corrugations are normal to the direction of air flow.
- 206
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....,. D_F_ETS OF UNI_UAL ELASTIC
,;/, D_LECTIONAL _GE RESTRAINT
or.,._._ The results presented in the previous two figures were obtained
from the analysis of reference 3 which has certain limitations.
_i
_i....... This analysis has recently been extended at the Langley Research
, Center to include the effects of normal Inplane loadsp damping, elastic
torsional and rotational restraints, and unequal elastic restraint on
opposite edges; the restrictiorL.that_.t,wo, opposite edges be simply
supported, still exists. Preliminary results indicating some effects
_ ....... of ,,_npqual deflectional springs are shown in the figure in term of
'_ _° the flutter parameLer _ the rstio of the sp__ng stiffness at the
_ leading edge to the spring stiffness at the trai_ing edge I the side
edges are simply supported. Results are presented for a square plate
_i 1_ with stiffness ratios D12/D 2 = O.05 and D1/D2 = O; the m_immn
,. : flexural stiffness D^ is in the direction of air flow. Results
'_' _ are presented for val_es of the spring stiffness parameter KD2 of
i:'f_ii,! i, 5, and 10. For K_ - 1 the effect of uneq-.al springs is s_L1ght,
_'i:"!i:': and the results Indicate a minimum flutter ,dynamic pressure for kl/k 2
of about 0.8. For _ of 5 and I0 the flutter dynamic pressure
: !i_,_[,i increases monotonically with increasir_ values of KD1 • The value of
i/_!:.° the flutter parameter for _i = I0 and _2 = 5 is 183, whereas
:_ _'i!i for _i = 5 and Kl_ = iO the value is 130. Thus, these preliminary
_t,:_.,, results suggest a panel is less susceptible to flutter if the larger
,._ spring is at the leading edge. The results also indicate that a
' _ _ significant differenc in spring stiffness s is requi ed to affect a
_:_'-' significant influence on the flutter results.
: o .12
i ..o i '.t._.
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_BCT OF ELASTIC COUPLING TO
ELASTIC SUBSTRIETURF
So_e effects of the elastic coupllr_ of two identical, Isotropie
parallel plates simply supported on all edges with supersonic flow over
only one surface are shown in the figure. The results were taken from
reference 13 and were calculated from a two-mode Galerk_tn solution.
The results are presented in terms of a nondimensional spring stiffness
parameter and the flutter parameter used previously. For k = O the
results correspond to only a single plate. As can be seen, increasing
the spring stiffness parameter to lO is h/Ghly destabilizing but a
i_u_ther increase to a value of 20 is vez3" stabilizing. Even more
dramatic variations with k l'esult when the effects of normal inplane
loads are considered. It is apparent that the elastic coupling to an
elastic substructure can significantly affect the flutter characteristics
of panels and should be considered in _nalyses of heat shields. The
analysis is presently _eing extended at the Langley Research Center to
obtain an e_Act solutior, that includes the effects of orthotropic panel
stiffnesses and elastic edge support at the leading and trailing edges
for both panels. Both theory and experiment reveal that panels on
continuous elastic four, clarions can experience subsonic flutter and
divergence (refs. 13, 27, and 28); hence, extension of the analysis to
account for these phenomena is needed.
EFFECT OF ELASTIC COUPLING TO ELASTIC SUBSTRUCTURE
a/b = I
WIND TUNNEL TESTS O_ HEAT-_HIELD TYPE PANELS
As a part of general studies of heat-ehield type pe_ls several
r._dels were tested in the Langley 9-b¥ 6-foot thermal structures
tunnel at a Math number of 3.0, dynamle pressures from 15OO per to
3000 psf, and ste_natlon temperatures from 450"F to 660"F (refs..o9
_u,_ 30). The panel shown in the figure is representative of one oF the
models tested. The outer skin was a thin (.01 in. ) corrugated sheet
which was attached to an elastic substructure by flexible supports.
The other models also h_. corruEated skins, but _he means of att_-hment
to the Bubetructure differed from _he method shown. The models were
tested with the corrugations both parallel a_ normal to the d_rection
of air flow. No flutter was detected in any of the tests. It should be
noted that the test conditions did not reprodt:ce the environment for
which the heat shields were desi6ned; the temperatures were far too
low, but the excessive dynamic pressure provided a rather severe test
of the structural integrity of the models. For one model the corruga-
tion depth _s such that performance was marshal in resi_ttng thermal
buckling d_i_ radiant heating tests, yet the corruption was stlfT
enough to perform satisfactorily in the wind--tunnel t_ts.
No vibration data were obtained _or the models sa_d no vibration or
flutter calculations have been made. Vibration results for similar
panels are presently being calculated at Langley Research Center by
finite element methods (NALTRAN). Flutter analyses with existing
theories would not be res/tstte as all ed6es of the panels were supported
elastically which violates the restriction in existing ana_ses of
two opposite edges simply _upported.
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So_e of the anticipated flutter research effort for panels w_th
arbltr,_y support conditions on all fo,Aredces are indicated in the
fi;_-ure°The nu_.ericaltechniques and methematical modeling required
to obtain acc_rate flutter predictions for complex,heat shield panels
will probably not be amenable to p_rametric studies of the many
variables entering the problem. Hope/b_lly,less rigorous analyses
will be _eveloped t_at are suitable for senerating large amounts of
inforzatlon sufficiently accurate to establish reliable trends.
Application of at least four analytical approaches is presently
anticipated. Flutte_ rem_t_ for relatively simple panels have been
obt_ned from analyses based on f'_niteelement techniques (refs. 31
and 32) and finite difference techniques (ref. 13). it is presently
anticipated that both of these techniques will be applied to the flutter
of panels with arbitrary support conditions by personnel at the Langley
Research Center. The _[_TPJ_|system will be used for the.finite element
calculations; development of a finite difference analysis has just begun.
The vibration characteristics of heat shield panels will be studied in
considerable detail at Langley, _u_d both theoretical and e_erimental
modes and frequencies will be obtained. These results will be available
for normal mode type analyses. La4_an_an multipliers were applied by
Dowel/ (ref. 3k) to the flutter of multibay panels, and he is presently
developing this technique fer panels with arbitrary support conditions.
The emphasis of the indicated analytical effort is on obtaining
the ability to account for (1) the orthotroFic stiffnesses of complex
stiffened panels and (2) the effects of arbitrary support conditions
on all four edges. However, it should be emphasized that the effects
of the various parameters listed previously as well as the effects of
deflecting panel edges on the accuracy of existing aerodynamic theories
should also be assessed.
Two t_es of experiment_ programs are anticipated; tests on
r_latively simple models to check theoretical trends, and tests of models
representative of actual heat shields. The latter tests would not only
establish the a_curacy of the theory but would also provide flutte_ data
for proI_sed hardware. The test prelims are still in the preliminary
_ls_mlng stages.
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FLUTTER RESEARCH FOR PANELS
WITH /_RBITRARY SUPPORT CONDITIONS
ANALYT]CALEFFORT
1. FINITE ELEMENTS
2. FINITE DIFFERENCES
3. NORMALMODEANALYSIS
_. (a) CALCULATEDMODES
- (b) MEASUREDMODES
4. LAGRANGI/_NMULTIPLIERS
EXPERIMENTALEFFORT
*, ,
, 1. SIMPLEMODELS
2. MODELSREPRESENTATIVEOFACTUALHEATSHIELDS
8
VIBRATION RESULTS FOR PANEL
SUPPOI_ED AT FOUR POINTS
Two of the numerical techniques proposed for analysis of flutter
of panels with arbitrary supports [saverecently been applied to the
vibration of an isotropic plate supported at four points (refs. 35
and 36). The figure shows theoretical and experimental results for
the fundamental frequency of a square plate symmetrically supported at
four points. The ordinate parameter is the nondimensional panel
frequency where a is the panel length, m the panel mass per unit
area, and D the panel bending stiefness. The abscissa parameter is
the ratio of the support position to the panel half length.
The soliCt curve represents theoretical results from a two mode
Lagrangian multiplier solution (ref. 35), the dashed curve represents
resuJ _.s from a finite difference solution (ref. 36), and the symbols
represent experimental data (refs. 36 and 37). The agreement between
experimental d_ta and theoretical results from both types of solutions
is good_ however, the results obtained by Legrangian _lltipliers are
in better agreement for support positions near the plate center.
The results indicate that the magnitude of the frequency is strongly
affected by support position. The maximum frequency occurs when the
supports are -'bout halfway between the center of the plate and the plate
edge, and is about a factor of two times the frequency for the supports
at the plate center or at the corners. Since flutter results are
strongly related to panel vibration characteri_ties, it appears reasonable
to assume that support position will also have a siznificant influence
on the flutter of point supported panels.
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CONCLUDING R_4ARKS
Results for the supersonic flutter of orthotropic panels with
elastic edge restraint have been presented. Both theory and experiment
revcaied that elastic deflectional edge restraint is highly destabilizing.
Theoretical results indicated that orthotropic panels with the air flow
in the direction of the maximum stiffness _oremuch less prone to flutter
than panels _ith the air flow normal to the direction of maximum
stiffness. The effect of elastic coupling to an elastic substructure
was shown to be either stabilizing or destabilizing depending on the
stiffness of the elastic c_pllng.
E_Isting theories are restricted to panels with continuous elastic
restraint on two opposite edges. In order to properly consider the
flutter of heat-shield type panels, analytical capability is needed for
panels with arbitrary support on all edges. Fo_ possible analytical
approaches w_re indicated: finite elements, finite _fferences, normal
mode techniques, and Lagrengian multipliers. Two types of experimental
programs were indicated: tests on relatively simple models to check
theoretical trends, an4 tests of models representative of actual heat
shieldS.
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TO THE SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM
Walter J. Myiq%ow and J. J. Olsen
AFFDL
France
ABSTRACT
.. In the last ten yearJ, progress in the linearize_ theory of
unsteady aerodynamics has followed two courses, (a) the improvement
of the numerical _rocedures for isolated lifting surfaces, and later
(b) the extension of those methods to include the effects of mutual
interference between two or more surfaces and bodies. This paper
gives several examples of recent prosress to illustrate that the
prediction of steady or unsteady airloads on some complicated
configurations, such as components of the Space Shuttle, can now be
performed routinely and accurately. However, technological gaps
" exist and required research from the Space fhuttle viewpoint is
,' delineated.
• !
S_TIOI_ I
INTRODUCTION
Aeroelastlc and structural dynamic considerations fora a part of the
most significant design c_nditions for large, very flexible and very light
structures. Examples of problems or technical areas ar.- flutter, divergence
and control surface reversal and gust response. Others involvJ.ng feedback
or active control are load alleviation and =ode stabilization. The accurate
prediction and the reliable and safe control of the above phenomena require
the capability to predict both the aerodyn_LlC and structural dynamic
characteristics with considerable confidence. This paper is a rapid revi_
and evaluation of the state of the art in unsteady aerodynamics pertatnin 8
to various potential Space Shuttle designs and concludes with some comments
and recommendations in this regard.
Propo_.ed Space Shuttle configurations encompass many aspects which had
to be ignored in earlier calculations of unsteady aerodymunic loads. Large
fuselages, folded wing tips, interference bet_aeen adjacent or tandem surfaces,
and contro_ surfaces were configurations uhtch vere not amenable to rigorous
analysis ten years ago. Linearized methods which account for many of those
factors are now available and in day-to day image. 'l_ey bring the unsteady
aerodynamic load predictions for a complex configuration such as some
• components of the Space Shuttle to a capability equivalent to the prediction
for isolated planar _rlngs of a decade ago. Tbls paper _rllZ trace the develop-
meaC of line_rized unsteady _erGdyna_.c methods from the early consideration_
of airfoils and planar lifting surfaces Co the present day capabilities f_r
aeroelastic and dynamic analyses of configurations with control surfaces &nd
multiple surface or body interactions. The roll,in 8 sections v111 discuss
isolated lifting surfaces, control surfaces, intersecting surfaces, and inter-
acting (but not intersecting) surfaces.
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iI'_ SECTION II
STATE OF THE ART
Isolated Lifting Surfaces
In the last ten years, tremendous progress has been made in the
ability to use llnear_ed theory to estimate unsteady aerodynamic airloads
for ae_oelastlc and dynamic response problems. The progress in subsonic
compresslble flow methods rests on several imporLant contributions. The
first was made in 1940 by H.G. Kussner (Reference I) who formulated the basic
lifting surface theory which gives the n_w well known integral equation
relating oscillating downwash to the surface integral of an influence
function or kernel times unsteady pressure. Other important contributions
were made in 1955 and 1959 by Watklns, Noolston, Cunnlnsham, and Runyan
(References 2 and 3), who developed forms of the kernel and mathematical
prucedures which then pe-mitted the exploltatlon an_ practlcal appl_catlon
of the kernel function method. Since then, many other important contributions
such as an early attempt to incorporate control surfaces have been made, and
other improvements continue (References 4 - 8). The doublet-llttlce metho_
of Albano and Rodden (Reference 9) is another method which bypasses some of
the difficulties of the kernel function method and has shown remarkable
accuracy and ease of computatlon which makeslt particularly attractive.
_ Progress in _he prediction of unsteady supersonic airloads rests in
the U.S. on contributions by Garrick and Rublnow (Reference 10) and, for
three dimensional applications, the contributions of Pines, DungundJi and
Neuringer (Reference 11) and Li (Reference 12) _ho suggested the Mach box
approach about 1954. There then followed rapid developments of workable and
' practical Mach box methods for predicting the supersonic unsteady aerodynamics
on isolated surfaces (References 13 - 16).
Control Surfaces
Methods to predict supersonic unsteady control surface a!rloads were
it investigated by Donato and Huhn (Reference 17) using Mach box techniques.
Subsonic unsteady aerodynamic methods have been delayed because of complexities
resulting from control surface hinge llne and side edge singularities. How-
ever_ Berman, Shyprykevich, and SmedfJeld (Reference 18) have explored the
use of the kernel function method for the subsonic region using approximate
expressions for the aileron pressure series. Ashley and Rowe (Reference 19)
have presented a more rigorous formulation for the full span aileron on a
subsonic lifting surface using the very notable contrlbutic_n of Landahl
(Reference 20). Further concentration and progress shoulu lead to tractable
methods for predicting the subsonic airload on partlal span control suufaces
oscillating in a subnonlc _low. The Albano-Rndden doublet-lattlce method can
be applled to wings wlth control surfaces with a minimum of additional effort
and is currently being used in that manner at several companies and at the
AFFDL.
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_o "_i_..,. Intersectln_ $urf..a.ces
=:,i """ Flutter prevention is e critical design conditlcn for T-tall alt-
o ,:, craft. ?his Is emphasized by a few cases of actual in-fllght catastrophic
" failures. Thus, the considerable effort devoted to prediction of T-tall
o., unsteady aerodynamics for subsonic flow which started in the early 1960's
i i." is not surprising. _tsrk of Sweden (Reference 21) In 1964 produced a
! , ..... reversed flow method using doublets of integrated acceleration potential_
_ _ to obtain the integral equations. Davies of the United Kingdom (Reference
!"' 22) extended his subsonic kernel function method to T-tails and :eported
! :'° ° extensive appltcatlons of his method also in 1964. Zwaan of the Netherlando
',:?_ (Reference 23) developed in 1967, a kernel method followlns suggestions given.
... .. ,,
• "'_ by Laschke (Reference 4) and Davies (Reference 22). Many versions of the
!-,.,i/. subsonic T-tail kernel function method now exist in the U.S. although the
::__': procedure still requires considerable work. A general purpose subsonic kernel
-,. - function method which is to be a development of the non-plan_r kernel
:. _ ,_. function first given by Ashley (Reference 24) now is being developed by North
2:_,,/ _erican Rockwell Corporation for the AFFDL Co handle T-tails, V-tails,
'_'_,_,_ cruciform tails, folded tips, etc., and is in the flnal crates of deveLapmenc.
Many Space Shuttle configurations would be covered by this computer program.
'0 ':_
.... _'_ The doublet-lattice method of Albano and Rodden (Reference 9) can
_;:_;. _) also be applied co intersecting surfaces. Kalman, Rodden, and Gisslng
: _ r:' (Reference 25) have extended the method and have applied it Co _ing-pylon
,,_:"_ ::'_, combinations, annular wings, wing and fuselage combinations, and wings In
., o ground proximity as well as T-Calls. An application co SCark's T-tall
i=-.*._" " (Figure I) and a comparison with ocher methods are given in Table I. Agree-
'.:"i!: sent is excellent.
! :'_: :' Andrew (Reference 26) i$ now de_ eloping a supersonic Mach box
_._° method for multiple intersecting surfaces. This is an extension of earlier
_,. _ work by Moore and Andrew (Reference 27) and Donaco and Huhn (Reference 17)
_9 /,T which could handle folded wing clps using the Math box method.
d:
T"_ _.o _
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.... Interacting but not Intersecting Surfaces
i" °:,'":'I_ Examples in this category include some Space Shuttle configurations
iili_!I:ii'j with the booster and orbiter vehicles tied _o each other,fuselage-to-
fuselage, producing tandem airfoils having interactions between wings and
i tails. Recent flutter model investigations have indicated that the oscilla-
r _..... tins dow_ash shed by a wing has very significant influences on the horizontali _, tail unsteady alrloads (References 28 - 31). These interactions produce
i .,_,_: detrimental effects and lower flutter speeds. Flutter speed trends cannot
...._ '_ez_o be predicted correctly unless this wing-on-tall interaction is included.
!_ ,,_,._:., The AFFDL has applied the Rodden-Albano doublet-lattlce method and
i._ t the Albano kernel function method to a wing-fuselage-horizontal tail flutter_- _, 1 model tested i the WPAFB five-fo t subsonic wind tun el (Reference 32).
! _ The Albano kernel function method is an extension of Laschka's
i _:_ "_ approach (References 33 - 35) and can be applied to non-plan_r wing-horlzontal
tail combinations providing the tall centerline is sufficiently displaced
(IO-15Z semi-span) from the wlng plane to avoid a elnsularity which is not
account_ for in the currant version. Relative dihedral angles between wing
and tall planes are permlsslble.
Figure 2 shows the tread of flutter speed for the AFFDL subsonic
flutter model for a wing sweep angle of sixty degrees. The wing sweep angle
__._: could be varied, but these sixty degree data are quite representative of
' _ i results obtained. Results computad by .a.FFDL using the Rodden-Albano doublet-
_"° " lattice method are shown in solid lines'_'hile experimental data are shown in
i _ ....] dashed lines. The velocity data are plotted versus the frequency ratio of
_' ..... '1 cantilever wins bending to uncoupled fuselage torsion. The velocity trend
i v _-_' comparison between coplanar computed and experimental data is excellent. The
,_ _ o_. relative agreement between corresponding experimental and computed data points
at a given frequency ratio is good. Theory is about 15_ con_ervative at
_'._,i"; frequency ratios where the flutter velocity is a minimum. This conservatism
_;_ _ iu computed results is thought to be due to viscous and wing blockage effects
_/_ T,_ _hich produced less than ideal flow over the tail. The Albano kernel function
o_ method was also employed to compute flutter characteristics for the coplanarrase and produced results essentially identical to the doublet-lattice method.
• _ The dotted line on Figure 2 shows the experimental results obtained
...... when the tail was rotated out of the ring plane to produce a t'elative dihedral
_:": angle of 45 degrees. Direct comparisons with kernel function computed data
_' :_: cannot be made since the tail centerline is in the plane of the wing
_iz: _ introducing the previously mentioned sin_ular_ty. However. indirect compari-
_ _± sons using a minimum displacement between t_ing and tail centerline shows that
'_ the incremental and beneficial chan_e in flutter velocity should be about 15_.
Thus_ both theory and experiment validate the detrimental effects of wing
unsteady aerodynamic interactions on the tail and the lower flutter velocities
caused thereby for wlng-fuselagd-horizontal tail flutter.
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'. A!bano has also applied his kernel function method to swept back,
i_°'._ constant chord flutter models tested at high subsonic and transonic speeds byCornel1 Aeronauelcal Laboratory (Peference 36). Typlcal experlmen'=al and
computed results are given on Figure 3 for a given vertical and longitudinal
:,.v_r tall position. Predicted results agree very well vlth the corresponding
_ experimental data. This was found to be true for a wide range of vertical
,._o and longitudinal tall positions.
' ' The AFFEL has applled the Rodden-Albano doublet-lattice and Albano
,,:_ kernel function method to several other configurations. Figure 4 shows
llft coefficient results predlc_ed by both methods for an oscillating wing-
'/' < horizontal tel) configuration which is now being used by AOARD as an
:,? ,, evaluative standard. Agreement between both methods is excellent.
_ ,, The Albano kernel f,mctlon method has also been applied to the
,::_ :iI same AGARD configuration where the horlzontal tail is displaced vertically
_:,I a distance equal to 0.6 times the win S seml-span. Results are shown in
_ :,! Figure 5 together wlth coplanar data• The tall unsteady aerodynamic
"_1 coefficients due to wlng deflectlo_s are lowered significantly. Figure 5
;_ _i also shows the effects when tail dihedral is also added to the verticallydisplaced tail. Tail coefficients due to wing deflections are further
o_5 reduced with positive dihedral but are increased for negative dihedral as
• o_" expected. Trends of these predicted coefficients appear to be correct
iJ o-'o
_._ Figure 6 shows the trend of the real parts of llfC coefficients
_ with.Hath number as predicted by Laschka and St}enid (Reference 35) for
_oo :. pitching of a wing or horizontal tail. CA12 refers to lift or, the wing
!_ ___: due to tail pitching. CA21 refers to lift on the tail due to wing pitch-
:- ._r'_'_ ins. Corresponding data obtained by AFH)L using the _odden-Albano doublet-
: _ lattice _nd Alberto kernel function method are shown. Agreement among the
• three sets of data is excellent.
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Since one llmit of tande_ airfoils is a biplane configuration, the
Albano kernel function method was applied to a biplane conslstln8 of two
identical AGARD wings with several vertical separations. Figures 7 and 8
give section llft coefficients due to plunging and pitch of one surface with
the other fixed. Tl_se llft coefficients increase as the moving wing
approaches the fixed _ing.
0.4 At"0.3
0,5
, ' ; 0.2 _ 1.0
-o.: _ o o, oI, _1' _/_
L 7.=1.0, 0.S, _1.:_1- _ FIXID 5UItF_'| _"
,., _. i.i'
--_ I I FIXi SUIIFAC _0i _0.3o 00.2 0.4 .6 • .
v/s _I.* -
FIGURE 1. REAL LIF'I COEFFICIENT 0Ul i'0 FIGURE 8. REAL LIFt' CODTICIINT OUE TO PITCH
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SECTION III
LUm__j.CONCLUSIONS,A_-_CO_rDAT_O.S
The work of the last ten years in the linesrized theory of unsteady aero-
dynamic flows has extended theory to multiple interfering surfaces. Production
type computer programs are essentially available and have been checked against
other methods and limited experimental data. The current work in the subsonic
doublet-lattice method should bring capability in that method to nearly
complete aircraft. On the other hand, the more classical subsonic kernel
function theory still, while not far behind, is not In a production status for
partial span control surfaces and, in some respects, for intersecting surfaces.
Research emphasis could fill these gaps qulckly. Current efforts should also
place the supersonic Hach box method on a firm basis fur wlng-tall and inter-
sectlng surface interference problems. However, the computer programs are
complex, and careful development and checking are paramount. Figure 9 is an
overall s,-,_ary of our estimate of the current state of the art.
The transonic area is generally the most critical area from aeroelasti¢
and structural dynamic viewpoints but theoretical methods are most dlfflcult
and are not available today. Only token steps have been taken in the
• : llnearlzed theory for high frequency oscillatlons. It appears that non-
linear solutions will be unavoidable, but practical ideas for production
analyses are few. Transonic unsteady aerodynamics remains the unsolved problem,
and high priority efforts are required to produce methods useful in design
and for the avoidance of serious problems. Transonic control surface unsteady
aerodynamic methods are also needed to avoid buzz phenomena.
,; Subjects requiring attention and emphalis include control surfaces,
interaction and interference effects from iprge or thick bodies or fuselages,
non-slnusoldal or transient type unsteady aerodynamic coefficients for root
locus foms of solution, and particularly, unsteady aerodynamic pressure
measurements to validate theory or to form reliable estimates in design
analyses. Thus, except as mentioned above, research in the last decade has
contributed a remarkabl_ practical end relevant technology for prediction and
avoidance of Space Shuttle dynamic end aer_elastic problems.
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BUFFET AND AERODYNAMIC NOISE
By Charles F. Coe
Ames Research Center _ N?0 " _ 6 6 0 _
INTRODUCTION
Buffeting has been defined by some dynamlciscs Co be the response
of a structure to unsteady aerodynamic flow. It has also been defined
as the input loading to the structure by the unsteady aerodyuwnic flow.
Without resolving which definition is more nearly correct, thls paper
will refer to buffeting as the _andom bending occillatlons of overall
vehicles and major structural components. Aerodynamic noise (which In-
eludes boundary-layer noise) is caused by the flow unsteadiness, and is
related to the surface pressure fluctuatlons causing buffeting and local
panel response.
The facing figure (#i) illustrates the main sources of flow un-
steadiness causing aerodynamic noise and buffetlng. The main sources are
oscillating shock waves that occur at transonic and supersonic speeds,
turbulent wakes, separated flow, attached turbulent boundary layers,
vortices and possible flow separation from sharp cornered bodies_ inter-
ference flows, and transitional flow. The sketch deplcts the flow over
the now familiar MSC space shuttle concept in the launch confisuratlon,
However, the same sources of unsteady flow would occur on any confisura-
tlon for both the launch and reentry phases of flight.
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BUFFET
At present, there is no analytical method available for prediction
of buffet intensities. Consequently, such predictions must be based on
experimental Lnformatlon generally obtained from wlnd-tunnel ces_s of
scale models.
Previous e_perlence from flight and wlnd-tunnel tests of aircraft
and launch-vehicle .=onflguratlons has shown that the severity of buflet-
ing is largely dependent upon the extent of flow separation on the ve-
hicle. Some of these previous data have shown the effects of airfoil
profile on wlng buffet, and that wings having thickness ratios greater
than I0 percent can be expected to buffet at zero llft. All wings re-
gardless of planform or profile will buffet _,hen stalled. It can be
expected therefore that currently envisioned qpace shuttle concepts will
suffer from buffet, and that buffet loads will have to be carefully con-
sidered for each candidate configuration.
The first obvious question on shuttle vehicle buffeting concerns
buffet of prospective wlng configurations, partlcularly the MSC proposed
straight wing. Results of some exploratory Langley tests reported in
NASA LWP-872 are shown in the facing figure (#2) that confirm the expec-
tation that a 12-percent-thick straight wing will buffet at zero angle
of attack. These buffet boundaries for both a 3-percent-thick cllpped
delta wing and a 12-percent-thlck straight wing indicate that the thin
delta wing would be free of buffet at low angles of attack during launch
but that the straight wing will buffet between M=0.8 and M=0.9. As
expected, the boundaries indicate that both wings would buffet at high
angles of attack.
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l_..,ii_'
: _,_l_,i_ Examlnaclon of buffet boundaries is an appropriate first step, but
' ,_,_:i' boundaries yield no information on the potential severity of the problem.
...._";'_ In order to gain some insight as to whether buffeting would be seriously
...._,'!."._i; detrimental to the straight wing, some very preliminary estimates of
; wlng bendlng-moment fluctuations have been made, and are presented in the
facing figure (#3). The results on the left show the ratio of maximum
predicted full scale bendlng-moment fluctuations to the MSC de_ig,_ static-
,, load limit for angles of attack up to 12° These results, which were
;"_; scaled from measurements on a iC-percent-thlck wing, indicate that forq
,_'_ normal launch conditions (_ < 4°) the bending-moment fluctuations would
be less than _ percen_ ,)f the design static limit. An extreme launch_,r
i ,_:'. condJLlon angle of attack of 12° would result in a I0 percent of load-
_-' '_ limit fluctuation. Recent Langley tests reported in NASA LWP-872 yielded
;, ...... a similar appraisal of the ratio of maximum peak amplitude of bending-
......,._ moment fluctuations to static moment at a = b0°. These results, shown
,-_..,, on the right, indicate a maximum ratio of about 15 percent.
_,LI ._i_. It should be kept in mind that the above-mentioned buffet Inter_Ity
• - estimates are only _irst approximations, Additional tests of an elas-
_i_,'i__'_ tically scaled model of the MSC straight wing are now in progress that
.,_ .,_" will soon yield considerably more accurate results on low angle-of-attack
" wing buffeting intensities.
":":° The estimation of the wing buffeting is critical to the wing design,
i_.,_._ but because of very large fuselages and empennagns, wing buffet may not
• - : _"" be the key factor responsible for the buffeting of the overall vehicle.
• '__'_I Exploratory tests of a few launch-configuration concepts are therefore
_'|_i):;)!ii'i needed to appraise the effects of maJOrsu_marygeOmetrlcvarlableS.paper.Such tests• .j! are scheduled_ and are noted £n the of this
il-
i _:%-,• . ,
:7 ,,
• Vr_,,
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AERODYNAMIC NOISE
The information needed to fully describe the unsteady surface pres-
sure field assoc_'Ited with aerodynamic noise is as follows: first, the
int_nslty or magnitude of unsteady pressure; second, the location and
area of coverage on a vehicle surface; third, the frequency spectra; and
fourd_, a pattern of spatial correlation. The intensity of fluctuating
pressures is the easiest of the above listed information to acquire, and
is consequently the most voluminous among the available experimental
data that can be used for preliminary estimates of space shuttle unsteady
pressures. The facing figure (#4) shows typical broadband intensities
of local pressure fluctuations for different types of flow and the ranges
of Math numbers where data are available. The attached boundary layer
which has the lowest intensity pressure fluctuations is in general the
most thoroughly described statistically for H < 3.5. Attached boundary
layer data for M > 3.5 are very zparse and lacking in description. Transi-
tlonal flow whlch can resulU in high intensity pressure fluctuations has
been investigated for Inte_ity and spectra at only the two Math numbers
shown. Pressure fluctuations in regions of shock waves and separated
flows have been studied quite extensively, and detailed spatial correla-
tion and scaling information is nearing publication at Ames.
Aerodynamic noise is unfortunately very configuration sensitive, so
• that eventually a model of the final space shuttle configuration should
be tested to establish a complete description of the unsteady pressure
environment. In the meantime some exploratory space shuttle tests are
needed to obtaJn preliminary data in regions of interference and posslble
vortex flows. Additional general research is also needed to acquire
more complete statistical description of surface pressure fluctuations
beneath hypersonic transitional and turbulent boundary layers.
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II
i SUMMARY
In summary, buffet and aerodynamic noise are so conflgu:atlon sen-
sitive that the most critical research will be needed after final con-
figuration selectlon. Some important interim research is in progress
or planned, however, at NASA centers that will provide much needed pre-
lisnlnary design information. The key Items of activity are tabulated
In the facing figure (_).
For BUFF£T, exploratory tests are now in progress at Ames to de-
termine the overall orbiter vehicle buffet loads of the _'_SC configura-
tion dt_rlng lat_l_ch, and to est_ato the unsteady loads at the booster
attacl_e_t points. _lastic models are also under construction and will
be tested to determine if the buffeting of a complete two-body launch
vehicle will be significantly altered by changing wings from straight to
delta planforms. Tests of an elastically scaled HSC straight wing are
in progress that will yield more precise wing buffet information than is
currently available. The planned MSFC Investlgat_on Is to evaluate the
possibility of critical aeroelastlc effects using a quasl-steady aerody-
namic technique. The last Item under BUFFET is for ad hoc tests of the
final configuration. Ames is indicated for support, and the question
mark refers to uncertainties regarding contractor participation.
For AERODYNAMIC NOISE, aside from the need for an eventual final
configuration study that will fully describe the surface pressure fluc-
tuations, exploratory tests are planned at Ames that will identify and
measure regions of hlgh-lntensity flow unsteadiness on candidate con-
figurations. Some general research programs at MSFC and Ames _hat have
application to shuttle vehicles are continuing with the objective of
improving the statlstical description of surface pressure fluctuatlons.
Unsteady pressures due to high altltude pl_e induced flow separation
is being studied by MSFC. Basic studies of hypersonic transitional and
turbulent boundary layers are getting underway at Langley and Ames.
Lastly an investigation is in progress at Ames to determine the effects
of panel motion on aerodynamic noise. This is s potcntially critical
item for application to the calculation of response of thermal protec-
tion system panels to aerodynamic noise.
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PREVENTIO_ OF COUPLED STRUCTURE-PROPULSION
INSTABILITY (POGO) ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE
S. Rubin
The Aerospace Corporation
Los Angeles, California
INT RODU CTION
Maxly l_q_lid-propellant rocket vehicles have experienced
longitudinal vibration, nicknamed pogo after the jumping stick, due
to an instability arising from interaction of the vehicle structure with
the propulsion system. These vibrations can produce an intolerable
environment for astronauts and equipment, can overload vehicle
structure, and can lead to loss of propulsion performance. A NASA
monograph concerned with the prevention of pogo is well on its way
toward publication and should serve as a useful guide to design for the
Space Shuttle.
The paper will briefly describe the nature of the pogo
_henomenon, present a summary of past instabilities, relate the
possible deleterious effects of pogo, and discuss the contents of the
design criteria monograph. Finally, research tasks are recommended
for support of pogo development activities on the Space Shuttle.
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: o The pogo instability phenomenon results from a dynamic coupling of
_!_ vi.bratory motion of the structure of a space vehicle with oscillations in thepropulsion system. The si._nplif_ed vehicle schematic at the left of chart I
:: portrays _ propellant tank, a fe_.dline, and an engine. Imagine the engine
_,._.,/i.' tc be comprised of a pu.,np, ,_ pur_,.p d;,scharge line, and a thrust chamber,
_.." When the vehicle vibrates lonoitudinallv, the pump and the propellant in
." °' _he flexible tan_- undergo ,-,__cilla:or,: motions, These two motions produce
_.._ oscillatory /tow in the feedline and in the pump discharge line. The flow
'_ oscilla:ions !e_,d to oscilla_ions in enelne thrust and in pressure at theo
°i_ pun-p inlet, which :hen act as reeenerative forcing functions on the vehicle
io:::i structure. Another type of propulsion-system behavior, involving an active
.,ii,_,i tank-ullage pres_u,'_.zation system, may also lead to an instahili:-: termed
:':..,_! ullage-coupled pogo a. c opposed to :he above eagine-coupled p:_
-:? '_.i A block diagram of this positive feedback process is als,_ _hown.
-",.......1 The coupled structural-propul._ion system is linearized to consider pertur-
bations of the sy,_tem variables to determine the de_ree of linear stability.
Of great significance is the relationship of natural frequencies of the
structure with ':hose of the propulsion system The upper-right diagram
shows the variation of natural frequencies of structural modes A and B
and of a singl,epropulsion system mode denoted by f_. The frequency f::'
changes primarily because the steady pressure at the inlets to pumps changes
with time and the degree of pump cavitation thereby also changes. Coinci-
dence of structural and propulsion natural frequencies strengthens the
coupling which may lead to instability, Other important system character-
istics are the gain and damping of the modes of the structural and propulsion
systems. Pogo has been corrected in flight by introducing an accumulator
into feedlines to maintain separation of significant modes of the structural
and propulsion systems
The results of stability analysis can be expressed in terms of the
variation of damping of the coupled system with time, as depicted at the
center right. System damping tends to decrease at frequenc_r coincidences.
.A_¢shown, the s:_stem mode involving the structural mode B has a damping
ratio _B which dips, but remains positive, However damping for the system
."node involving structural mode A becomes negative and the system there-
fore becomes unstable in a linear sense.
A corresponding depiction of vehicle longitudinal acceleration appears
at :he lower right. When _B dips, narrow-band random vibration in struc-
tural mode B tends to intensify. Later in time during the period of
instability invol-,_ingmode A, _here appears a slowly varying limit cycle
controlled by nonlinear beha_-ior. .Modeling the coupled system for accurate
prediction cf the limit-cycle behavior is beyond the state of the art.
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..... ,-' A compilation of information on engine-coupled pogo instabilities is
'_. shown on chart 2. Acceleration amplitudes at spaceerafts appear in the
i--/""=:5 left plot and at engines in the right plot. The plots are inte'nded robe an
_;i'.,,,ii! overall depiction of pogo history and should not be used for detailed
,o, , comparisons among vehlc]es because of differences in measurement
: _' '_:i locations.
,,`. ,
_" _ Bands 1o3 show ranges for certain consistently unstable Thor-
,, ,,{,,., family vehicles. Points and bands 4-g are for Titan-_amily vehicle of
the past. Among the Titan iI vehic]es, N-[l is unique in that is represenl_
!_._ the first attempt to correct pogo with a feedline accumulator devi_e.
;,__,,.'_ ,_ Unexpectedly vibration severity _ncreased markedly, later it w;_._ "- -oe-
.... _, nized that the system had been in=ompXetely understood. Fail.ut , hc
",,i" N-I1 mission occurred because large chamber pressure o._,¢, il_a_ 15
' , i,, : i'i during pogo caused shutdown of the engines.
, ,._ The Gemini-Titan vehicles were the first to have a pogo x_,_n-ra_J.ng
,_, requirement and a limit of I/4 g was imposed at the base of the Gemini
: _ _: capsule. Accumula*ors were incorporated into fuel and oxidizer feedlines
:','i;"i, :.,,_ of the Titan Stage I and the limit was not exceeded except on GeminiTitan-5 for which the two oxidizer accumulators were improperly charged
o':,._t:,, prior to liftoff. All Titan III vehicles other than Titan IIIC-7 have been
"_{_.',_ stable. Txtan IIIB and advanced Titans have accumulators to prevent
:i" ;:_ instability,
'j' .': In connection with a man-rating requirement, an appropriate werking-
_t_ efficiency boundary taken from a proposed standard is shown in the left plot_"°':',:_b This boundary applies to short-term sinusoidal vibration of man in a back-.,,_._,_,, to-chest direction. The degree of impairment of man' s working efficiency
_ _" __. of course depet,.ds on the nature of the task and other aspects of the environ-
_'_- lent. Note that the second Saturn V launch with Apollo 6 considerably
":..; exceeded this boundary; the first Saturn V vehicle did not pogo. Because
•,,o,;,, of concern for the astronauts and for structural loading within the space-
....,:_,!_,_ craft, accumulators were introduced into the S o IC stage of later Saturn V
..... vehicles and the instability has not reappeared during S-IC burn.
.....''.... Suspicious indications of vibration during S-2 burn of early Saturn V
. 2- ,\_
• ,,,_:---. vehicles and the Apollo 6 experience during S-IC burn led to the addition
' _#_._,,_ of accelerometers to detect S-Z pogo on the next Saturn V launch (Apollo 8).
_,_z A 10 g amplitude at the center angine toward the end of S-2 burn was
_" : !?":i r* corded in a local structural mode involving relatively large motion of the
-'_ "T, center engine. This instability was avoided on later vehicles by shutting
_¢,°_'_ down the center engine one minute early, However, the severity of lesser
....., ':,.. vibrations earlier xn S-2 burn increased markedly in later flights. About
, . '_.;_'" 3.8 g was recorded at the center engine on Apollo 12 leading to consideration
;_ _i of system correction by means of a center-engine fox accumulator. Apollo
!_-_:'_:'_ 13 was not corrected, and even though it was virtually identical to Apollo 1Z,
'_ the vibration rose to 34 g! As with the Titan It N-II v_hicle, chamberpressure oscillations caused premature engine shutdown. The vibration
-_,,,.,: mode is so local that less than 0, l g was observed at the Apollo 13 space-
,.::,?' t.raft. Here is a striking example of the great sensitivity of pogo to small
_ • " ' system changes -- six launches of Saturn V/Apollo vehicles without large
.... early S-Z vibration, then large vibration on Apollo IZ, and enormous
: '!_ vibration on Apollo : 3. Obviously the lack of a pogo problem on the first
i':' several launches is in itself an insufficient basis for a lack of concern.
_= ,,::..o: The recent flight of the first Diamant _ vehicle is exceptional in that
_ _ the frequency was high (second longitudinal structt_,ral mode) and it is the
:= _....._ only known occurrence of pogo during burn of a pressure-fed stage. The
_:_";',_i':_'_j next paper deals with a new mechanism of feedback which may be important
,_,_,:,., on the Diamant B.
::.0.i.._ 1
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Clearly the astronaut environment is a chief concern for the Space
Shuttle. Mants sensitivity to vibration, and the levels of vibration which
have resulted from pogo instability, strongly indicate the need to have
stability in all modes involving significant motioz_ in the spacecraft.
Although the number of cases of positively identified structural and
equipment failures is small, such failures are also a major concern.
Whereas man may often be the limiting factor in the system, for local
instabilities near engines (socalled minipogos) the prime concern will "be
for structural failure and for the possibility of premature shutdown of
engines.
CHART3
POGOEFFECTS
t INTOLERABLEENVIRONMENTFORASTRONAUTS
ANDEQUI PMENT
e OVERLOADVEHICLESTRUCTURE
e ENGINESHUTDOWN
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A NASA Space Vehicle Design Criteria Monograph on pogo is
currently being prepared by the writer under the auspices of the Langley
Research Center. The monograph, currently in Reader's Copy form, is
entitled "Prevention of Coupled Structure-Prop_Jlsion Instability (Pogo)';
the Task Manager at Langley is G. W. Jones, Jr.
._n introductory section states the problem, discusset_ the need for
attention to it, and presents the purpose, scope, and approach of the mono-
graph. Basically the aim is to prevent pogo by modifying the system if
necess_.ry to achieve adequate linear stability.
The State-of-the-Art, Criteria, and Recommended Practices sections
deal with the individu._l aspects shown on Chart 4. The Appendix deals with
the assessment of the significance of the structural modes. Some 62 rei-
erences to the literature are given.
CHART4
DESIGNCRITERIAMONOGRAPH
PREVENTIONOFCOUPLEDSTRUCTURE-PROPULSIONINSTABILITY(POGO)
I
INTRODUCTION
o STATE-OF-ART MATHEMATICALMODELING
PREFLIGHTTESTING
• CRITERIA STABILITYANALYSIS
CORRECTIVEDEVICES
• RECOMMENDEDPRACTICES FLIGHTEVALUATION
• APPENDIX
o REFERENCES
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The need for pogo stability has already been stressed. That stability
must be demonstrated by a suitable combination of analysis and test. Since
the achievement of a stable coupled system is the objective, analyses
should be performed with a linearized mathematical model. Experimental
data must be obtained to establish values for those model characteristics
which significantly effect the resonant frequencies, gains, and dampings
associated with modes of the structural and propulsion systems. Great care
must be exercised so that tests are conducted in a manner to insure that
small oscillation behavior is observed. This is particularly critical for
determinations of structural-system damping and of turbopump dynamics.
Structural modeling for e,onsideration of pogo on the Space Shuttle
will be more complex thar_ in the past owing to major three-dimensional
coupling of motions resulting from asymmetric geometry of the vehicle.
Based on past experience, particular attention must be paid to modeling
of propellant tanks. Although a number of advanced tank-modeling approaches
have been proposed in the last five -fears, these have not been sufficiently
evaluated to determine the most suitable approach. The need is for a
method to deal with both longitudinal and lateral oscillations and the effect
of outflow oscillations into the feedlines to the engines. Also, detailed
modeling will be required for engine-compartment structures to treat
motions of such items as pumps, line bends, and engine support beams.
Modal testing will be essential to the experimental verification of the
structural- system model.
The overall structural system should be described for the model in
terms of normal modes of vibration. The Appendix of the monograph pro-
vides a method for assessing the significance of the individual modes.
Insighificant modes should be excluded to avoid unnecessary clutter in the
analysis. The significant modes must be defined with considerable
accuracy. The correctness of the model should be re-evaluated after modal
analysis. The monograph recommends that modeling improvements be
assessed and incorporated when they change a natural frequency by more
than 5 percent or a structural gain by more than I0 percent.
Modeling of the propulsion system can begin on the basis of known
properties of the propellants, flow-line geometries, and steady-state
pressures and flows of the system. Only pump inlet cavitation can not be
estimated from standard information.
Frequency-response testing of the turbopumps will be required, i
Uncertainties in results of past testing of turbopumps are believed to be
largely the result of inadequate instrumentation and test procedures.
Needed are pressure and flow insLrumentation to detect low-amplitude
oscillatory behavior. Flow instrumentation has not been available and
pressure instrumentation ranges have been based on steady and large
transient requirements. Also needed are test procedures which provide
sufficient data to define completely the turbopump dynamics without requir-
ing any assumptions of turbopump behavior. That is, the turbopump should
be tested as if it were a "black box" to be described in terms of measured
properties alone. Tests of the feedlines and of the overall propulsion
system will also be required.
Pogo stability analyses which include the consideration of parameter
uncertainties, should be performed early in the vehicle development process.
The monograph refers to an approximate methods for an initial investigation
of the possibility of incurring engine-coupled instability. With this method
the significance of uncertainties in the system parameters can be initially
256
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CHART5
CRITERIA
e COUPLEDSYSTEMSHALl.BE STABLE
e ANALYZEWITH LINEARIZEDMATHMODEL
e EXPERIMENTALEVALUATIONOF MAJORCHARACTERISTICS
e PRIORTOFLIGHT,VEHICLECONSIDEREDSTABLEIF
e >-6DB "DAMPINGGAIN MARGIN-- _NOMINAL
' e >30o "STRUCTURALPHASEMARGIN"_CONDITIONS
e PROBABILITYOF INSTABILITYSMALL
e IF NECESSARY,ELIMINATEINSTABILITYBY SYSTEM
MODIFICATION
e ACCURACYOFMATHMODELSUBSTANTIATEDBY VEHICLE
FLIGHTS
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assessed. As the vehicle progresses through its development phases and
becomes better defined, increasingly detailed models should be constructed
_nd stability analyses per2ormed. Each cycle of stability analysis will
pruvide information for a next round of refinements in the modal, including
tkv po._sit, le consideration of corrective madifications for achieving stability.
',_roov,-r. _he process will contribute _o advanced planning for testing ,_nd
_, _i.e oarl; _ onsideration of alternative, c_rrective rnodifi."ations for the
_,._d_.,,_nt_ of iroplernentation, reliability, and influence on the function
,: ,,,,_e r ,_lements Ol the "_vstem. Analyses should continue with updated
p.,r,,:,,.t,.r_.._,_d in, re,isiu_ refinement until fll_l-,t data and postflight analyses
;,t_e drip,one,rated acceptable staLilitv of the space vehicle.
Ape¢iM gain and phase mar_ins are defined in the monograph and the
,, ,tr_ and 50 degree margins are mmimun_ requirements for the nominal
coupled system at each time of flight. These margins are defined so that
any analytical technique that identifie-_ an instability can be employed.
This is achieved by prescribing that stability must be maintained for clearly
specified modifications of the system. Complex mode shapes for the
"nonclassical" normal modes of the coupled structure-propulsion system
should be obtained to provide reference information for review of flight data.
Itis recommended that the vehicle be considered stable when analyses
performed show either (1)that the system is stable under extreme tolerance
(worst-case) conditions or (Z) that the probability of occurrence of an
instabilityis less than an allowable value assigned on the basis of overall
vehicle flight-worthlness considerations. A conservative approach is out-
lined for determining whether the probability of instabilityduring flightis
sufficientlysmall. A Monte Carlo analysis of feedline resonant frequencies
may be "nvolved.
Close-coupled accumulators for engine feedlines should be considered
in any study of potentialcorrectzve modifications to achieve vehicle stability.
Appropriate for cryogenic propellants are the metal-bellows type developed
for Titan Illvehicles and the gas-injectiontype developed for the Saturn V.
Consideration should be given in the initialdesign phases to allow for possible
future installationof such devices. A method is given for tentative sizing of
an accumulator during early development of the vehicle. Requirements are
identified for a development program to integrate accumulators into a
propulsion system.
The initial several flights of the vehicle should be specially instru-
mented to obtain data which can be used to verify the mathematical model
used for pogo stability analysis. A practical method to determine experi-
mentally the degree of stability in flight has not been established. Due to the
lack of such a method, the absence of an instability on an initial flight is far
from a guarantee that the vehicle is adequately stable. Therefore only a well-
verified mathematical model can provide confidence in the inh--ent stability
of the vehicle. Special instrumentation is identified and data ,'eduction tech-
niques are suggested.
If an instabilityoccurs in flight,the relative amplitude and phase of
oscillationsthroughout the structural and propulsion systems indicate the
"shape" of the unstable mode of tl-e coupled system. This shape may be
distorted by nonlinear effects at high amplitudes of oscillation. When the
system is stable and sufficient coherency exists among the random oscilla-
tions of the system variables, spectral analyses should be performed to
determine amplitude and phase relationships among variables. Coupled-
system mode shapes determined from the flight data should be compared
with analytical predictions for evaluation of the mathematical model, Natural
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frequencies of structural modes can be readily detected through spectral
density analysis of acceleration data. Resonant frequencies of feedlines
have been more difficult to detect, but narrow-range pressure instru-
mentation should improve chances of success. A technique is available
for evaluatin B individual portions of the structural dynamic model in
cases of purely longitudinal vibration.
259
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Pogo instability is potentially a major problem for every phase of
rocket-powered flight of the Space Shuttl_-.---.A_mDnogr._!ph_is being prepared
to make certain that the best advantage is taken of past experience.
There are two intrinsiclimitations associated with current practices.
First, the coupled structural-propulsion system can not be ground teated
to directly evaluate pogo stability. Unfortunately, itappears that certain
conflicting requirements rule out such testing. So analysis rr_ust be totally
relied upon to obtain confidence in vehicle stabilit_ before flieht.
Second, current practice does not pertxtit the drlernaina¢ioq durinfi
flieht of the coupled-system damping. It appears that lhe delerrr, ination
ot system danaping in flight requires the application of an a,+t+lic diar_: -
bance at various times (_f flight so thctt res_lting o_, illations ,_,,. ,_crt,
modes caa be diueerned. Unless s_,ratern damping _an be d_r,'r_ :ed
experimentally for initial flights, the mathematical model i :o_,_ _es the
only basis for assessing the deg,-ee of system stabil{t v,
Development of a reliable model demands considerable a_talysis and
test activities throughout vehicle development. These activities must be
carefully programmed into the planning to insure an orderly and timely
development.
CHART 6
SUMMARY
P
t POGOIS MAJORCONCERNFORALLROCKET-POWEREDPHASES
Ii MONOGRAPHPROVIDESCRITERIAAND RECOMMENDEDPRACTICE.(:
e RELIANCEON MATHMODELTO ASSUREADEQUATESTABILITY
EVENAFTERSEVERALFLIGHTS
e STRONGINTERPLAYOF ANALYSISANDTEST
e POGOACTIVITIESMUST BECAREFULLYPROGRAMMEDINrO
DEVELOPMENTPLANS
t LIMITATIONSOF CURRENTPRACTICES
ii REQUIREFLIGHTTO REALISTICALLYTESTCOUPLEDSYSTEM
e INABILITYTO DETERMINECOUPLED-SYSTEMDAMPINGIN
FLIGHT
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F'our specific research objectives appear to be attainable and could
contribute markedly to the technology for treating pogo instability. The
first two li._ted on chart 7 would signi.ficantly improve our ability to
define the propulsion system by test. The need for dynamic ilow trans-
ducers is great. In __ddition practical means for testing a turbopump as
a "black box" should be defined so that the pitfall_ of deducing its behavior
from overall propulsion-system behavior are avoided. For example,
sinusoidai pulsin_ tests for two hydraulic boundary conditions at the
_urbopump discharge, with ir_strumentation for inlet and discharge
dynamic pressure and flow. can yield the parameters of a "four-terminal
r,eiwork" which des_ri!._e,_ the turbopump.
A thoro_,gh evaluation oI propellar._t-.tank modeling methods is
necessary. A r,umber o': modeling methods have been proposed, but their
t'on_parat'i'.'c , apahilitv for pogo needs have no/ been explored.
Because oi' a po_e_'_a,'.l,, large pica/off, methods of inflight disturbance
to dcter,_i_e svs'_'_':_ daT._p:nc shot_ld be studied. It would appear that
disturbance,- gea,.rct_'d _o:i_ g_th_n and external to the propulsion system
should be cot_sidercd.
CHART 7
TECHNOLOGYNEEDS
e DEVELOPTRANSDUCERSFORPROPELLANTFLOW
OSCILLATIONS
e DEVELOPTESTPLANSFORCOMPREHENSIVEMEASUREMENT
OF TURBOPUMPDYNAMICS
e EVALUATEPROPELLANT-TANKMODELI/,_GMETHODS
e INVESTIGATEMETHODSFORINFLIGHTEXCITATIONTO
MEASURECOUPLED-SYSTEMDAMPING
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• " CONCLUSIONS
:_:', Knowledge of the pogo phenomenon is believed to be sufficient to
permit pogo instability to be avoided on the Sp_Ice Shuttle. The basis is
=_ '_:_ provided by the criteria and recommended practices given in a forlh-
"_i'_:;'_ coming NASA monograph. The four identHied research tasks should be
:,,_ carried out to support future analysis and test activities.
e:.
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If;F!,UE_CE ON THE POGO EFFECT OF THE AERODYNAMIC PHENOMENA
IN A ROC_'T AITEhBODY
Murce_ B;u_fE_, Jzcque: P(L_YTES,
"'.."_ _""i,:.:_;,: .j'_tu,leset de Fe:hercheg _ero_patiales (O_EFA)
nZ - Ch_t!i]cn, Fr%nce
| - INTRODL_TION
The vibratlons known ms "POCK) effect" result from a coupling between the
stl.ucture, the tanks and lines, and the motor of a liquid propellant rocket
stage. One of the elements of the coupling is due to the forces applied on the
structure by periodical variations of the combustion chamber pressure. This paper
aims at laying stress on the influence that ae:-dynamic phenomena in the after-
body may have on the value and the very nature of these forces.(FiE, i)
After pointing out the main parameters of the problem, two particulac cases
will be briefly examined : a slngle nozzle rocket operating at low level (L. ]7
booster of the DIAMANT B launcher), and a multi-nozzle rocket operating at high
.; altitude.
2 - SETTING _E PROBLEM
In the methods generally used for forecastin_ the POGO ef_et, the efforts
resulting from the periodic variations of the chamber pressure are computed by
taking into account only the thrust coefficient of the propulsive nozzle in
v_cuum, but neglecting the effect of pressure variations on the other parts of
the propulsive stage outside the nozzle proper. This assumption may be questtonned,
particularly when th_base cross_section AA is large, relative to the throat sec-
tion A.o If we call _J%_ and _%_ the simultaneous _ressure variations at
the aft cross-section and in the chamber, _ and _¥ the thrust variations
due to the forces on the aft section and on the tntunnel w_ls of the nozzle
(thrust in vaccu_) it can be wrltten_ _, ±E. 2)
_ being the thrust coefficient in vaccum.
With this relation it is possible to appreciate the validity of the
assumption generally _etatned,. already mentioned, regarding the relative order
Of magnitude of _ /_ for various frequencies.
The AA / _ depends only on the geometry of the after-body and the
nozzle. In the case of L.|7 (DIA_%.%_ B), its value is 8 ; for the SATURN II stage,
relative to fi engines, it is 80.
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The estimation of the ratio ( o_A ] _ ) Is very diificult by
theoretical means ; Moreover its intrc_luctlon In th_ forecasti_o2 the stability
of the POC_} coupling entails that, for each frequency, its amplitude and phase
are known.
A first semi-empirical approach is given hereafter for a single nozzle
rocket operating in an air atmosphere, and a qualitative description of the
phenomena that may take place in a multl-nozzle rocket operating at high
altitude is indicated.
3 - SINGLE-NOZZLE ROCKET AT LOW ALTITUDE
The phenomena by which it is possible to express qualitatively the prezsure
_t in___the aft section in correlation with the _varl3_ions variations
is as follnws _ any _ variation modi_:_s, in a quasi-steady fl ,'J, the sepa-
ration llne between the jct and the surrounding atmosph_r.e.; it _ay _iso change
the nature and the lnt.ensity of the vort_ces issued fro_ the Jet. All these move-
ments induce vibrations in th_ surrounding atmosphere , as a noise at the excita--
lion frequency.
Bench experiments e_ ,_e L.17 motor, aimed at measuring the noise around
this rocket, show that th_'e is an actual correlation be_ween the pressure varia-
tiers around the rocket and these of the chamber.
The noise _enerated by the nozzle is transmitted to the aft sect,on ; its
intensity decreasing wl th increasing distance, but if the aft part of the rocket
i_a_ a resonant cavity ; in that case)around the resonance frequency of the
cavity, the pressure variations in the tank rear bulkhead nay be very important.
Vibrations observed during the first flight of DIAMANT B sees to have to be
attributed to such a phenolenon.
Acoustical tests of the rear faltlng have been carried out showl_g that
the frequency observed in £_tght is not far from that of the fairing. The results
obtained are however d_fficult to analyze, as the excitation level that amy be
reached on the ground is low compared with that actually met in flight.
On the other hand, tests at reduced scall have been perforJed; they give
a proof that the phenomenon actualy exists.Visualizations of the phenomena are
prepared for the coating months.(F_:. _ _::_ 4)
/
quency, re_ches 3. Thi_ figure should be considered bu_ as an order of megnttude
for the full scale rocket, as it t_ not possiLle to respect all the similarity
laws, especially for the damping, at the !/40 Scale model.
The analys_s of the POGOeffect on DIA_kNT B has been performed by intro-
ducing measurements made on the ground, regarding in particular the _lamping of
the structural mode. It appears that, taking into account the measurements during
firing at rest, the acoustical measurements on the flight skirt or nmasurentents
on reduced scale models with air jets, the open-loop gain xs such that vibrations
of POGO type should diverge. (Fig,. 5)
4 - MULTI-NOZZI_ ROCK]_I"IN VACUUM
It may be considered that an effect similar to that of a cavity at atmosphere
pressure appears wl_h multi-nozzle rocket operating In vacuum. In effect as a conse-
quence of the jet convergence the pressure in the cavity limited by the Jet exhausts
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and th_ z_r bulkhead may be rather large, as it has been proved by tests performed
on xeduced scale models.(Fig. 6)
This pressure is piloted by the pressure_in the combustion chambers, and the
of ! _a/ _ ) as a _unctton Of frequei_cy.In the deternlnatlon
Tn_s xnvest_gat_on nas oeen recently _nitiated on a reduced scale model of a - 4 -
nozzle rocket whose chamber pressure, supplied with compressed air, was modulated.
5 - CONCLUSION
The first gro,md tests carried out show that the aerodynam£cal phenomena on
after-bodies Bay have a noticeable influence on vibrations of POGO type. The results
already obtained on the ground on a _ingle-nozzle configuration must be confirmed
and made more accurate. It seems necessary to have experimental results available
before ascertaining this effect on multi-nozzle configurations operating in vacuum.
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INTRODUCTION
Tile sp_ce shuttle mission requirements such as high reliability,
minimum refurbishment, minimum weight, ;md novel environ:_'ntal combinations,
impose singular considerations and rcq.irements _n the structural design.
This is particularly true in the design of the thc_m_;l protection system
(TPS). Unlike previous mis_ile requirements the TPS n_st su¢c,_ssfuily
withstand repeated applications of combined and separate thermal and
vibration environments. Acoustic fatigue will therefore be a major con-
sideration in the design of the TPS. The subsequent paper therefore
presents some of the expected acoustic fatigue characteristics of TPS
concepts, and defines areas _ere supporting research is needed to provide
the required reliability and confidence in the TPS design.
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,_, Basic space shuttle TPS design concepts are shown on figure 1. They
. consist of the following:
(_, A. Concept A consists of.a radiati_'emetallic structure with
(_., insulation attached either to primary structure or secondary s_ructure,
but in either case, the insulation does not contact the radiative structure.
Aerodynamic loads are carried into primary load carrying structure by stand-
off supports.
B. Concept B duplicates concept A except that the insulation is in
contact with the radiative structure. The significance of this design will
be shown later.
C. Concept C is the bonded ceramic foam t.v_einsulation which is
structurally capable of direct aerodynamic load transfer.
V. Concept V is representative of an active cocllng system in
which the tubes shown here represent the heat exchanger used for transfer
of re-entry heat from the TPS structure to a rejection exchanger or heat
sink.
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rSince the purpose of this paper is to compare the vibration response
and fatigue characteristics _f each TPS concept, TPS design concept A was
chosen as a baseline and prelfminery vibration response characteristics were
calculated. These are shown in figure 2.
The overall sound pressure level (db ref. 2 x 10 -4 microbar), overall
Grm s and duration of excitation for the indicated mission environ_.,_t ar_
shown for concept A. The levels were obtained from an acoustic _.-ctral
and s_ructural areal density extrapolation of Saturn V, S-IVB data. Since
this is a spectral extraFolation , an increase or decrease in overall sound
pressure level does not necessarily cause a proportionate increase or de-
crease in overall Grms. The objective of this figure is to indicate that
for each mission cycle a severe vibrat:_on response will occur for a relatively
short duration of time and a moderate zesponse will occur for an extended
length of time. This moderate response will occur simultaneously with a
severe thermal environment. The levels shown for lift-off and HACH I/HAX Q
are approximately equal to the levels obtained on lightly loaded Saturn V
upper stage structure for the same mission_phase. It should be noted however,
that Saturn V structure was required to survive only one mission cycle
environment whereas the TPS system must survive repeated application.
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VIBRATION RESPONSEOF METALLIC RADIATIVE
HEAT SHIELD CONCEPTS
'" DURATIONOF
_ISSIONENV OVERALL$PL DE OVERALLGRMS EXCITATIONS
i.IPTOIrP 157.S 30 10SEC
IdACH! 159,S 40 40 SEC
MAXCl
-! RE-ENTRY 152,S 5 100-1200
FIGURE 2
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Figure 3 provides a simplified comparative
evaluation of the vibration
!_ I response characteristics and fatigue life potential of the various TfS
_i_: design concepts. _'he graph illustrates the relative response RMS stress
purposely has no values assigned to either axis since the purpose of the
figure is to provide representative trends rather than absolute information
which is unavailable. For purposes of illustration the acoustic excitation
is assumed constant.
Concept A, with its high area to weight ratio and low damping value
would be expected to have the highest vibration response (Grms) , and result-
Ing RHS stress level for well coupled acoustic excitation. This concept
would therefore have the least acoustic fatigue mission life potential.
Concept D with its lower area to weight ratio should have a lower
response with resulting lower RHS stress. Therefore concept D should have
a higher acoustic fatigue life potential.
Concept C is shown as a dashed line since no information could currently
be obtained for the response of panels protected by this method. Since it is
a rlgldized fibrous material it would be expected to provide significant
joint damping to any supporting metallic structure and therefore reduce
structural response significantly. Its ability to survive even a moderate
vibration environment and, particularly, low frequency vehicle dynamics is
currently unde£ined. From the supporting structure standpoint, it does
subjectlvely appear to Incorporate s high acoustic fatigue llfe potential.
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Concept B has an interesting and advantageous vibration response
characteristic. Since the radiative panel is supported by a limp fibrous,
highly damped insulation, its initial response to acoustic excitation should
be significantly lower than an identical unsupported panel. Unless an
adequate insulation can be developed that will withstand the dynamic
bearing condition imposed by the moderate panel response, the insulation
will structurally degrade in the bearing areas. As the insulation degrades,
the panel become_ less damped, the panel response increases, and the in-
sulation degradation rate increases. The panel ¢onfiguraLion will finally
approach concept A and will have a vibration response and resulting stress
equal to concept A. Stated another way, the acoustic fatigue life potential
is a function of the rate of insulation degradation. This ch,_rnctcristic
could be advantageously employed to provide extended ::i_!en life futigue
potential.
All concepts could probably be designed to have an RMS stress level
below the material endurance limit point I. The resulting TPS system weight
would, in all probability, be prohibitive. With TPS system weight a
primary driving function, the response of large area to weight ratio structures
will be above the endurance limit (point 2). Therefore, a finite fatigue
llfe will result. If this fatigue life is greater than an acceptable
refurbishment schedule (point 3), then any concept will be adequate.
However, if a minimum refurbishment rate _s a major objective (point 4),
then TPS design concepts providing for induced panel damping at a minimum
weight penalty must be developed.
To provide for the reliab£11ty, inherent in space shuttle
objectlvesj the requlrad research and development in the area of
acoustic fatigue is presented in figure 4.
Due to the novel design concepts required to accomplish TPS
system objectives, existing data is non-existant. Before fatigue
life assessments can be performed, representative forced response
characteristics of TPS type structure must be established.
Bsslc S/N curves for TPS materlsl must be defined before re-
liable estimations of fatigue life can be obtained.
The effects of combined thermal and aerodynamic environments
on the mission life of proposed TPS designs and materials must be
determined.
, To provide for experimental verification of TPS system designs
and shuttle component llfe testsj the relative forcing efficiency
of re=entry ae_odynamlc excitation and standard plan wave, rever-
beration chamber test modes must be determined, and test exagge-
ration factors establlshed, to provide reasonable qualification
test times.
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.... _ CONCLUSIONS
",ii,i''II Acoustic fatigue will be a significant desigt_ consideration for the
_ space shuttle thermal protective system. Although nog an Insurmountable
problem, significant research and development effort is required to obtain_, ' ,..
,_. confider_ce in the reliabllzty and mission life potential of any selected
;,_....:.; concept.
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Rocket Engine Acoustic Envirotu,_ent
Since tile IniLial formulation of tile jet noise theory by Lighthill _ I] many
sophisticated theories have ea_c,rged. The rno_t notable ones are those developed
by[ 2] Ribner, L3_ Phillips and [4] Williams. Each of these theories emphasized
a different poin_ of view. Light.hill by his acoustic analogy approach developed
n volume of acoustic sovrces in terms of a stress tensor whereas Ribner utilized
the ":_lmple.-soucce" technique, i.e., n_onopole, dipole and q_adrapole. Phillips
presented his theory in terms of a convected wave equation the ._olution of which
is restricted to high speed flows, i.e., Math wave radiation. Williams in ex-
tending the theory of Lighthill emphasized the effects of high speed convection
m_d Math wave radiation. Recently, Peters' 5t and pao : _t have intreduced new
aspects into the jet noise theory. Peter's theory emphasizes a non-isentrolic
convec_ed wave equation. Pao's theory is actually an extension ot the Phillips
approach, the solution of which i.,: valid for all transonic and supetson;c Math
numbers.
All of these theoretical approaches requireddetailed knowledge of the mean and
turbulent characteristics of the exhaust flow field and their practicability is
restricted by the fact that they only apply to free undeflected exhaust flows. ---
These theories have provided valuable insight into the basic neise generation
mechanisms of jet or rocket, exhaust flows and much has been accomplished through
their study. In the final analysis however, whenever it is desired to provide
acoustic environmental estimates of actual situations, such as the Space Shuttle
during holddown,some form o£ empirical techniques and/or model tests have to be
employed.
The comments which follow will be directed towards the techniques used for esti-
mating the acoustic environmental characteristics of the Space Shuttle developed
during holddown, (or static firing). These comments are not necessarily z estric-
ted to only this area but apply equally as well in the other areas of acoustic
prediction; i.e., ground plane environment in the mid- and far-field areas,
launch envgronment, etc.
Definition of the detailed acoustic environmental characteristics of space vehicle
:;ystems i-; usually accomplished in three distinct pl, ases. The first phase is
the preliminary environmental definition by using an empirical technique to ob-
tain an estimate of the environment. Once this has been completed, the second
phase can be initiated. This phase consists of planning, designing and conducting
of r_adel test programs utilising scale models of the propulsion system to be used
on the full scale vehicle. The third phase the_ consists of scaling the resulting
model data to the full scale configuration. The second and third phases are
normally performed as soot, as firm design information on tne propulsion system
is known. Full scale testing is additionally employed to verify the estimated
environment s.
Many empirical techniques have been devised throughout the years. All of these
techniques rely in one manner or another upon the principle of an "apparent
source model" [ 7,8 ] and are based upon the principles of dynamic similarity. For
the case of the Space Shuttle environment, this apparent source model consists of
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_' a non-dimensional function which describes the location of the "apparent-
'' ,, sources" and another nor-dimensional function for determining the strength
_-"i,_ of the ,:coustic source. This technique was employed in predicting_ tile Space
,:' Shuttle environment and the results are presented in Figure 1. A nominal
_-. ' thrust of t#OO,OO0 pounds per engine and 13 engines _as used in computing these
_: ,_.;_ environments. Figure 1 depicts the overall sound pressure level in dB(RE: 0.00002 N/m2), as a f.mction of Space Shuttle station. In She aft. region
"'_'_" ot the Shuttle, the et_vtronmet_t is on the. order of 1t_5 to 170 dB's and in the
i .... crew compartment area the environment is on the order of 152 to 154 dB's. The
i ':'_'/ spectral distribution of the acoustic energy, in ene-third octave band sound
i "-:)':: pressure level form, at two selected Space Shuttle stations, is presented in
':":',. Figt.re 2. In the aft region of the Shuttle, i.e., Station 160, the energy is
, ,,,-'_- primarily high frequency in nature and is dxstributed over a wide range of
' ft¢quencies wxth the maxi_um energy being located in the 500 Hertz one-third
... octave band. In the crew compartr_ent area, the overall sound pressure level
has decreased so approximately 154 dB w_th most ot ti_e energy decrease occur-
,) ring as the high frequencies and the frequency distribution of the energy is
=i _!i["''/ centered about the 100 Hertz one-third octave band, These preliminary, esti-
o"_,. mates were obtained utilizing existing data from conventional rocket engines;
ii i.e,, those with chamber p"essure on the order of 800 to 1200 p._i.. The Space
_ 0 . Shuttl propulsion systera will however, h chamber pressures operating at
' and the effect of this increase chamber pressure on the inherent acoustical
_i_ I characteristics is not known at this time. This is one of the factors which
": needs eml, hasi_ing during the second phase of the environmental defin£tJ, on, the
"°_'_ model test phase. Plans for this phase are in progress and she primary objec-
i _ I lives ,_ill be to: (1) assess she influence o£ the increased charaber pressure
_ ,,i ..
,,i!_, I convent*-onal cluster arrangement of the rocket engines on the resultin_ acoustic
•'_: _][ orderPressure field, (3) tealisticStUdythe effects ofofdeflectors;the i.e..structural.Couldbe beneficial
! :,,_ (5) define the spatial correlation characteristics of the acoustic pressure
_ ;,,,,, field. Definition of the spatial correlation characteristics is required in
i " ;_! to provide a assessment dynamic respo se.
electronic design and qualification characteristics of the Space Shuttle. With
the reuseability concept being applied to the Shuttle, the necessity of defin-
ing the correlation characteristics is even more acute greta a fatigue standpoint.
Therefore, aaequate assessrr, ent of dvn&_.ie response is mandatory (hence proper
envirot_mental acoustic tests need so be conducted) in order to insure the
structural integrity of the Shuttle and avoid costly redesign of Shuttle co_._-
nent due So fatigue,
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Inflight Fluctuatln B Pressures
Definition of the inflight fluctuating pressure environment is almost entirely
determined by empirical means and/or model testing. Delineation of the fluc-
tuating pressure environment is also accomplished iv several distinct phases
similar to those employed in defining the rocket noise environment. The first
phase is to determine, through empirical means, the total energy and the
spectral content of the energy associated with sevezal different types of aero-
dynamic flow regions encountered during Space Shuttle flight. The fluctuating
pressure environment is determined primarily by the external geometric, l charac-
_erlstics of the Space Shuttle and therefore once the design has been established
the second phase can be initiated. This phase consists of establishing the
location of the many different types of aerodynamic flow regions as a function
of the flight conditions to be experienced during Space Shuttle flight, i.e.,
Mach number, angle of attach, dynamic pressure, etc. This phase is normally
accomplished by fl_# visualization processes such as shadowgraphs, Schlerien
or some other means. The third phase consists of conducting a scale model wind
tunnel test of the Space Shuttle and the fourth phase is the scaling of the
model test results to the full scale configuration. Full scale flight measure-
ments are then required to verify and modify the design and qualification
environments. The second, third, and fourth phases of the environmental defini-
tion are normally in_tiated after the design has been frozen.
Many experimental programs have been conducted in order to define the fluctua-
ting pressure characteristics in distinct flow regimes associated aircraft or
space vehicle flight. Most notably are those experimental studies of; Bull [9] ,
Bull and Willis [10] , and Serafini [11] in regions of attached turbulent
boundary layers; Kistler [I_ , in regions of separated flow; Chyu and Henley
[1_ , and Cue [14] on an ogive cylinder in attached and separated flow regions
and; Robertson [15,16] , in regions of protuberance induced environments.
These experimental results plus numerous Inhouse experimental results at MSFC
obtained from a 4% scale model wind tunnel test program of the Saturn V vehicle
were used to obtain typical fluctuating pressure envlronn_nt in four distinct
flow regions associated with the Space Shuttle flight. These preliminary environ-
ments were defined for regions of; (1) attached turbulent boundary layers, (2)
separated flow, (3) oscillating shock and (4) separated flow/oscillatlng shock
interaction, and the results are presented in Figures 3 and 4 in one-thlrd
octave band sound pressure level form. .These environmental estimates are con-
sidered valid for maximum dynamic pressures of approximately 500 to 700 psi.
In regions of attached turbulent boundary layer, Figure 3, the overall fluctua-
ting pressure level (OAFPL_ is approximately 142.0 dB and for the separated flow
region the OAFPL is approximately 152.0 dB. The separated flow region contains
considerably more low frequency energy than the turbulent boundary layer region.
In Figure 4, the OAFFL is approximately 152.0 dB for the separated flow/oscil-
latin_ shock interaction region; the total energy is the same as that for a
typical separated flow ruglon but the frequency distributions of the energy is
shifted an order of magnitude lower in frequency. For the region of oscillating
shock, the frequency distribution of the energy is narLow band in nature and
centered in the low frequency range of the spectrum with an OAFPL of 169.0 dB.
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The detailed environmental definition will be established after the Space
Shuttle configuration has been defined. Due to the asymmetric nature of the
Space Shuttle, the flow visualization and model test phases will have to be
much more ext_nslve and well defined than usual. During the model test phase,
it is planned to obtain the spectral and spatial correlation characteristics
of the fluctuating pressure field. Again, complete definition of the spatial
correlation properties, the cross power spectral density in particular, is
required in order to realistically assess the structural integrity of the
Space Shuttle system.
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Plume Induced Flo_ _eparation
Durlx_g all of the past flights of the Saturn V vehlcle, an aerodynamic
phenomena has occurred about which very little information is known. This
phenomena is known as the high altitude plume induced flow separation pheno-
mena and it is illustrated in Figure 5. This figure was obtained from a
single frame of a movie film which was taken by a camera that was mounted in
an Air Force "chase plane" that recorded the sequence of events during the
second flight of the Saturn V vehicle, AS-502. The ti_e at which this frame
was taken was approximately 133 seconds into the flight. It can be seen from
this figure that at the leeward siae (the left side), the visible portion of
the flame front is at the interstage region of the vehicle; between the S-IC
boost stage and the S-If second stage. The flight and atmospheric conditions
at this time is shown in Figure 6. The flight Math number was 5.44 with an
angle of attack of 2 degrees and a dynamic pressure of 62.6 PSF. Vehicle
al_itude at this time was 150,000 feet with the corresponding ambient pressure
and density of 2.7 PSF and 0.00011 pounds per cubic foot respectively.
The start of the movement of the flame front forward on the vehicle occurs
early during the flight of the Saturn V, typically around 90 seconds into the
flight. It appears, that as the vehicle travels along its prescribed trajec-
tory, the rocket exhaust plume interacts with the surrounding air stream and
thereby creates a large region of separated flow adjacent to the vehicle. This
causes the exhaust products of the rocket engines to be recirculated into the
separated flow region. As the vehicle gains altitude, the expanding exhaust
plume causes an additional enlargement of the region of separated flow and
consequently, there is a very rapid and sometimes violent forward movement of
the flow separation front on the vehicle. Figure 7 depicts the movement of
this flow separation front as obtained from analysis of the chase plane movies
taken of the flight of AS-502. Near the end of the boost phase of the Saturn
V flight, typically 150 seconds, the separated flow region completely engulfs
the S-IC stage and has traveled a total distance of approximately 125 feet.
If a similar movement occurs on the Space Shuttle, approximately 60% of the
Shuttle would be immersed in the separated flow region.
In an effort to acquire more information about this phenomeva, an Inflight meas-
urement program was implemented on AS-505. This measurenmnt program consisted
of ten dynamic pressure transducers which were flush mounted in the intertank
region of the S-IC stage. Six transducers were located in a ri,g around the
vehicle and two each were aligned in a longltudlnal direction along Position I
and III of the vehicle. The instantaneous fluctuating pressure time history
for two of the measurements are shown in Figure 8. The frequency response of
the telemetry system used for the measurements at Station 757 and 837 were from
O- 8.4 hertz and 044.0 hertz respectively. The fluctuating pressure levels
that were obtained were unexpectedly high. As the separated flow front moved
past each transducer the pressure time historles were initially clipped and
then gradually decayed as the front continued to move forward. The fluctuating
pressure levels at which clipping occt,rred were typically on the order of 155
to 158 dB with the predominate frequency on the order of 2 to 3 Hertz. There
were many problems encountered in attempting to obtain measurements in this
type of flow region, the ,,mjor ones being those of the radiant energy from the
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flow, temperature and vibration. Transient light energy from the flow causes
extraneous signal output of the tr:msducers that were used, therefore, a thin
piece of aluminum foil had to be placed between the diaphragm and the protec-
ting cover cap. The tt,mperatur¢'caused a bias to he produced in the data.
Efforts to compensate for /his temperature bias were made prior to launch, but
the effects of this bias can still he _een in thv data. The transducer used
had a vibration compensation network that served to minimize the effects of tile
vibration. All e_forts have been made to inst,re the accuracy of the data.
Admittedly the data does s.,m u-realistically high, however, no Justifiable
r_asons have heen found to invalidate the results shown in Figure 8.
rile following points should be careluily considered if these levels are indeed
acc_trate; (1) what effect does this type of environment have on the aerodynamic
:,uriace and especially the thermal protec-ion system (TPS) ot the Shuttle?;
(2) to what extent wit[ this as)qrmetric flow field load the Shuttle?; (3) how
does this loading affect the control system?; (4) will the exhaust flow products
contaminate the orbiter rocket engines and the orbiter surface itself'?
A study program is underway at blSFC in an attempt to gain a better t,nderstanding
of the exact nature of this phenomena. From this study an experimental program
will be designed and implemented ira order to obtain flu_tuatitlg pressure data
and basic flow characteristics under this typt of simulated flow conditions.
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:o Cone luding Remarks
.,, Efforts are underway at HSFC to ,.h, tcrndne the preliminary ¢,'.wir,mmvntal esti-
,C,* mates in th_ other acoustic problcm areas associated with the Space Shuttlt,,
i e,_ ground pIalle environlllcut in near mid and far-field during,, ho|ddowll ahd
:' l;Imwh_ blast, vtc._ that was discussed earlier. The r_sults el these ._tudi_,._
_,_ will be reported when they becolut, available.
o 6
Nith regard to the two arear that were briefly discussed, the fo!lowing rrmmq_._
. . are given:
,o
a. Rocket Noise Environment
,, t
.... . ' (1) Preliminary estimates of the acoustic environment developed by
, the propulsion system of the Space Shuttle have been determined. These esti-
_;-_?,::":,_ mates are state-of-the-art estimates and are adequate for preliminary design
_'_--_-_ requirements.
G
_o_ (2) A model test program is presently being designed to obtain the
:r' :7,?_ spectral and spatial correlation characteristics of the radiated pressure field
_"o.:_..,_: associated with the Space Shuttle. A preliminary experi:nental program is
,_: , planned to determine the effect of the increased chamber pressure as well as
_,I_,C?_ the non-conventional cluster arrangement of the engines and deflector effects.
o c_>,o
: °'"_ b Iuflight Fluctuating Pressure Environment
:: ._ (1) Preliminary estimates of the typical fluctuating pressure environ-
o ,, merits in selected aerodynamic flow regions expected dta: ing Space Shuttle [lighto.
• _'c': have been determined. Again, these preliminary estimates are adequate for the
preliminary design requirements of the Shuttle.
L': _'_ (2) Flow visualization tests are presently being pl,'mned. The results
" ° of these tests wili be used to design a scale model wind tunnel Lust program
• eL obtain detailed fluctuating pressure information for all Spare Shuttle flight
r :_ `" ' ( "_ ) An analytical study is presently in pro_xress with regard to the
• plumt, induced flow separation phenomena. The results of this study will he
used to design all experimental test program to more cle_|rly and accurately define
.... :, tile magnitude of the unste.ady pressure and basic flow characteristics associated
°o with thts phenonlena.
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DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF ANTENNA STRUCTURES
IN A LAUNCH ENVIRONMENT
A. C. S. t:ayden
Canadair Limited
Montreal. Canada
._t _tM_RY
Iht, d,_ttami_- ,o._Pow_,_,,_ ,_t _aviott._ pt.opo_ed deai_ns of
,rill alltenlla-|'t,t-t|bt'.t'n 4-om_-.l_:ii toll t'ov /_ (-ommllllit'at{oo_ .'_,att,|lit@
to t'at_dom excitat iot_ ti_ the iattt_t'h t,tl_it,olmtt,nt wt,t'@ dett,rmint,d
tt.-_ing I,eam at_d plait, fltlttt- elements ideali2atiotls, in both
normal mode at_d impt, d.lnee ._olllt ion_. atltl applying power spt,t,tral
det_sity t t_l'|'_tliqllt_S.
Slat ist i.'al t'esttlls ill tilt, form o|" mr,all sqltat-t, "_lihlt,$,
t,xct,edant:t,_ oi" load levt,l._ and rttmttlativt, damage formt,d the
dt.si tzn el.it evil.
The samt, digital programs Call be ust,d to determine space
.qhuttle responses for vt, rious dynamic l_ading t:onsiderations,
paz'tiettlal'l_" dttl'in_ Launch and staging. Sets of compatible
elt,mt,nt$ w|lieb could he ttst,d itt the finitt, element idealitation
of (hi, r, omplt,x ._part, _httt t It" st I'ttet ut'e art" presented.
!. O ]N FRODUCT]ON
Fhis paper deals with methods of analysis a,_d criteria
for the design of a flexible sttulctul.e in a random loadin_
,-nvironm_.nt. The pa1,1ieular problem of concerti is the design
of an antenna for a communicatiolts satellite, consideri,l_ the
random character of the launch vibration environment.
A sketch of the ar_tenna mounted on the spacecraft and
enclosed b.v the payload envelope is shown in Figure I. Sig-
nificant points in the spacecraft as well as the antenna are
shown. The random excitation during the launch phase is
assumed to be applied in the form of accelerations in all
directions at the }ase of the spacecraft. That i_ to say: it
is applied at the point of attachment to the launch vehicle.
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2.0 ANTENNA .DESIGNS
Vario,ts apt.enna designs were proposed, usin_ different
materials and different, b_sic configurations. A typical de-
sign is shoun in Figure 2. Here the antenna dish is curved,
and tLe feedho n is connected directly to it, as well as
being cantilevered from its base. Another design was _,xch
that the feedhorn needed only to be connected to the ase,
at. the despin motor assembly.
Three different configurations _,ere considered for
the antenna dish itself.
a) The first was a formed thin plate attached to a grid-
work of beams. Materials considered were aluminum,
beryllium, titanium, and carbon.
b) The second design used a honeycomb sandwich material.
The formed sandwich dish was mounted on a central
post. Proposed materials for tbe honeycomb and face
sheets were aluminum, and titanium. The central post
had to be quite stiff and a carbon composite material
was chosen. The feedhorn was also of the same material.
c) The third design was a stretchable alloy wire mesh
supported by a tubular space frame. This frame could
be made from aluminum, beryllium, titanium or carbon.
304
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3.0 AN ALYIIC S.L Ml IIH_D
.3.1 5t ruct urol. Represent et xot__
]n order to perform a d.vnamic: analv_xs of a ,.,,mpl,-_
structure such as that of the at_tonna-f,.,-r_h,:vt_ <-,,m-
bination, the first requirement is a set of st ]fftl,-_s
or influence coefficients, and a correspondin,_r _et
of masses. The method chosen yields the st iffnes_ r:o-
efficients by simulatin_ the structure b}, an as,geml lv
of finite elements, usin_ the direct stiffness method.
For preliminary design, where a _reat mar_y models were
run, lumped masses were used. because of the substan-
tially fewer number of operations required. ]lowever_
for final desi_n, consistent masses were used_ with
added lumped masses at certain discrete node points.
The consistent masses allow for a much more accurate
representation of the dynamic properties of a structure.
D,.sr'Tip* ioz1-_ of" work previously carried out by Canadair
_n f ltL_e el_mer_t analysis are contained in References
: aT_d
: .2 f 1!,1_ t l-m_:,t Id,_alix_at i_.____.on_2_
f_oam aid ply'" vl*,m,-t,t'_ ,t_,,d ltl the finite element
ft",'do= p*'r ,_,_,
|,'_r the- t Its, t,*,,, = _, .... ,,. _,,,...d ,) It pl_),'
,)It a ,/t l(]_,,Y'k . t_ . ' , .¢0" • ', m. " "' '' =" "_ 1'_' at i7'
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i-_':._ ! the gridwork, and the triangular plate elements were
.+¢+,•, I
used to represent the curved dish. For the second
configuration, flat triangular shell elements were
used to represent the formed salidwich dish, and the
beam elements the central post.
For the mesh desigrts, the beam elements were tt_+_.d to
represent the back-up truss structure, as shown in
Figure 4.
The feedhorn was represented by a series of beams, as
shown in Figure _, for all the designs.
Since the vibration of the spacecraft itself substan-
tially affects the vibration of the antenna structure,
the spacecraft was represented by a series of tapered
beams, as shown in Figure 6, the representation being
obviously coarser than that of the main structure of
interest.
3.3 Solution Procedure
3 •3 •1 Reduction
The only effective limitation on the size of the original
stiffness matrix and hence the n umber of nodes in the
representation is the bandwidth. However, the ellen-
value routines available to determine the natural fre-
quencies and mode shapes of" the structure are not
efficient, for large order matrices, and impose a limit
3C_
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of somewhere near tile order 100. Also, if the imped-
ance method of solut, ion is to le ,I.qed, only small
order matrices may be solved eft'it:iently, timewise.
tlenee, the original matrix size mtist be reduced by
retainin_ only a certain number of de_rees of freedom
af_d eliminatin_ the rest, by appliealion of the prilic:iple
of virt,lal work.
The equations used for the reduction are shown in
Table 1. The reduction of the stiff,less matrix is
carried out on-line, as _iven by equation (1,). No
matrix inversion is required.
If lumped masses are used, the mass of the structure is
l,mped at the retained de_rees of freedom.
If consistent masses are ,_sed, a simultaneous o_-line
reduction of the mass matri_ is performed accordinff to
equation (2).
3.3-2 Eigenvalue Solution
The natural frequencies and mode shapes of the structure
for the reduced, number of de_rees of freedom are th.en
found using the eigenvalue routine.
X
3.3.3 Transfer }'unction Solution
The vibration level of the _truq;ture over .he entire
frequency range is found by first determinin_ fh, res-
ponse of the retained de_rees c£ f'r_,.dom to ,11_it siT,_l_-
,#
oidal accelerations a( the t,asP of" _h. sl:_af.of-raft f._r
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Details of the two methods are as follows, while more
t:t, mplete discussion may im fom)d in reference 1.
3.3.3.1 Impedance Hethod
The cq_lations are as _hown in Table 2. Equation (3)
is the matrix formulation for the equations of motion
of' the syst.em_ with base acceleration excitation_ where:
[_ = mass matrix, either lumped or consistent
[K] ffi stiffness matri_
_} = accelerations
{_} = displacements
i_ = structural damping
_I = base acceleration, zero in directionswhere there is no excitation.
the complex impedance matrix [ Z] is formed as in
equation (4)_ for a sinusoidal excitation of fre-
quency kP •
The equations of motion thus become equation (5) for
a _mit base acceleration excitation.
The solution for the displacements and/or accelerations
is straightforward inversion of the complex f l] matrix
and m_Itiplication by the right hand side as shown by
equations (6) and (7).
00000006-TSA33
IMPEDANCEM THOD
[M] ix_ + ((I + ig) [K1!xl = - izi 3
[z]:xl=_w2[M];_i (s)
;_:=_w4[z]-_[M];_', (6)
or ix i = - W2 [Z] -1 [M] 111 (7)
TABLE 2
IL:_ ........ ................_ _-,,,-i,, _j__.,,
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3._ _ "_ .Normal ._tode ._lethod
Tile equations are as sho_n in Ta|-le ._.
the basic equations of motion for the system ape the
same as Vefore. represented I,y equation (3).
A transformation to _eneraIized coordinates {q_
_ive_ _v equatioI_ (_), is avplied usin_ the matrix of
mode sl.ape_ [_] ol,taix_ed from tl_e ei_es_value solution.
The equations of _otion are then prem,.tltiplied by
[,,] T. The diagonal Eenera].ized mass matrix _ HR]
and the generalized stiffness _KR] are defined by
equations (9) and _10) where the _rft a_'e the natural
frequencies.
Ihe left hand side beiv.g now diagonal, the equations
of motion are decoupled, and the generalized coordinates
qi can be solved independently using equation (12).
Equation (_) is then used to obtain the actual dis-
placement
This is a much more sacisfactor.v method for the solution
of larEe order dynamic proFlems. It allows decouplinE
of the equations of motion, Fo that no inversion of
large complex matrices i-q requ'ired, and also allows
red_ict_on of the 1_um|el ' of de_r,ees of freedom.
314
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NORMALMODEMETHOD
[M]{EI Ä´Pig)[K]{xl= -[M]IE} ' (3)
{x} = [#]{ql (8)
[Mrl = [_]TIM ] [e t (9)
[Krt = [W2n t iMr! (10)
I-W2 [Mrt (l+,g)!W2n]fMr]l{qt: -W2 ["IT[ M] {1} 11)
-W2 ['IT [M]{1} (12)
{ql : _W 2 [Mr] + (1+ ig)[W2n] [Mri
TABLE 3
O0000006-TSCO3
I.,;_..,.DIN-_ P,q_E LLAI4K NOT FILMED.
3.3.4 Discussion of Methods
The preliminary designs were examined on a remote
ace, ss terminal connected to a hi,_;h speed ]B_! 360-75
computer. Ihe main problem was one of storage, as
only lOOK wer_ available to the user. although tem-
porary storage disks could also be used. Ihe impedance
method was deemed to he more practical for the solution
of these problems° arid reductions were made to the
original stiffnesses to allow final solntions of" approx-
imately 16-20 de.erees of freedom. For final design ,
the solutions were r,m on CanadairTs own 1B_l 360-65
,:omputer with 365K workin_ memory and vast tape and disk
capability. For larger order prol-lems (i.e. for a lar_er
number of retained degrees .of freedom), the normal mode
method was and should be used. so that there is no need
to invert large order eomplex matrices. The impedance
method may he nsed as a check on the normal mode solutions.
Sinusoidal launch vibration specifications are then
satisfied by me:.ely scaling up or down the transfer
function_ found for one g excitation.
3.4 Response to Random Excitation Usin_ Power
Spectral Density Nethods
Once the response (i.e, transfer fnnction) to a nnit
sinusoidal excitation has been computed, the response
to the random excitation of the launch environment is
eompilted usisi_ power, spectral deilsitv (P._D) methods.
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The basic eqttat_ons a_,e shown in Table 4.
Equation (14) relates the random character of the
response, as a f',mction of freq_leney, to that of the
excitation thro_gh the modulus of the transfer f,mction
wber, e
- power spectral density response
of
t,/IP
2| |
|T6¢'| " transfer function modulus
_ B
N - power spectral density of excitation,
assuming that the excitation behaves as a stationary
Gaussian random process.
The teat mean square value A of any response, as well
as the number of zero crossings N O can then be found
by numerical integration of equations (15) a_d (16),
respectively.
The exceedanees N of any acceleration or load level V
is then obtained from equation (17), commonly known
as Ricers equation.
Descriptions of related work on power spectral density
methods carried out by Canadair are contained in
References 3 and 4.
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POWERSPECTRALDENSITYEQUATIONS
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' A
-(:I (,,I• N = Noe 2
TABLE 4
./
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4.d - \','I".I I<l-t'_.'_,'i
I ill_J'_ .'_,IH'I_II,_ fh)' _.)(1_I'! _pt'( 11','11 {|t'll_,ll_,' If| _ l|le I,"tUlll.'h
_,11_ iI'f,)llmt'lll "_ pl'o_, ldo"tt |_ t _t-I pn_,._ I}_|_" ] alllll'|) "_l'|bl(']_'',, tilt'
[hor Delta a_ld the- At la._ h,rn,.r il. arc. .,h,_1_ ploTT,'d _n
[i_ure 7 as a f,tlt:tiol: of frequon_.v.
The response PSI) of the lateral aecelerat iol_ ol t l_,.
tip, for one antenna mode], is as shown in Fi.-ure _. for a
Thor Delta launch vehicle. Natural frequencies can I_,e _'e1_
at 18, 39, 107 cps, etc.
From this PSD, the root mean square level of the
acceleration was found to be 7.58 g, and the nigher of zero
crossings 325.4 per second.
The plot of the number of exceedances of each g level
is shown in Figure 9.
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1we different methods were followed in applyin_ these
resnlts to fatigt,e, one for" preliminary tlet_ign, and one For
Final design, l!e two methods both ,Ist.d the theory of (himnlative
I)ama_c am a t'i_l,ll point, in assessilJg the fat igne Life, t_,l!
arrived at the res,_lt in slightly" differel_t ways.
For lhe pre] imiliary de_:i_n, stresses were ,_omp. t_.d l'or
a I0 _ loadin,z at the tip of the antenna. The e_'ceedallce el_rv,"
i'or ,..rts was el_lered at snccessive _ loadin_s to -_ive Ihe n,_ml.er
of times t lLese _ts were exceeded per second. These nnmbers
w,.te lhelD m, lltiplied hy the time in the e,lvironment, to ffive
TI,,_ _olal _umler of exceedauces of that level. *This _as re-
_,_.-_,,.d f_r_ il,creasing _.a levels ,mtll the total numl_er of exceed-
_:...._ lr,r a level was less than one. The static solution for
• _- ]_ad was thet, factored t.o these discrete g loadings
_ c ,: _ -V_, _ _m of la_ i_ze stresses obtained: with rectangular
,r,i , r: _*-_lat l,_ad parterres ass_,med. The ntunber of stresses
._r .}._ _._zi.,._ _-tt,_s-_ l,_-_el._wa_ ,.._en by the number of exceed-
,;.... :.: '!.- .l a,r,.],.rat _o_ lexel- _,. lbe cumulative fatigue
ri._,-ra,l,_ .,. t- : i ,_" , s't z'ra'_ ,--d ('¢ ,-,_ -_q,_a, l,_t, _ I _ ) . usit*_ a scatter
a, _Or ,_i _ . z ,
wh("re t_ i -'- ;_,:m| _/ ,_,1 ,._, r.1_.¢.. _.xp,._ _, _._ *'"J a_ ].,'%"- | t
N i : n,_ml..r of ,._r], _ ,,, i,_ll ,;. _' ], _. I l
less than one in order that t'ail_,' d:,,.';,, ,,' ..... ,
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For. final desiRln, a more sophisticated procedure was
required, On,_.e the displaeements _R are computed at
tile
retained degrees of freedom I,y either _ ;e normal mode or im-
pedance method, tile displacements _t at. the eliminated
degrees o|" freedom carl be found fronl the original stiffness
malrix, whirh has been stored oi, tape, hy ,lsin_ Equali--i (1';),
I,,ht, t,o K21 and K22 art: _lements of tile original part]! .,lied
stiffness mat fix.
K22
Once the displacements for all the degrees of freedom
are folmd, the stresses can I)e determined on each element by
re-enterin__ the element subroutines. These stresses now be-
come the transfer f,mctions per unit base acceleration. When
m,lltiplied l,v the i_piLt PSD and the numerical integrations
performed a,_ before, the rms stresses, zero crossings and the
exceedances of _at.ioqls st res._, levels per unit time are obtained.
The stress excpedance c,trve is entered l'or a series o{" success-
ive[y increasin_ stress levels _mlil the exceedance for the
time in the launch cn_ironmen! is less tllan one. the cumulative
damage eqvLat ion _s then formed as l_efore, usin_ these stress
levels. Thus, an estimate of the fatigue life of each element
in the st r,ueture is obtained.
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,,.0 CO._CII.':]t_.N- _ _._,D RICO_t_I[ND_I1o.N "_
[h,,-xe metl.od._ haxe pr-o_eh must s,iti_t'actory in tile
desi._ii of I |l,, ,t,* ot_tl,t-feod|-_oi ll com|-till&t Ion. lhe same pro-
|yams tt_ed t o awal._ set t_*" av,t _nna response durin_ ladneh
ran eq,allv _,ell he _t_ed to :ir_al_._e dvn,9,._ia _tructutal _iI_-
rat_ot_s in ;!ie spat'v _h_,ttle. pa:t i, _:lat-lv d,,rin,z lat_neh
and .¢T a_in_a, i._o_,exel . a mncl_ lax ::el" choice or" olem_n; s is
necessary than k'el-e req::ired fox" the at_tet_na, in order that
the complex shuttle structure l,e represented accurately.
A lar__e x:tnmt-e _ of elements have Deen thoroughly
developed and tested _mder research grants from the Canadian
Defence Research Board.
Iwo different sets of compatible elements that could
be used in idealizin_ the shuttle structure have been assembled
and ar.e presented here.
The first __ronp. sho_n in Fi._ure 10, have corner nodes
only. They allo, linearlx varyin__ displacements _.ithin the
eleme_t, and hence have constant st rain.
The second _roup of elements, as shown in Fiaure 11.
have intermediate _odes alon__ the|i- ed__es. Ihis allo_s the
displacements to vary q,tadratieall.v: hence, the elerael_ts
have a linear strain capalilit._, lhe hexahedron is also |so-
parametric, allowin__ the faces of the elemet_t _o represent
c,trved snrfa_es.
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H,ese elements colnld easily represent the t_¢o er_ft
shuttle eonfi_lv_tion; ,nsil|_ the normal techniques desevih.ed,
and employin_ either discretion in1 choosin_ the retained de-
:'_I_ EPees of freedom, or the method of substructures, the dynamic
' reaponse nf the struettLre may he determined, arid fatigue life
:i' of the elements estimated.
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SPACE VEHICLE RESPONSE TO ATMOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES
Robert S. Rys-n
l_SA-Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama
The objective of dynamics analysis is to predict the vehicle response
(load) statistically (probabillty of expectancies of load) using a vehicle
model which is known only in some bounded fashion (nominal plus spreads),
and an input force (winds) either as an ensemble of indlvidual winds or as
a statistical quantity. The prediction and interpretation of the response
of a space vehicle to atmospheric disturbances are very complicated because
the vehicle response depends on, and interacts with, the various character-
istics of the wind (magnitude, shear, gust), the vehlcle dynamics (rigid
body, elastic budy, propellant oscillatlons, aerodynamic loading), the control
system (attitude control, modal suppression, path control), and the statis-
tical char_ccerlstlcs of each of these subsystems or variables. Technology.
associated with space vehicle response is, therefore, concerned wlth many
facets or disciplines. These can be categorized as: (I) dynamic models
for structure, liquid propellant, aerodynamic forces, control system,
environment (atmospheric disturbances), and overall combined system; (2)
analysis techniques for frequency response, time response, and stability
analysis, including appropriate techniques for statistical description or
interpretation of results; (3) criteria for evaluatlon of results such as
flutter boundaries, handling qualities, response goals, stability goals,
design goals (probability of launch in worst wlnd month, etc.); and (4)
methods for alleviation or suppression or excessive loads.
Obviously, one cannot treat all of these areas in one paper. Therefore,
only major items will be mentioned wlth emphasis placed on the analysls
area. The approach taken will be to present state of the art approaches
and to identify the basic technology development needed for the Space Shuttle
concept. In addition, special inflight dynamic problems which are expected
for the Space Shuttle vehicle due to its varied mission and innovated deslgn
will be identified.
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SPACE VEHICLE RESPONSE TO ATHOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES
lhe objective of dynamic analysis is to predict the vehicle response (load)
statistically (probability of expectancies of load) usinR a vehicle model which
is known only In some bounded fashion (predicted nominal plus tolerances), and
an input force (usually winds) either as an ensemble of individual winds or as
a statistical quantity.
The degree of accuracy with whlch we can make these predictions determines
the structural integrity of the vehicle which can be traded directly into greater
payload capability. This same accuracy is parlayed into the control system
requirements and design. _he more accurate the vehicle's dynamic characteristic
predictions are, the less the requirement for control system redundancy; thus,
such accuracy saves cost and produces greater reliahilltv and can result in
payload savings, added structural lifetime, and crew comfort.
The Space Shuttle vehicle, as now envisioned, is payload sensitive, fatigue
sensitive (reasable),and requires a highly Integrated av_onlcs system to meet
the total mission requirements. The stringent mission requirements and design
ground rules require that a very accurate and efficient dynamic analysis he
developed if the Space Shuttle is to become a reality.
SPACE'VEHICLERESPONSETO
ATMOSPHERICDISTURBANCES
PROBLEM: SIMULATION OF DYNAMIC LOADS AND RESPONSEOF SPACE
SHUTTLE VEHICLES
OBJECTIVES: PREOICT VEHICLE OYNAMIC RESPONSESAND LOADS WITH AN
ACCURATE.DEFINABLE,PROBABILITY LEVEL.
IMPACT: VEHICLE STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY. PAYLOAO, AND CONTROL
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
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R_EQUIREHENTSFOR L'ETERHINI,'_GDY_A?41C LOADS AND RF.SPONSE
Accurate and efficient dynamic analysis i_ dependent upon five basic
factors; (I) Analytical or test derived models of subsystems which are
combined into the overall system model. This Jverall system model must
include accurate descriptions of the subsystems, liquid propellant,
structura2 dynamics, control system, aerodynamic forces, and fllght
mechanics trajectories; (2) An accurate description of the environment
comparable with the analysls technique. This is as important as _he model
because it is the major excitation force of both static and dynamic lateral
loads; (3) Analysis procedures which are efficient, lead to understanding,
and provide accuracy of the results; (4) Performance criteria. These are
necessary for performance goal settings, both £n the design and verifi-
cation phase; otherwise, ultra-conservatlve designs result; (5) Active
load reduction techniques (mainly control system) is necessary as a final
means of meeting design goals and mission constraints.
REOUIREMENT$FORDETERMINING
DYNAMICLOADSAND RESPONSES
I. MODELS
A. SUBSYSTEMS
B. SYSTEM
il. DESCRIPTION OF ENVIRONMENT
ill. ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
IV. PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
V. LOAD REOUCIN6 TECHNIQUES i
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FLIGHT PLUSES REQUIRING LOADS CALCULATIONS
All major areas of the flight profile from the launch pad to tile return
landing require accurate predlctloas. Each phase can, and usually does, design
a particular area or structural subsystem of the vehlcle. The chart lists all
the major areas of concern; however, only the ascent phase will be covered in
this presentation (asterisk) because of time limitation. Many of the points
covered will be applicable to the other mission phases.
FLIGHTPHASES REQUIRING
tOADS CALCULATION
• ON PAD
• LiFT-OFF
• ASCENT
• SEPARATION
• DOCKING
• RE-ENTRY
I
• CRUISE
• LANDING
334
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._IODELREQUIREMhNFS
The system model should include, but not necessarily be limited to, the
listing shown on Chart 4. Accurate models of these various subsystems a11ow
a choice to be made as to the degree of sophistication needed for a particular
analysis. In the final design phase and assessment plmse, all the model details
must be included.
MODELREQUIREMENTS
• 6-D RIGID BODY TRAJECTORY
• STATIC AEROELASTIC EFFECTS
.: • NON-IDEAL CONTROL SYSTEM r111711¢,,. I.A(;,s;I
• ENVIRONMENT (lll_lJ IJl.',_l¢ll"ll_\l
• BENDING MOMENT OR LOADS
• 3-D STRUCTURAL MODES
• PROPELLANT SLOSHING MODES
• - NON-LINEAR; LOCAl,-AERODYNAMIC FORCES
• PROPULSION SYSTEM
335
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SYSTEMMODEL
STATE OF ART:
• ll_O TRAJECTORY
• 3-0 ELASTIC BODY
• 6UASI_qTEAOYAERODYNAMICS
• PROGRAMMEOCONTROLSYSTEMGAINS
• RSS PARAMETERVARIATIONS
TECHNOL06Y NEEOEO:
• NON.STATIONARYAEROOYNAMICS
• IMPROVED SUBSYSTEMMODELS
• METHODS FOR ESTiMATiON OF SUBSYSTEM
DATA ACCURACIES
• EFFICIENT STATISTICAL PROCEDURESFOR ANALYZING
OATA TOLERANCE EFFECTS ON RESPONSES
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VEHICLE LOADS CHARACTERISTICS
Dynamic analysis of present launch vehicles has produced some basic
results applicable to future space vehicle design and the development of
technology. The basic wind loads acting on a vehicle can be expressed
as a lateral bending moment with the longitudinal loads added to these
effects. This bending moment can, in general, be simplified to be a
function of the angle of attack, control force deflection, and elastic
body accelerations. Other effects are generally small for vehicles of
the Saturn type. Three basic dynamic effects Influence design of the
vehicle structure: ground wlnds, infllght wlnds of high dynamic pressure
re,ions, and first stage shutdown transient, Typical structural deslgn
areas for the Saturn V/Apollo are shown on figure I. Figure 2 shows two
vurv important effects: (I) That from a rigid vehicle standpoint, the
_esi_n of the nose of the vehicle is predominantly influenced by the
aerodynamics. This is illustrated by the solid curve R(x) which is the
rat_e of the bending me,meet partial due to _gle of attack to the bending
_nt partial due to ,:ontrol force 2(x) = " _. (2) "_:e percentage of
M' a
:_:al >ency.- _ment resulting from hendin_ dynamics. Here again, the
v_ _¢le no_e 1_ the c,_iprit with the major portion of the bendin_ moment
_: t_ re_:o_ resulting from bending dTnamlcs. Additional effects on the
:atom _A_llc ve_:_¢.ie :oa_s were _ust per,etratlon which had no appreciable
ef_e_ an_ _ati_ a_roeiasti¢l_v, _Ich increased the engine deflection by
a_rroxlma_e_ = _. _l:_ _:_e large aerodyn_.ic suriaces present on the
_ie ve_l.le a_c _t_ _c_i_x _tructural desi_, these effects can he
_:_cu_oec fr_w :,_e ex:_r_ence_ _n tT_e Saturn vehicles. Technology
_en mu_ _,e ex_._ _ _,e aer_elas_cltv area of local nonstatlonary
a_ro=_a_lc_, g_ I_ne:rati_r_. static aeroelasticlty, and structural
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VEHICLE LOAD CHARACTERISTICS
1. SATURNV OESIGNLOll 2. AERODYNAMICS,THRUST FORCE,
AND lENDING DYNAMICS
STATIONIN llIETERS STATION IN METERS
_ IsTGROUNDSTAGEWINDScuTOFF t
SAFETYF_l_l'OR ........... I
!tl. _ w/
)_lt/_;,;'iTA v"- I i J } M" -:. (li:18txl ,..
_: ,7:.7 .-. _ t n!,_ -- -
'x " "/I/_'77i7_, ''rs'_li _ I i i ,
5.111 ii,ml i,m. i .S i O
TOTAL gTRUCTURAL LOll RATIO
). STATIC AEROELA,STICEFFECTS FOR SATURN V, _ INCREASED 211%
4. GUSl" PENETRATION EFFECTS FOR SATURN V, NEGLIGIBLE
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Four distinct types of wind inputs are available for the appropriate
response analysls: (i) discrete, (2) power spectra, (3) nonstationarv
(stochastic), and (4) individual wind soundings. The accuracy of the
cehicle response is obviously directly proportioned to the accuracy and
understanding of these inputs.
Discrete winds are used mainly as s._mtherlc profiles and l-cc- "e
gusts. The state-of-the-art profiles are based on =any !ndividua: ,_und-
ings and are available for ETR, S;_.qEC, _%ite Sands, and k'all_._. ..;ind
shear is a condit_onal shear based on a reference level wind :_ee_.
Technolo_. needed for these discrete profiles is,a development of Joint
statistics of the shears and wind speeds.
Power spectra exceedance _odels for longitudinal, lateral, and
vertical rust co=portents are available on a world,wide basis. The power
spectra vertical _'ave lengths of lOOn to 2,00Ore are available for the ETR
test range. Additional development is needed to deter-mine the cross
spectrum from these same data in order to determine _ore a carafe response
data.
A nonstatlonary wind representation is available based on the
Rawlnsonde profiles (1000m Increments) for ETR, and contains Interlevel
correlations. The r_ or development in chls area is the shapln_ filters
and inter-level correlations for the high frequency wind characteristics
(i00 __ _ < 2,000w).
Detail wlnd profiles (Jims_here) based on 25m increments are available
for ETR, S&_TEC, _%Ite-Sand_, and Wallops. The present samples are not
adequate to duplicate the wind speed and wind shear statlstlcs of the
Rawinsonde ensemble. '_he turbulence portion is adequate. Either a larger
wind saaple is needed or a statistical procedure developed to correct the
present sample.
O0000006-TSF02
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_AL_SIS PROCEDURES
Analysis procedures fall into the san_ categories as the environ_ent:
(1) discrete inputs, (2) harmonic analysis, (3) nonstationary (stochastic),
and (4) Monte Carlo. The analysis using discrete inputs is welI known and
covers various degrees of so_histicatlon from simple planar point time analysis
to full 6-D trajectories with 3-D elastic modes and nonlinear aerodynamics.
Tbls analysis procedure is adequate.
Generalized harmonlc analysis is well developed for both loads and
lifetlme analysis of linear point tlme systems. This approach has not been
genprally extended to include cross soectru_wind models or analysis
techniques.
Ronstationary (stochastic) procedures are state-of-the-art for Iinear
time-varyi_g systems which include a wind filter fo_ 1,000mwave lengths.
Methods for determinlng response to mean wind and adding the results from
the stochastic process are available. Extending this apvroach to nonlinear
systems, with the development of the hill frequency wind model, would _roduce
a very valuable tool in loads analysis. This approach also needs a method
for llfetime prediction.
The final approach, the _ost desirable because no basic restricting
assumptlons are necessary, Is the modifled Monte Carlo which flies the
vehicle through an znsembYe of individual wind profiles, computes the veblcle
outputs, and analyzes them in a statlstlcal manner (response level versus
probabillty). (See slide # 9 -) This approach is state-of-the-art for a
6-D rigid body trajectory, nonlinear tlme-varyin_ coefficients, nonldeal
control, propellant oscillat_ons, and planar elastic modes. Present state-
of-the-art computatlon time for one trajectory uslng a hybrid computer is
seven seconds. Technology development involves mere efficient _odels and
computatlonal procedures that produce desired accuracy while reducing
machine run time. Addltlonal developments include procedures for in-
corporatlns data spreads (tolerances), nonlinear local angle-of-attack
aerodyna_cs, and a procedure (mentioned under "winds") for correcting
the wind sample.
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PERFOIUqANCECRITERIA
Vehicle dynamic response analysis and response reduction techniques
require accurate performance criteria as a base for Interpertatlon and
design goals. A state-of-the-art optimal approach (Honeywell's) is based
on a mean wind and a stochastic wind (1,000m wave length accuracy); ideal
state and wind sensing, with constraints on g_mbal angle, gJmbal rate,
and vehicle drift. Bending moment response is usually chosen for opti-
mization.
Technology is required for nonldeal state estimation which Includes
sensor choice and location criteria, an in,proved optlmal procedure for
computation efficiency and greater model detail, and a verification of
present optimal criteria. Extension of the criteria to include other
responses in conjunction with the bending moment is needed (example,
acceleration at cockpit), and the development of _ tlme-varying analog
of the frozen point time criteria Is highly desirable as a simplified
means of evaluating system response.
PERFORMANCECRITERIA
STATE OF ART:
• WIND - MEAN WlNO PLUS STOCHASTIC (1000M ACCURACY)
• IDEAL STATE AND WIND SENSING
• CONSTRAINTS ON GIMBAL ANGLE, OIMBAL RATE, AND VEHICLE DRIFT
• OPTIMIZED TO BENDING MOMENT
• FROZEN TIME POINT CRITERIA
TECHNOLOGY NEEDEB:
• NON-IDEAL STAI'E ESTIMATION
• 25M STOCHASTIC WIND MOOEL
• IMPROVED OPTIMAL PROCEDURE FOR COMPUTER EFFICIENCY AND
GREATER MODEL DETAIL
• ESTABLISH VALIDITY OF PRESENT CRITERIA AND MOOIFY TO
CORRECT OISCREPANCIES
• DEVELOP CRITERIA FOR BENDING MOMENT PLUS OTHER RESPONSES
SUCH AS CREW COMFORT (ACCELERATION OF CREW STATION)
• TIME VARYING ANALOGY OF FROZEN POINT CRITERIA
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BENDING MOHENTVERSUS PROBABILITY
Typical results _or the bending moment for an ensemble of 1_000 winds
is shown for the Saturn V/Apollo type launch vehicle. The results are
given for th_ total wind ensemble and for the wind ensemhle with the
tllrbulence filtered out. Accelerometer feedback gain, g2, is used as
the parameter. The only restriction in this probability statement is not
in the method of analysis but in the accuracy of the wind ensemble since
the meth _a is not restricted by linearity or statlonarity assumptior,._,
BENDING MOMENT, STATiOI,_ 90 (t0 4 N m)
50 -- 50i CONTROL SYSTEM
PROPOSED ACCELEROMETER
45 CONTROL SYSTEM, g2 VARIES
------g2:040
..... g2:0.03
--.-- g2=Q05 ,, /
35
30
TOTAL WIND !
ENSEMBLE 125
FILTERED
ENSEMBLE
2O
10
TURBULENCE
5 --
(J.5 5 20 50 70 90 9B 99.9 99.99
PROBABILITY (%)
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LOADRELIEF AND MODALSUPPRESSXON
This topic is covered in detail by other authors. The Inclusion of the
chart is merely for additional emphasis to the importance of reduction
techniques and the emphasis it places on ocher technology requirements such
as model accuracy.
The basic _echnology areas are passive reduction techniques (mean wind
biasing), active reduction techniques, perfornmnce criter4at state estinmtion
" and separation, and e££icient analysis techniques. All of _hese should he
pursued simultaneously.
LOAD,,.RELIEF..AHI)MODALSUPRESSlOH
STATEOF ART:
• PROGRAMMEDGAINS
• SENSORCHOICE: ACCELEROMETERS,RATEGYROS.POSITIONGYROS
• MONTHLYMEANWINDTRAJECTORYBIASING{ALL PLANES)
• MIXEOSTATEESTIMATION
TECHNOLOOYNEEOEO:
• AOAPTiVEGAIN SCHEMTS
• PREFLIOHTWIND BIASINGSCHEMES
• INFLIGHTWIND SENSINGAND WIND BIASING
• TECHNIQUESFOR DESIDNINGPRACTICALOPTIMALSUBSYSTEM
CONTROLLERUSINGOPTIMALPERFORMANCECRITERIA AS GOAL
• SEPAR#_TE(MODES)STATEESTIMATION
• TECHNIGUEFORMINIMUM INTERFERENCE(CDUPLIN6)THROUGH
COt4TROLSYSTEM
• SENSORCHOICEAND LOCATIONCRITERIA
• MOREEFFICIENTITERATIONPROCEDURES
346
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SPECIAL SHUTTLELOADSPROBLEMS
The final chart lists speclal Shuttle load problems that are potential
technology areas. Nhether state.-of-the-artechniques can be used to
analyze and solve these problems will be determined only through analysis.
High priority must be given to these areas early to determine their design
problem potential and, hence, determine if additional technology is needed.
SPECIALSHUTTLELOADSPROBLEMS
(POTENTIALTECHNOLOGYAREAS)
1. AERODYNAMICALLY STABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE FORCES TRADES
BETWEEN PERFORMANCE,DRIFT, AND LOAOS.
2. MASS AND AERQOYNAMIC BIAS FORCES CREATE A STATIC OR
TRIM LOAO DURING ASCENT.
3. MASS OFFSETS AND DYNAMIC MASS COUPLING CREATE DYNAMIC
LOADS THROUGH LATERAL LONGITUDINAL COUPLING.
4. AEROELAST_CPROBLEMSDURING ASCENT MAGNIFIED OVER
PREVIOUS SPACE VEHICLES DUE TO LARGE LIFTING SURFACES,
5. LIFT.OFF TWANG LOADS ARE MAGNIFIEO OUE TO MASS OFFSETS
ANO LARGE AERGOYNAMICSURFACES.
6. ASCENT LOADS ARE A TRADE OFF BETWEENBOOY LOAO!NG
ANO WING LOAOING.
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:_ CONCLIJ$IONS
):,.., The critical technology areas for Space Shuttle vehicle response to
'_.'_._ atmospheric disturbances are presented on the chart. Other less critical
_- but highly desirable areas were identified in each basic area, Hany of
%.:°:; the areas shown fail Into the various disciplines of Space vehicle design
:....'_ and should receive more In-depth discussions by specialists in these areae;
:.....": l_owever, they are of utmost importance to response analysis.
t,
"," CONCLUSIONS
• _,_!_:_ CRITICAL TECHNOLOGY
: _;'_': • PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
' _ _"_;.,:_:._ • NONSTATIONARY AERODYNAMICS
,o ,_,_ • AOAPI'IVE LOAD RELIEF SCHEMES
_:._ • CRITERIAFOR CONTROLSENSOR
CHOICE ANO LOCATION
• MORE ACCURATE SYSTEM MODELS AND
FASTER COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES
: • MOOAL OR SUBSYSTEM DECOUPLIN6
...... TECHNIQUES (HAROWARE AND CONTROL)
i_ _._,:: • TECHNIQUES FOR ACCURATELY INCORPORATING
....... OATA TOLERANE;ES IN RESPONSES.
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ASSESSME_9 OF THE P_I_ENTIAL FOR LOAD AkLEVIATION
CONCEPTS FOE SPACE ShWII_E '_HICLES
R. H. Lasaen and J. H. Wykes
North American Rockwell
INTRODUUTION
Tile space shuttle vehicle (SSV) concept utilizes rc.u_able booster and
o_LJ_,tervehicles to place a variety of payloads into earth orbits for an
order-of-magnitude lower cost than that of previous launeh-vehlcle/space-
craft combinations. The structural weight of reusable booste£ and orbiter
vehicles Is a key item in deter,nining the eventual payload and consequent
economlc feasibility of tileSSV. Thus concepts that might result in saving
vehlcle structural _eight must be given serious consid..ratlon as early as
possible in the design process.
The mated booster-orblter configuration functions as a combined launch
vehicle and aircraft and experiences the structural dynamic response problems
of each. The many aerodynamic surfaces of proposed SSV configurations will
result in response to atmospheric turbulence over a broad frequency band.
Additional excitation of the mated vehicles, as well as each craft separately,
will be induced by separated flow or buffeting, interference effects, and
interaction of shock waves with the boundary layer. The possibility of high
_tress, low cycle fatigue must be considered due to the multlple reuse
requirement of this program. High loading conditions will occur during
boost flight, in maneuvers, and at entry-cruise transition, and the aero-
dynamic surfaces may be flutter-prone either during the transonic-hlgll dynamic
pr*'ssure flight regime or in transverslng the stall region following high
angle of attack entry, One way of coping with many of these problems is to
str_,.gthcn and/or stiffen the basic load carrying structure. The effect
of the resulting weight increase, however, could so seriously jt_pardize
the payload c'q)abillty that tileSSV mission could not be accomplished
During the past decade or so, automatic control systems have been designed
to alleviate induced loads and/or control structural mode dynamics of flexible
vehlch, s. Many studies have been made attd several flight programs have
demonstrated a variety of benefits attd advantages i_r both aircraft and launch
vehicles. The tm.l_cation of suclI systems and concepts to the aforemt,ntioned
shuttle vehicle problem areas is suggested as one potential means of meeting
the very stringent structural mass fraction requirements of the SSV. This
p_per briefly reviews the state-of-the-art in load alleviation and mode
control, discusses s¢_meof tile recent techniques, and assesses the potential
of such systems for the SSV. Finally, some of the probleras requiring solution,
and tht, supi_)rttug programs to supply these solutions, are outlined.
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IDAD ALLF_IATIO$ AND _TI_t_CTURAL MDDE CONTROL
SOtU _ BL EWT ST[ DI [ 5 AND EXPI_ I IIEN'TAL PIROGRAII_
Because' of m_sflon requirements ann basic physical dxffcretwes, the approaches
t( 1hi st_d_ _,: loa_ relic! and -_r,ct_ral t_dt control syste'e,s hay,, been
Glffpre_" for laun(h _(.hl_lt._ ant s_r_raft, ac ha_t arbitrarily selected
sea,'rat ,lrtrs._'-,,rlert,_ _r,,_rav_ ,,h;_h h,_, pr,_ld,_ t_,th ana]ytxcal and
fItgh_ tcs_ ta:l_i_12_ '_ tml:_,,r_a:_ l,,ad r_lI_f anc_ ._IrJl_ tural r_dc control
conrt_pt_, ._rtese types :f ._tem._ h_ direct appllcatl_n tn the SSV confzgura-
One analytical study ,nltxa_d ir I_,4 f,_r th, air Force }l_tq_t I_nam_ef
Laboratnry _Fec the XP-7_ _t, sIu_3 '._CXlU_t xfY:lcl_ f._fe<]_. ]_ _as dee_n-
strated that acceleratlon._ end structure2 i,,ao._ d_, x,-, s'r_ciur_l _txon
can be alleviated by a control _-yearn, treat increase:, the damping ratio of the
structural modes. Thr effects on ._t:n:xnf, contr.o_l _L,rc, application, cvupXxng
and adaptability to changing condxtx_ns t_re studled. It _;a s.h_sn that a
relatively simple, practical, conventional c_ntrc.1 ._ystvtt can bt desxgnt_a to
provide phase and gain stabilization of the ._tructur_l m0.d(,.- under _ar) xt_g
flight conditions. This syster_ _as calloO ILAF fez Id(,_t_c_l L_,csxlon of
Accelerometer and Force. (Fig. 1}
Another Air Force-sponsored program (1965), best known by th_ name Gust
Alleviation and Structural Dynamic Stability Aug_nentat__on .Oyster. _GASDSAS),
used analytical and fixed-base simulation technique_ to expl_re gust alXelrla -
tion and structural mode control systems, ride quality effectiveness and
interface problems with handling qualities, displays and t_rra_ __ollo_xng.
Building on the results of the Y_B-70 study, practical _]ut2c_._s _cre achlc_
for problems of force generation, system stability, and interference _th the
regular stability augmentation. Theoretic$1 appllcatxnns _cre _.vde to tht _
Advanced Mann¢_ Strategic Aircraft (AKSA, _, the C-SA, and Y-lil _eh_cles.
Practical applications of modern optimal control theories _err al_o dcsctoped
during this stud}-.
Under a Jointly sponsored NASA/Air Force program, a combtn.,d analytical-
flight test project to verify the ILAF concept on the XB-7_ was undertaken
in lC_69. An ILAF system was designed as an add-on to the airplane's stabZlity
augmentation system to control only the symmetric structural _des using the
existing elevens as force generators. Analytical evaluations showed that the
system would be stable and effective in controlling the first three structural
modes without degrading handling qualities. Pilot comments and flight test
records verified the fact that the system improved crew ride quality in
atmospheric turbulence.
Another important analytical-flight test program was conducted for the
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory using the B-52 aircraft. This program
is best known by the name Load Alleviation and Mode Stabilization (tAMS)
and was condu2ted to demonstrate the ca,nabilities of an advanced flight
control system to alleviate gust loads and control structural _odes on a
large flexible aircraft using existing aerodynamic control surfaces as forc_.
producers, A direct llft system was also studied. Flight demonstration of tltc
LAMS flight control system was conducted to provide a comparison of analytical
and experimental data, The results obtained showed that significant reduction
in fatigue damage rates were obtaincxl. (Fig. l)
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o_ The chart shows the major benefits to be obtained from using various load
....:_,. alleviation and/or mode control schemes. Obviously, not all systems can
=_ provide all these advantages, nor are they designed to do so. However, it
_ is important to note that when fly-by-wlre concepts are employed, as on the
__ ?o saY, implementation of multiple functions is much easier. Early participation
of the control system designer and the structural analyst is especially
_°o important in the requirement for force generators where use of already
_ existing control surfaces generally compromises the system effectiveness.
?
.... Implementation of an automatic control system to reduce gust and buffet
o .
: response can reduce peak accelerations, loads, and bending moments with
.... ,, _ potential saving in weight due to reduced fatigue damage rate. Improvement
in ride quality is also possible. Systems to control gust responses on
_ _ flexible vehicles using basic stability augmentation, direct ].ift and
o °.>
structural mo_e control techniques have the largest technology backgrouvd of
analysis and test. Little has actually been done in stuaying the control
' " i of buffet response; £n principle structural mode control techniques should
___._ be applicable. The potential savings in weight to a given vehlcZe design
....._ due to gust alleviation and buffet control can only be assessed after all
factors impacting on strength and stiffness have been determined. A number
of gust load and fatigue analyses of large flexible aircraft have sho_ that,
_i in general, these vehicles have not been fatigue limited td a great extent.
This means-_ha_.s:_¢,.tural material provided for discrete loads (gust and
maneuver) and for stiffness (stability, control, and flutter) have provided
more than enough material to cover most fatigue requirements.
Obtaining required flutter margins through _se of automatic control of
aerodynamic surfaces is becoming increasingly attractive. This is particularly
so since fly-by-wlre technology is developing the redundancy techniques and
actuation hardware required to obtain reliability equivalent to basic struc-
ture. Thus, weight saving may be possible through reduction of a lifting
surface's basi_ stiffness. Next to gust response control, this concept has
developed a conslderable analytlcal and technology background. The type of
flutter to be controlled, lightly damped or explosive, will affect the details
of the approach to be utilized.
Wlth the adven_ of fly-by-wlre technology, the possibility of saving weight
and reducing drag by reducing the horlzontal and vertlcal tail sizes_ and
thus reducing static stability has received considerable attention. The
basic stability required would be achieved using automatic controls. A
halsnce between the reduced tail size and control surface size and deflection
limits set by take.off rotation, maneuver, and stability augmentation require-
ments must be achieved.
By proper attention to the locstio_ of control forces required to mzneuver
a vehicle the aerodynamic loadings can be shaped to reduce design bending
moments and thus save weight. Combined direct lift concepts together with
structural mode stabilization concepts show attractive potential for Imple-
menting this idea.
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'_ KEY DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
-- i The key design elements of any active load alleviation and structural mode
control system are the sensors and control forces and their final effective-
ness is dependent upon the control laws utilized.
.r: Most load alleviation and structural mode control systems developed for
-_ winged vehicles over the past decade have employed vehicle nw_tlon response
" sensors such as rotary and linear aecelerometvr_ and gyros. Structural
::_ , motion sensing strain gages have been studied bu'_ have not received wide
--o acceptance. In addition to these, launch vehicle and missile studies have
_°*"_ found gust sensing vanes and pressure sensors effective.
On vehicles with lifting surfaces, the source: of the controlling forces
have made use of the normal type trailing edge controls; thvt Is Lhe flap_,
ailerons, and elevators. Le_ding edge surfaces are receiving increased
attention. TIp controls and sw)ilers have a]_) been utillz,:d. Often times
these controls have been designed to do double duty as part _f the basic
maneuver and stability augmentation control systems 8s well as part of the
load alleviation and structural ffM_JdCc_mtr,_1 _ystem. Whll_: having control
_.urfaces dr, double' duty ¢:_,n tie adv_ntut:,-,:us when the ¢iu_l r(.qulrem,.nts are
nnt too constralnlag, it has b(:t.nfound that _mall auxiliary surface._; stri¢:tly
f,,r structural mod_ control cnn b, ,.ffi, l,nl _,nd ,.ffective,
Off launch vehlcl_:t_ and mi._._lJ_,s, ,.n_zn_, _'l':h_,]l }of',)'_s U#',:t_ Slt_rJiud I_.xte.nh_.ve]y
to obtain thru,_t veers.ring f(Jr c¢,ntr¢_l r,f b,_ tr_.qucn¢:y lo;,d reli,._f and ._trtmc'-
rural rr_)de contr_,l, r)n fulure v_.hi¢:Ics of the, :_YV t,yp_, it ,|)pettr_ tha! rel_('f l_n
jets als¢) (:oultl b_. _.ffe¢:tive v,mtr,_l f,_r,,. ._,ur,_,._f,_r l,,,d ,ll, vi_ti¢,n _n,l
structural m_)de control, li_we_er, on a re]:stlv, ly cont inu¢_,I_ d,.r_,.nd hal_i,._,
these reaction ,jet forces may r,.qtJi-.,,aware r)n-tx_r, rd W_w,'r ¢:r fuel than th,,
actuating syste_ needed fr, r _erodynami(' surfs,cos.
Over thf-, past decade considerable research tnnrl d,.V_Jlr)pm,'n|, effc_r?, ha_; been
expellded on defining the requlrc.d control law,,, tH_tw,,Pn sens,_r_ and ,:#_ntr_l
forces required t_ ace:erupt|fib the load all,,viatl¢,n _nrl _tru-tura] m,_d,: eontr,,}
functi,ms wlt.h, nat imp_dlng basle man¢_,zw,r _n¢l flt,bility 8Ul__r.r_tali,,n¢,:_!r,,l.
In seeking a simpler fundamental approach within these cemstraint,_ N¢,rth
American Rockwell, through Air Force sWmsored research, identified the ILAF
approach. By placing the sensing element (aceel#:romc, t,,r) at the. f#,rce input
point and taking adv;_ntage of normal actuation and sPr_¢tynaml,, lags, with
some assist from el,_,ctronlc compensation, a structural damping force Is
obtained which is effective over a wide range of vehicle and flight, condi-
tions. The Air Force-_Wm_red IAMS pr,)gram o_nducl.P,! by Bot,lng and Honeywell
Is representative ¢)f s rr_re complex hut effectlw: senw, r blending apprt_sch
using both accelerometer_ and gyros which el, milts in an intvgratPd stability
augmentation and load alleviation and _)de stabllizstion syntem. Optimal
control t.hc_ries were effc_'tive in synthesizing these types ¢)f _yflte_s.
Launch vehicle and misBile c¢:ntrol laws f_:r load relief hay,. been constrain,_d
Oy the use of engine gimballing for contrail forces to contr¢_l of vehlclP
rigid body w)tlons _lth_ugh studies have _hown that control of fundam_,ntal
flexure _w)des might prove anvantsgeoua. Gyros rather than accelerometer_
haw. been utilized bPeause of the thrust vector control appr,,aeh and the feet
that large thrust accelerations make a,,':eelerstinn alignment a problem.
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ASSESSMENT OF LOAD ALLEVIATION AND STRUCTURALMODE CONTROL
POTENTIAL FOR SSV
Hsvins reviewed the current state-of-the-art, examined some studies and
flight program results, and discussed some important system hardware features,
this section examines the application of all this technology to the SSV.
i
By relying on automatic controls to provide a satisfactory equivalent static
stsbilityj it may be possible to reduce the horizontal and vertical tail
sizes wlth a savings in weight. The potential for doing thls Is rated fair
to good. The lack of current in-depth study of the amount of tall slze
reductions possible contributes to the cautious comment. In addition, the
current lack of ability to produce large capacity multiple redundant actuation
units adds further caution. The actuation unit Is one of the main differences
to keep tn mind when making comparisons between Apollo and SSV fly-by-wire
systems. Xt is, o.# course, the technology developed in the redundancy end
reliability of the electronic components of fly-by-wlre system_ like Apollo
that suggests some optlmlmm In evaluating thl_ approach.
The use of an active flutter control system on the SSV to reduce rlgldlty
requirements ham a good chance for success. All of the lifting surfaces
are expeete,d to have their minimum flutter margins during boost while in the
transonic flight region. During re_entry, stall flutter or these lifting
surfacL,_ may aIRs be of concern even thouKh the dynamic pressure will he
much reduced. ,_sdlng edge, trailing edge, and tip controls a_ well a_
reaction Jets are possible force generation sources. The control would providt,
for m_rgln only. While the vehicles would be vulnerabl_, for flutter -n ew,ry
flight, during lwJost th,, axle;sure t_me is relatively short. The lw,tenttal
for contr_lllng stall fluttPr alma exlmts and Lb,, ovvrall as_ua_mvnt I_ "gof, d",
Maneuver load control for the booster during entry sad turn and f,,r tht, _)rhil,.,r
during transition is rated -f fair to gfJod potential. Th., quallflrail-n _ha_l-
Ing of falr is related to '.h,, fact that sufficient snalym,,m hay,. n.t b,,en
acc,Jmplimhed to dt, t,,rmi.,, if a weight, penalty exi_t_ due l,) theme msn,-,,v,,rN.
If a design penalty t,xi_ts, surfsf'e Inrationm and the 1,_w freque.cy M.rfa('.,.
acf,lmtlon dPmlnds make th_ _han(.s, K_,_cl rt,r pot_,nttsl wf_lght tlavi0K_.
The p_)tentlal for obtaining be,nefits from contr_,lltng r('_l x _e t. guslm lind
buffet _',() reduce bending n_Jments and improve r)de ¢Ulnllty and ml.r.ct,lrxl
fatigue ar,_ rated fair to good. The str,mgth deslgn_ .r the lifting s.rf_c,,.
could be set by th_ q malinltud_m during b_*st wh_r_ th,. peak values o,f thl_
parameter could be caused by gust. Tile maximum exl_Jsuro 1,¢_gu_tm and maxim,m
dynamic pres_tlre occur alnwJst slmultsnc_.usly. The chances of Impl_menl, lng an
automatic control _ystem t. rmluce thes,_ ,l.sign loads are rat,.d g.od mlnc_
much of the state-of-the-art te-hnology exists for this kind of sppllcat, h,n.
The 8_V',_ are _lexlhle and the crew will be _ub.je(:ted to wJmo a(,celoratlon
environment, tk_w¢,vor, the ftic_t thect the crew will have mainly s walt.ring
fun(;tion 0;_(:_)t during d,i_.k'lngj #lid th,_ fact that the e,xpo_urQ ttm_ will he
relstlv,,ly short, Infllcatt_t gust and huff.ring will h.ve litti,_ _ff_:c_,t o.
crew ©fflclency or saf,_ty and r1¢1¢, quality Impr.vem.nt t_ n,,t critical.
8tu _ have shown that str.ct.ra! response (h., to Imff_l.lng is mainly first
wing h(,ndlng; th.a control surfaces n,,ar the tip should be ahl,_ t- damp this
relatively low frmlUe.¢:y _Jti.n If Lhl, is determined to tie (l_.lr#hi,,.
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